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Les modulateurs de laser externes sont des composants essentiels dans le 

développement des réseaux de transmission optique de longue distance à haute vitesse. 

Les modulateurs aectro-optiques linéaires à semiconducteur basé sur le principe de 

l'onde progressive sont des dispositifs pnmetteurs pour la n5aiisation de modulation 

haute vitesse dépassant 100 GHz et à faible étaiement spectral. Ils offrent également le 

potentieI pour l'intégration monolithique avec des sources de laser et d'autres dispositifs 

électroniques et photoniques. II est bien connu que la limite dominante de la largeur de 

bande des modulateurs éIectro-optiques à onde progressive soit le désaccord de vitesse 

entre le signal optique et le signal de modulation RF dans la région d'interaction. 

Lorsqu'en accord de vitesse, la largeur de bande d'un modulateur est limitée 

principalement par les pertes micro-ondes inévitables des électrodes. Ces modulateurs 

souffrent également d'une tension de commutation relativement élevée due a w  

coefficients électro-optiques très petits. 

Cette thèse se concentre sur le dkveloppement des modulateurs électro-optiques à 

onde progressive sur pastiIIe de semi-conducteur. L'effet électro-optique linéaire (effet 

Pockels) est exploité pour convertir I'information du signal electrique au signai optique. 

Le projet se compose de trois étapes principaies: i) conception des electrodes planaires à 

haute vitesse, ii) caractérisation du matériau, et iii) mesures. Différents types de 

modulateurs, y compris les modulateurs d'intensité Mach-Zehnder sensibles et peu 

sengbles à 1 1  polarisation, et convertisseurs de modelpoI~sation, sont considérés. 

La première partie de Ia thèse présente la conception de différents types de 

structures planaires chargées à intervalles péifodiques. Certaines de ces structures 

utilisent des rubans coplanaires (CPS), d'autres des guides d'ondes copianaires (CPW). 

Des eléments capacitifs sont ajoutés aux structures conventionneIles CPS et CPW pour 

réduire la vitesse de phase du signai micro-onde. Les electrodes sont égaiement 

optimalisées pour obtenir la perte d'insertion micro-onde minimale. La séparation des 

electrodes est égdemeat un param6tre de conception important qui ;iffecte la tension de 

commutation et ie désaccord & vitesse. Ces tlectrodes sont intégrées avec les structures 



optiques telles que I'interferomètre optique de Mach-Zehnder pour réaliser des 

modulateurs d'intensité, 

Une partie de la thèse traite l'effet de la densité de porteurs de charge dans le 

substrat sur la performance des électrodes planaires. L'effet des porteurs de charge libres 

est employé pour expiiquer et modexser les pertes micro-ondes observées dans [es 

modulateurs à onde progressive quand les électrodes à structures lentes sont fabriquées 

sur les matériaux optiques constitués de couches hétérostmctures dopées 

involontairement. Les résultats expérimentaux et ceux en obtenus par modelisation 

prouvent qu'il y a une limite résiduelle critique de dopage au-dessus de laquelle la perte 

micro-onde augmente linéairement avec Ia densité de dopage. 

La dernière partie de la thèse présente les résultats de mesure comprenant des 

mesures optiques, électriques, et electro-optiques. Des mesures de largeur de bande de 

modulation ont été faites jusqu'à 40 GHz sans atteindre le niveau de -3 dB. Quelques 

modulateurs ont dérnontd une tension de commutation aussi basse que 8,s V. 



ABSTRACT 

Extemal Iaser modulators are essential components in the development of high-speed 

long-haul optical communication networks. Semiconductor traveling wave Iinear electm- 

optic modulators are promising devices in achievuig hi&-speed modulation in excess of 

LOO GHz and low chup. They also offer the potential for monolithic integration with Iaser 

sources and other electronic and photonic devices. It is weI1 known that the dominant 

bandwidth limitation of traveüng wave electro-optic modulators is the velocity mismatch 

between the opticai signal and RF modulating signal in the interaction region. In the 

velocity-matched condition, the modulator bandwidth is lirnited mainiy by the 

unavoi&bIe micxowave losses of the electmdes. These modulators dso suffer from 

dative1 y high hdf-wave voltage due to very small electro-optic coefficients. 

This thesis focuses on the deveIopment of semiconductor tmveling wave electro- 

optic modulators. The Iinear electm-optic effect (Pockels effect) is exploited to carry 

information from the electncal signal to the opticai signal. The project consists of three 

main stages: i) design of high-speed planar eiectrodes, ii) materid characterization, and 

iii) measurements. Different types of modulators, inciuding polarization sensitive and 

insensitive Mach-Zehnder intensity modulators, and mode/poIarization converters, are 

considered. 

The F i t  part of the thesis presents the design of different types of periodicaily 

loaded coplanar strips (CPS) and coplanar waveguides (CPW). Conventional CPS's and 

CPW's are loaded with capacitive elements to reduce the phase velocity of the 

mimwave signal. The electrocies are dso optunized to exhibit minimm microwave 

insertion Ioss. The interelectrode gap is also an important design parameter which affects 

both the haIf-wave voltage and veIocity mismatch. These electmdes are mtegrated with 

optical structures such as Mach-Zehnder optical interfemmeter to realize inteusity 

moduIators. 

Part of the thesis deais with the eEect of snbstrate carrÏer density on the 

performance of planar dectrodes. The fiee charge camer effect is used to explain and 

mode1 microwave Iosses observed in traveiing wave modulators when the slow-wave 



electrodes are fabricated on unintentionlly doped hetemstnicture optical materiais. 

Modeling and experirnental resuits show that there is a criticai retidud doping Iimit, 

above which the microwave Ioss increases iineariy with doping density. 

The Iast part of the thesis presents the meastuement results including opticai, 

electncal, and electro-optical measurements. Modulation bandwidths were measured up 

to 40 GHz and no 3 4 3  roll-off was observed. Some modulators demonstrated a half- 

wave voltage as low as 8.5 V. 



1. Introduction: 

Le développement sans cesse croissant des systèmes de téI6communications par 

fibre optique nécessite la mise au point de composants optoélectroniques capables de 

fonctionner à des vitesses élevées. Du côté transmetteur, le développement des 

modulateurs efficaces et ultra rapides est nécessaire. Pour ce faire, le signal optique 

(laser) peut être modulé soit directement ou par un modulateur externe. La modulation 

directe du laser a l'avantage d'être relativement simple, mais l'inconvénient est que la 

largeur de la bande de fréquence se trouve Limitée par l'étalement spectral. Pour des 

systèmes à haut débit ( 2 10 Gbit/s ), Ie choix de la méthode de la modulation externe 

s'avère le plus interessant car il permet la modulation des différentes sources optiques, 

présente un étaiement spectrai moins important et donc permet la transmission des 

signaux optiques à 1.55 pn sur des fibres monomodes à longue distance. 

Ces modulateurs ont 6tk conçus en exploitant les propriétes electro-optiques de 

Niobate de Lithium. D'autre part. Ie développement de procédés de croissance et celui de 

la fabrication de la fanille de semi-conducteurs III-V ont permis d'augmenter 

considérabiement la qualité des couches minces utilisées dans la fabrkation de dispositifs 

optoéiectroniques. Ce progrès a renouveM L'intérêt dans ces matériaux, car ils offrent 

I'avantage d'intégrer de façon monolithique les dispositifs micro-électroniques avec les 

dispositifs photoniques. 

Les modulateurs éiectro-optiques à onde progressive sont un choix avantageux 

pour obtenir des largeurs de bande élevées. IIs utaisent d'une part I'effet electro-optique 

linéaire (l'effet PockeIs) qui consiste à induire un changement d'indice de réfraction du 

cn-std à raide d'un champ éiectrique, et d'autre part I'eRet Stark (Quantimi Confined 

Stark Enect) qui est particolièrement prononcé dans les dispositifs à puits quantiques 



multiples (MQW). Les dimensions de ces modulateurs sont réduites mais leurs 

caractéristiques varient fortement avec la longueur d'onde du signai optique; de plus, le 

problème d'étdement spectral se pose. 

Durant la conception des modulateurs à onde progressive, il faut égaliser la 

vitesse de phase du signai moduiant et la vitesse de groupe du signai optique, car un 

désaccord des deux vitesses limiterait la largeur de bande disponible. L'accord des 

vitesses peut être obtenu en utilisant des éiectmdes i charge capacitive dites "structures 

lentest'. Ces structures permettent de raientir la vitesse de propagation du signal micro- 

ondes à celle de propagation du signai optique. Le principe des structures Ientes est 

d'ajouter des éléments capacitifs ou inductifs & intervailes périodiques aux structures 

planaires, ceci dans le but d'augmenter Ia capacité et l'inductance par unité de longueur 

du guide. 

2. Objectifs : 

Le but de ce projet est de developper des modulateurs éiectro-optique à ondes 

progressives ultra rapides en utilisant des structures Ientes. Les étapes suivantes sont donc 

nécessaires. 

1. Conception, optimisation, et fabrication du substrat semi-conducteur "pastille" 

2. Caracterisation des matériaux semi-conductetirs en ce qui concerne Ia densité des 

porteurs libres 

3. Conception, optimisation, fabrication, et mesure des structures Ientes 

4. Conception, optimisation, fabrication, et mesure guides d'ondes optiques 

5. Faire simultanément des mesures micro-ondes et optiques 

L'intégration de ces modulateurs avec le signal optique (Iaser) & façon monolithique 

constitue un travail très intéressant à déveIopper dans L'avenirenir 



3. Théorie : 

L'effet electro-optique linéaire (l'effet Pockels) utilisé par ces modulateurs consiste à 

induire un changement d'indice de réfmction du dstaI 21 L'aide d'un champ electrique. Les 

propriétés optiques d'un cristal peuvent être décrites par son eliipsoMe d'indice ou 

indicatrice. Cette dernière se déforme en présence d'un champ electrique. L'arséniure de 

gallium (GaAs) et phosphure d'indium (W) sont des cristaux isotropes appartenant au 

groupe de symétrie 43m de la famille des Zincblende. La croissance cristalline des 

substrats GaAs et InP s'effectue généralement dans le plan [100]. Pour la moduIation 

optique dans ce type de substrat et dans le cas ou le signal optique se propage selon In 

direction [oTI], deux orientations sont génédement utiliskes pour I'appücation du 

champ électrique. On peut appliquer un champ electrique selon la direction [100], 

perpendiculaire à la surface de pastille, ou encore selon[O 1 l], parallèle à la surface. 

Le champ électrique selon [IO01 induit un changement d'indice de kfnction du 

cn-std selon [O1 11 (mode TE). Ce champ électrique n'a aucun effet sur Ie mode optique 

TM. On obtient donc un moduIateur de phase uniquement pour le mode TE. Dans ce cas, 

le guide d'onde optique est situé en dessous de l'électrode. Le guide d'onde optique est 

constitué des couches hétérostructures de type AIGaAs/GaAs/AIGaAs ou 

InP/InGaAsP/InP. 

Lorsqu'on applique un champ elecuique paraiMe à Ia surface du guide d'onde 

optique, ceIui-ci doit être situé entre les éIectrodes du signa1 et celui de Ia masse. Dans ce 

cas les axes principaux de I'eliipsoioe d'indice sont tournés selon [I 1 l] et [Ï I I l .  Il y a 

don  un coupIage entre les modes TE et TM qui joue la fonction d'un convertisseur de 

poIarisatiodmode. Afin d'éviter une absorption excessive du signal optique causée par la 

proXimit6 de i'éiectrode, on ajoute une couche isoIante entre I'éiectrode et Ie guide &de 

optique. 



II est nécessaire d'utiliser un interféromètre optique Mach-Zehnder (MZ<) afin de 

convertir la modulation de phase et la conversion de mode en moddation d'intensité. 

On considère trois types de modulateurs décrits ci-dessous: 

Modulateur d'intensiti dépendant de la polarisation (TE mode) : un MZI est intégré 

avec une strucnire à guides d'ondes coplanaires (CPW) de façon que l'un des bras de 

M Z  est situé en-dessous de l'électrode du signal et l'autre est situé en-dessous de 

l'electrode de masse. 

Modulateur d'intensité indépendant de la polarisation : les bras de MZI sont situés 

entre l'électrode du signal et celui de la masse d'un CPW. 

Convertisseur de Mode : un guide d'onde optique est situé entre les électrodes du 

signai et de Ia masse d'une structure rubans coplanaires (CPS), 

4. Structures Lentes : 

La conception d'un moduiateur à ondes progressives ultra rapide nécessite 

l'utilisation une structure CPW et CPS p o u  propager le signal modulant aux fréquences 

micro-ondes. L'avantage des structures copIanaires face awr structures micro-rubans est 

la présence du plan de masse à la suface. L'indice de réfraction effectif micro-ondes 

dans une stxucture coplanaire sur GaAs ou InP est inf6rÏeur à I'indice de réfiaction 

optique. Donc Ia vitesse de phase du signai modulant sera supérieure à Ia vitesse de 

groupe du signai optique. Comme Ia largeur de bande d'un moduiateur electro-optique à 

onde progressive est Tirnitee par un désaccord des vitesses, il serait avantageux de ralentir 

Ia propagation du signai modulant On peut atteindre cet objectif avec des structures 

coplanaires non mifio~mes. On ajoute un dément capacitif à mtervaües périodiques afni 

d'augmenter In valeur de Ia capacité linéique. La conception de structures lentes a pour 
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but d'obtenir principalement une impédance caractéristique 50 52, une vitesse de phase de 

8.5 d n s e c  (qui est la vitesse de groupe du signal optique), et une perte micro-onde 

réduite. 

Nous avons conçu trois groupes de masques microélectroniques, LIT-1, LIT-2, et 

LJT3. Plusieurs types de StrucNres lentes sont présentes dans ces masques. Les structures 

CPW's ou CPS's contiennent des éléments capacitifs qui ont été ajoutés par intervaIIes 

périodiques de dentir Ia propagation du signal modulant Plusieurs géométries ont 

permis de vérifier la validité des résultats obtenus avec le simuiateur électromagnétique. 

Les diff6nntes structures utilisées servent égaiement ii comparer leur efficacité en ce qui 

concerne Ies pertes, [es vitesses de phase, et Ia dispersion, et enfin de déceler ceIIes qui 

sont les plus performantes. L'annexe I et l'annexe II décrivent en détail les structures 

présentes sur ces masques. Ces structures sont du type CPW, CPWA, CPWB, CPWC, 

CPWD, CPWD-aie (asymétrique), CPSD, et CPSD-Id (CPS intrelacé). Dans Ies 

structures lentes de type CPWD-as, Ia longueur des ailettes ajoutees à I'électrode 

centde, Lss, est plus petite que la longueur des ailettes ajoutées aux électrodes de terre, 

bG- Les structures lentes du type CPWD-as sont particulièrement plus performantes que 

ceIIes du type CPW (symétrique), car elles présentent certains avantages décrits ci- 

dessous: 

a) 1a séparation des bras de l'interféromètre Mach-Zehnder (MZ) est très petite 

ce qui permet de réduire [a perte optique de la jonction, Ia longueur de 

I'interféromètre MZ et par conséquent la longueur du modulateur; 

b) la longueur effective de la smictttre Iente du type CPWD-as est pIus grande 

que la longueur physique, c'est à dire que le champ dectrique appliqué 

devient pius important quand le signd moduIant se propage dans Ia direction 

de propagation. 



On a utilisé le simulateur électromagnétique Sonnet qui permet une analyse en 

2.5D des structures lentes. Ces simulateurs nous permettent également d'obtenir les 

paramètres S équivaients des différentes structures. L'impédance caractéristique, la 

constante de propagation, ainsi que la vitesse de phase peuvent être trouvées a partir de la 

matrice ABCD, déduite de Ia matrice S. 

5. Structures Optiques 

Pour concevoir nos structures optiques, nous nous sommes senris de la méthode 

de Pindice effectif et de la méthode de propagation du champ optique BPM (Beam 

propagation rnethod). On a conçu deux pastilles hétérostructures du type Al,Gai,As- 

Al,Gai,As-AIyGaI,As avec y = 0.13 et x = 0.08 pour la première pastille et y = 0.3 et x 

= O pour Ia deuxième. Les *des optiques et les structures lentes ont ét6 déposées sur ces 

pastilles. Le guidage vertical de la lumière est assuré par la différence de concentration 

d'aluminium qui produit une diffknce d'indice de réfiaction dans les couches minces. 

Pour le confinement latéral, on utilise Ia méthode qui consiste à graver dans la couche 

supérieure de la pastiIIe, un guide d'onde à crête, afin de &er une différence d'indice 

effectif. La hauteur et la largeur de la crête ont été choisies pour obtenir un guide 

monomode. L'indice de réfnction de groupe de ces pastilles h&érostructures est caiculé 

par Ia méthode de I'indice effectif, soit Ng = 3.5 où la vitesse de groupe est de 8.5 

cmfnsec. 

6. Caractérisation des Mitériaux de Substrats: 

On a remarqué que les pertes microondes dépendent fortement du dopage 

résiduel dans les couches minces hétémstnrctures de Ia pastiIIe. Les résultats obtenus 

montrent qu'au delà d'une certaine vaIetn critique, Ia peat micro-onde est si grande que 

toute moddation éIectro-optique aux hypemBquences serait quasiment impossible. Nous 



avons fait une étude pIus détaiI16e sur ce point afin de déterminer plus exactement la 

vdeur critique du dopage. Nous avons fabriqué des structures lentes sur plusieurs 

pastilles hétérostructure à différents dopages. Les résultats obtenus concernant les pertes 

micro-ondes ont été illustrés au Chapitre 5 de la thèse. On trouve une valeur critique du 

dopage égale à - 5x10" km3. Toutes Ies pastilles hétérostmctures utilisees dans cette 

thèse ont été fabriquées à dopages inférieur à 5xloL4 /cm3. Les résdtats des mesures 

micro-ondes sont très encourageants, les pertes micro-ondes qu'on a obtenues sont très 

proches des pertes micro-ondes sur la pastille semi-isolante GaAs. Les dsultats 

expérimentaux sont en très bon accord avec les résultats numériques obtenus par 

ordinateur, 

7. Resultats Expérimentaux: 

7.1 Mesures Optiques: 

Les mesures optiques ont été rtdisées sur les guides d'ondes optiques fabriquées 

sur des pastilles hétérostructures. Ces mesures permettent de déterminer si le guide est 

rnonomode ou multirnode, la perte optique, et le profil du mode. Deux méthodes ont été 

utilisées afin de déterminer les pertes optiques, "Fabry-Perot" et "cut-back", on a obtenu 

des guide d'ondes optiques à faibles pertes (inférieurs à 1 5  dBlcm). Ces pertes peuvent 

être causées par I'absorbtion par des porteurs libres ou la dispersion (interne et externe). 

7.2 Mesures Micro-ondes: 

Nous avons utilisé des smictm-es lentes fabriquées sur la pastille semi-isolante 

d'arséniure de g;ilIium, puis nous avons mesuré Ia propagation du signai moduIant par un 

andyseur de &seau de 0.045 a 40 GHz qui donne Ies paramètres S. Un programme en 

langage FORTRAN a été deveioppé. II permet de cdcder I'impédance caract&istique. Ia 

vitesse de phase, I'indice effectif et la perte microsude. Les résuitats obtenus montrent 

un très bon accord avec Ies résuitats numériques cdcui6s par orcünateur. Cependant on 
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observe des variations brusques pour quelques structures sur le masque. Nous pourrons 

supposer que ces variations ont pour origine un défaut de fabrication ou bien la 

géométrie des structures. Les impédances caractéristiques et les indices effectifs mesurés 

prennent générdement les vaIews respectives de 45 f 5 et 3.4. On peut Ies modifier dans 

la prochaine conception en introduisant moins de capacité par unité de longueur du guide. 

Les pertes micro-ondes ( =3 dB/cm ) que nous avons atteint sont parmi les plus basses 

pertes micro-ondes obtenues jusqu'à présent. Nous avons aussi remarqué qu'il existe des 

variations presque périodiques des impédances caractérîstiques surtout pour les structures 

du type guide d'ondes coplanaires sans encoches et ailettes. 

On remarque que les pertes micro-ondes des structure du type CPWD et 

particulièrement CPWD-as sont les plus fûibles. Ces structures ont aussi un facteur de 

recouvrement longitudinale élevé ( 0.9 ). En effet la structure CPWD-as appanît comme 

la plus intéressante structure à guides d'ondes coplanaires. 

Nous avons fabriqui les mêmes structures lentes sur une postiIIe à semi-isolant de 

phosphure d'indium ( InP ). Des mesuns micro-ondes effectuées avec I'anaiyseur de 

réseau HP8510C montrent un bon accord entre les résultats numériques et ceux obtenus 

avec Ia pastille semi-isoIante en arséniure de gallium. Les structures lentes sur une 

pastille à base de InP présentent des pertes plus faibles que celles rencontrées avec Ies 

pastilles GaAs, de plus les indices effectifs sont légèrement différents. 

Les structures lentes du type CPSD-id (CPS intrelace) sont appropriés pour la 

modulation Qectro-optique à haute Mquence. Avec ces structures, nous avons réussi à 

avoir un désaccord de vitesses inférieur à 5%' une impédance caractéristique située entre 

40 Q et 50 Q, et des pertes micro-ondes très faibles. La comparaison des résdtats 

expérimentde avec Ia sllndation montre un Crès bon accord 

Pour accorder la vitesse de phase du signal modtûant et du signal optique. on a 

mesuré Ia structure Iente de type CPSD. Cette structure est utilisée pour réaliser des 



convertisseurs de modes, les résultats obtenus sont très encourageants. En effet 

I'impéhce caractéristique est d'environ 50 Q, le désaccord des vitesses est inférieur a 

5%. et les pertes microonde obtenues sont eès faibles, pour ce type de structure. À notre 

meilleure connaissance, on n'a pas enregistré d'aussi faible valeur de pertes dans la 

littérature. 

7.3 Mesures É~ectro-~~t i~ues:  

Les mesures de modulation electro-optique ont été faites afin de déterminer des 

largeurs de bandes disponibles et des fonctions de transfert. La fonction de transfert 

permet de caicuier la tension de  commutation et le coefficient d'extinction. On a utilisé la 

méthode hétérodyne pour mesurer des largeurs de bandes disponibles jusqu'à 40 GHz. 

Cette methode nous permet d'augmenter Ia largeur de bande disponible du système de 

mesure. Les réponses fréquentielles sont presque constantes ce qui montre que la largeur 

de bande des modulateurs est supérieure a 40 GHz. 

D'autre part on a mesuré des fonctions de transfert des modulateurs en appliquant 

un signal haute ampIitude (de -80 V jusqu'à 80 V) h 50 KHk. Les modulateurs 

d'intensite dépendent de la polarisation. Avec la structure lente du type CPWD-as on 

obtient des tensions de commutations inférieures àc 8.5 V avec des coefficients 

d'extinctions sup6rieurs L3 dB. Pour Ies moduIateurs dont Ies s t r n m s  lentes sont du 

type CPSD-id, la tension de commutation est de 9 5  V et Le coefficient d'extinction est de 

t3 dB- 

Un anaiyseur de poIarïsation est utilist5 à la sortie d'un convertisseur de mode afin de 

mesurer la fonction de transfert. On appüque mi signai optique TE ou TM à L'entrée du 

guide d'onde optique. On a obtenu Ies tensions de commutations de 9 V avec un 

coefficient d'extinction de 12 dB, La tension de polarisation dans ce cas est très éIevie 

(60 V) et 17efficacÎtt5 de moduiation est iafh*eue à 80%. Ce type de moddateor dépend 

aussi de la polarisation du signai d'entrée. 



On doit appliquer une tension de polarisation pour faire fonctionner des 

modulateurs. Cette tension fait varier la tension de commutation et le coefficient 

d'extinction. La valeur minimale qu'on peut avoir pour une tension de commutation est 

de 14 V. le coefficient d'extinction correspondant est de 10 dB. C'est pour cela qu'on a 

appliqué une tension de polarisation & 40 V à l'un des électrodes de masse du 

modulateur à structures lentes, 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

As a consequence of our seemingly insatiable urge for information, Iong and 

medium distance communications are canied by glass fibers to enhance the transmission 

capacity. The expectation is that in the beginning of the next century most data 

transmission wiII take place via a worldwide opticd and satellite network. Hi&-speed 

extemai modulators are necessary components in such opticd communication systems. 

This thesis concentrates on the development of ultrahigh-speed traveling wave electro- 

optic external modulators using slow wave electrodes on Gaiiium Anenide (GaAs) and 

Indium Phosphide (InP). The bandwidth of these modulators cm extend to the millimeter 

wave range, Le. over IO0 GB. 

in this chapter, the history and current status of the existing fiber networks is 

briefly given, opteelectronic integrated devices are introduced and the roIe of Electm- 

Optic (EO) moddators is presented. 



1J Optical Communication 

The invention of the Iaser in the early 1960's offered [Il, for the first time, an 

appropriate iight source for optical transfer of Iarge amounts of data over long distances. 

Semiconductor lasers, especidIy, proved to be very suitable for this ptxpose due to their 

compactness, reliability, and potentiai for monolithic integration with other passive and 

active opticai and electronic devices. Such a communication system still Iacked an 

efficient medium of transmission. OpticaI fiber Ioss was in the order of Lûûû &/km 

around 1965. The appearance of optical fiber with loss of 20 dB/krn in 1970 offered a 

prefened medium for high-throughput point-to-point opticai communications [2]. The 

primary advantages of opticai fiber are its large bandwidth, low attenuation, imrnunity to 

interference, and high security. Since then, the attenuation of optical fibers has been 

drasticdly reduced by at Ieast a few order of magnitudes dom to the theoretid limit of 

0.2 d B h *  

There have been four distinct genentions of fiber optic tmsmission systems; 

each new genention overcoming the limitations of its predecessor 131-161. The first 

generation, depIoyed in the 1970'~~ uses multimode fibers at wavelengths near 850 nm 

[v. Second generation systems, introduced in 1980Ts, avoid chromatic dispersion by 

openting at 1300 nm but stiK uses multimode fibers [8]. Third and forth generations of 

opticai commimication systems use singIe mode fiber at 1300 nm and 1550 nm 

waveIength ranges, respectively. The advent of the erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) 

and optical Ioss near the theoreticai M t  in the 1550 nm range made this window the 

wavelength range of choice for medium and long haul opticai communications. With the 

introduction of EDFA, the need for ampIification via the eIectncaI domain vanished and 

alI-opticd, Iong distance transportation has become feasible. Kowever, there is still a 

significant amount of chromatic dispersion at 1550 nm. and Iow chirp single mode DEB 

lasers and modulators are sa a requirement for hi@ speed transmission systems. 

Another property of opticd fr'bers is their capability to transmit seved different 

wavelengths simuitaneously. This technique, cded wavelength division muitipiexing 



(WDM) is getting tremendous attention because it cm easily increase the capacity of the 

existing opticai networks. AIthough WDM has offered the possibility of exploiting the 

large bandwidth in the 1500 nm wavelength range, the EDFA's bandwidth and the 

minimum channe1 separation are major limiting factors. Severai hÏgh throughput WDM 

systems have been demonstrated to carry information over standard singe mode fiber 

(SMF). Some researchea have chosen dense channe1 spacing and demonstrated a 

successful experiment of 60 5.3 Gbirls WDM transmission over 1650 km of SMF [9]. 

Other researchea have increased the capacity of a single channe1 to 40 Gbitk and 

demonstrated a 160 Gbitfs WDM transmission using a four-channel wide spaced 

muItipIexed signal [IO]. There certainiy is a trade-off between the number of channels 

and openting speed of each channel with respect to the system capacity, opticd and 

electrical crosstdk between channels, cost and performance of the overall system. At this 

moment, inmasirtg the bit rate of each channe1 is stiU a viable option to enhance the 

capacity of the system. Presently, WDM systems at a channe1 speed of IO Gbitfs are 

commercidly available. 

1.2 Opto-Electronic Integrated Devices 

The need for high-speed opticd communication systems has increased the need 

for the development of eIectronic, photonic, and opto-electronic components capable of 

operating at very high Frequency. These devices generate, modulate, route, and process 

optical signals in a fiber-optic communication system. Opticai circuits consisting of laser 

sources, modulators, routers, ddmdtipIexers and so on are either hybrid or monolithic. 

Hybrid opticaI integrated circuits conskt of two or more substrate materiais and have the 

advantage of utiIiPng the best matenai for each component with the existing process 

techniques. Severe integration problems in the packaging, compactness, and high cost are 

the main disadvantages. Monotîthic optical htegrated circuits use only a single substrate 

matend that makes them suitable for mass production, but they suffer h m  a more 

compiicated processing technology. PreseotIy, it seems that for mail nmnbers of devices, 



hybrid integration is more beneficid and cost-effective than monolithic integration. It is 

expected that as more advanceci, higher-yield processing techniques are developed, the 

advantages of monoiithic integration wiU make it the technology of choice. Considerable 

progress has been made in the growth and fabrication of UI-N compound 

semiconductors. The development of growth processes such as Metd-Organic Chernical 

Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) and Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) have considerably 

increased the quality of semiconductor wafers necessary for the fabrication of the 

optoelectronic devices [Ill-[12]. The most promising substmte materid for monolithic 

integration is iII-V serniconductor InP. The main benefit of these matends is that their 

bandgap wavelengths cm be tuned to the opticai communication window nt 1.55 p.m. 

With the overlay of ternary and quatemary compounds of InP epitaxid Iayers. it is 

possible to intepte lasen, modulators, detectors, and other passive and active optical 

and electronic components on the same substrate. 

[t seems likely that serious technological improvements in the production process 

of opto-electronic integrated devices wilI only take place once the necessity for a hi&- 

speed opticd network is recognized. An increment of consumer demand for broad 

bandwidth services and ;in increase in market cornpetition may hasten that recognition. 

The next paragraph describes one of the key components of an opticai communication 

system: electro-optic modulators. 

1.3 Electro-Optic Modulators 

There are basicdy two ways to carry the electrical information ont0 an optical 

signai, direct modulation of the laser or extemai modulation, Direct modulation of the 

Iaser has the advantage of transmitter simpiicity and Iow cost. but carries with it some 

disadvantages, such as fkequency chuping and modulation bandwidth Iimitation. The 

Frequency chirping due to direct modulation of laser increases the specnal content of the 

opticai signal. The chromatic dispersion of aIready instaIied standard single mode fÏber 

severeIy Wts the tranmCssion span and spectrai content (bit rate) of the opticd signa1 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of a typical optical communication network showing 
different components such as modulators and switches. 

for a given bit error ratio (BER) [13]-[14]. Semiconductor lasers dso demonstrate an 

inherent limited frequency bandwidth. The present frequency Iimit for direct Iaser 

modulation is at alrnost 30 GHz [Ml-[la. This approach is presentiy being employed for 

opticaI communication systems operating at 2.5 Gbit/s (OC48) or Iess. These limitations 

on the network performance of directiy moduiated lasers have motivated additionai 

development of hi@-speed extemai modulators. These offer larger modulation 

bûndwidth and negative frequency chup under proper biasing [Ln. Ail OC192 (E LO 

Gbitls) optical communication systerns are using extemai modulators to modulate the 

optical signals. The schematic diagram of a high-speed optical communication network is 

depicted in Ergure 1.1. Extema1 moddators are necessary components for the next 

generation of optical communication systern operating at 40 Gbitls and higher. These 

devices are capabIe of moduiating an opticd signal at f~quencies weii into the 

millimeter-wave range (400 GHz). An externa1 Iaser modulator cm be desaibed as a 

device, separate fiom the Iaser, which uses an eIectnc field or current to change the 

phase, amphtude, or intensity of the opticai signal by changing the absotption coeficient 

or the rehctive index of the medium in which the Iaser signd propagates, 



There are two significantiy different kinds of external modulators. These are the 

eIectroabsorptive devices (cunent devices) [18] and electro-optic devices (electric fieId 

devices) [19], The electroabsorption modulator is basically an absorption device that 

attenuaies the laser Iïght passing through the component. In order to achieve modulation 

of laser üght by absorption, a number of physicd phenornena have been utilized, such as 

Quantum Confined Stark Effect in quantum weIIs [18] as weil as waveNde or thin film 

structure buk crystds 1201. In this type of modulator, an appiied electric field causes a 

shift in the semiconductor bandgap. This results in a change in the optical absorption at a 

given wavelength. Invoking the Knmers-Kronig relations [XI,  which relates the nal part 

of the refractive index to the its imaginary part, we know that m y  change in the 

imaginary part must lead to a change in the real part. Thus, the electro-absorption effect 

must be accompanied by an electro-optic effect. This undesired electro-optic effect Ieads 

to a spurious phase modulation in the output of MQW intensity modulators, an effect 

very similar to the phenornenon of chirp in directiy moduiated lasers. The Quantum 

Confined Stark Effect offers large changes in the red and irnaginary parts of the 

refnctive index in the wavelength range near its band gap region. Thus, multiple- 

quantum-well (MQW) electroabsorption moduIaton are maidy operating in that range 

and therefore sufier from frequency chirping and high insertion loss. These modulators 

are aiso expected to offer Iow modulation voltages due to the Iarge electroabsorption 

effect (Quantum Confined Stark Effect). As mentioned eariier, in MQW structures, a 

Iarge eIectroabsorption effect is accompanied by a large electro-refractive effect. This 

property of MQW structures has been used by a nmber of researchers to develop phase 

moduIators and Mach-Zehnder intensity modulaton [22]-[BI. Again, these devices offer 

very Low modulation voltages and compact sizes suitable for integration with Iaser 

sources. The IUnited modulation bandwidth and hi@ fiequency chirping of these devices 

are stiII to be studied 

Electm-optic modulators are based on PockeIs effect. F. PockeIs established the 

theory of Iinear electrooptic effect and characterized this effect for severai crystds [24]. 

The Iinear electru-optic (Pockels) effect provides a change in refi-active index LinearIy 

proportionid to the applied eIechic fieid. This index change resuIts in phase retardation of 
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Figure 1.2. Schematic Iayout of a) a directional coupler eIectro-optic switch, b) a Total 
intemd nffection swkh (rnodulator), c) an electro-optic Mach-Zehnder modulator, and 
d) a 2x2 multimode interfemmeter @MI) switch. 

the optical signal. This wil1 be the subject of the next chapter. Electmoptic modulators 

offer the advantages of simplicity and ease of fabrications. These modulators were first 

deveIoped on Lithium niobate (LiNb03) and galIiurn arsenide (GaAs) substrates. 

However, due to poor materiai quaiity in GaAs nsuiting in excessive insertion loss, the 

materiai of choice was lithium niobate (LNb03). The modulators and switch 

technologies in Lithium niobate have progressed to Mach-Zehnder and directionai 

coupIea with bandwidth in excess of 40 CiHz [W. The electro-optic effect of some other 

crystds such as ADP @iJ%&i2P04), KDP (KH2P04), and iithium titaiate (LiTa03) have 

ais0 been studied [26]-[2n. Some of the most cornmon structures for extemd modulators 

and switches are given in Figure 1.2. Each switch can be emphyed as a moddator with 

an additionai capabüity of routing the signal. As shown in this figure, the basic operation 

of opticai modulaton and switches are identicd. Figure I.2a Wtstmtes a directional 

coupler that expIoits the eIectro-optic effect to change the propagation constant difference 

of the coupled waveguÏdes [281-[29]. The opticd signal can be switched to either output 



A Total Internai Reflection (TIR) switch, Frgrrre 1.2b, uses current injection to reduce the 

refractive index and therefore h c t  the optical signal to the opposite waveguide 1301. 

This device reflects ody the optical signaI coming h m  the bottommost input waveguide 

to the bottommost output waveguide. It operates as a waveguide crossing if there is no 

injected current. Mach-Zehnder intensity modulators, given in Figure 1 . 2 ~ ~  are well 

known and use either electm-optic effect or electro-refractive effect to induce a n radian 

phase shift between the two opticai signais traveüng down the two arms of the 

modulators. This causes a destructive interference at the output Y-junction. Mach- 

Zehnder intensity modulators are the subject of this thesis and will be discussed in the 

next chapter. Replacing the Y-junctions at the input and output of the Mach-Zehnder 

modulators with Muitimode interferometers @MI) enables the device to operate as a 2x2 

switch, as shown in Figure 1.2d [3 11-1321. 

The bandwidth of electro-optic moduiators depends upon the electrode types and 

geometry, and the substrate dielectnc constant. There are two types of electrodes used 

with waveguide moduiators, lumped and mveting wave. An electrode is a lurnped 

element when its length is srnail cornpared to the wavelength of the microwave signai on 

the electrode. In uiis case, the modulation bandwidth is mostly limited by the time 

constant of the lumped electrode [33]. There is a possibility of reducing the electrode size 

and incnasing the device bandwidth a the expense of increasing the modulation voltage. 

Traveting wave electrodes. on the other hand, can offer wider moddation bandwidths. 

This is achieved by rnatching the phase velocity of the microwave signal to the grorrp 

veIocity of the opticai signd. Consequently, the optical signai propagating through the 

optical waveguide dways experiences the same electric fieId dong every point of the 

electrode [34]. The velocity match condition is one of the rnost important criteria for 

achieving wide bandwidth, low modulation power, and high moduiation depth 1331. 

Velocity mismatch rnay be due to either the leading or Iaggùig of the microwave phase 

veIocity on the electrodes with respect to the group velocity of the optical signai. For 

example, the phase velocity of the microwave signai moWig dong the coplanar 

eIectrodes on M O 3  substrate is Iess thaa the veIocÏty of the optical signal in the opticai 

wavepuide [33. Therefore, to match the veIocity of opticai and mimwave signais, the 



moduiating signai has to be sped up, These electmdes are caüed fast wave electrodes. 

Researchers have modified the conventionai coplanar strip to increase the phase velocity 

of microwave signal on planar electrodes on LiNb03 substrates 1361-1381- In the III-V 

compound semiconductors, the moduiating microwave signal traveIs faster on the 

electrodes than the optical signal. To achieve a velocity matched condition, the phase 

velocity of the microwave signal is reduced to match that of the optical signal, hence, 

ernploying slow-wave electrodes. 

Two major slow-wave electrode configurations for GaAs electro-optic traveling 

wave modulators have been reported [19]. These are the microstrip configurations 

defined on p-i-n epitaxial semiconductor layer structures [39] and the coplanar strip 

configuration using undoped semiconductor epitaxial Iayers, dl grown on semi-insulating 

semiconductor subsmtes [40]. These p-i-n rnodulators are nomally fabricated on nf  

GaAs substntes. The microstrip transmission üne is dispersive and the microwave loss is 

high due to the propagation of sIow-wave and skin effect modes 1421-1431. The overlap 

factor between the opticaf and microwave fields [33] in p-i-n modulators is close to 

100%. A new structure, called planar microstrip (PMS), was proposed for the p-i-n 

velocity-matched tnvehg wave electro-optic modulator [411. This is a slight 

modification to the conventionai p-i-n structure and consists of a series of doped layers, 

n'-i-n-nf , grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. In this design the ground plane is 

sitting on top of the n f  Iayer as opposed to the bottom of the substnte in the conventionai 

p-i-n rnodulators. This design significantiy reduces the microwave dispersion and 

irnproves the velocity matckng while maintainhg the high overlap factor between the 

optical and microwave signais. This structure still demonstrates higher microwave 

insertion loss. SimiIar structures have been used in the development of traveiing wave 

photodetecton [+4]-[451- 

Severai slow wave eIectrode structures including metai-insulator-semiconductor 

(MIS) structures [4a, Schonky contact structures [471, and copIanar waveguide 

stnrctures, which use periodically doped semiconductor substrates [48], have been 

reported Due to the inherent Iossy nature of doped semiconductor materiais, these slow 

wave eiectrode structures are unabk tu operate at a high moddation hquency. 



Sevenl velocity-matched modulators empIoying coplanar electrodes on undoped 

substrates have been reported. Alferness et al. have corne up with a velocity matching 

technique by periodic phase revend 1491. In this approach, the electrode is IaterdIy 

shifted after an interaction length, so that the direction of the appiied electric field in the 

waveguide is reversed. One potentid drawback on device operation is the performance 

degradation caused by reflection occurring at the abrupt 90°-corners of the eIectrodes. 

Periodically loading two conductor coplanar strip waveguides (signal-ground, S-G) with 

capacitive elements such as narrow fins to achieve velocity match condition has been 

impIemented by Jaeger et al. [SOI. Although these electrodes have the potentiai of 

slowing the microwave signal, they wiU either require a high modulation voltage or result 

in a limited bandwidth due to the rnicrowave insertion loss. Spickermann et al. have 

pubIished several papers that are based on three conductor coplanar waveguides (ground- 

signai-ground, G-S-G) [51]-1541. They have studied two different slow wave coplanar 

stnictms in which the slowing of the microwave signal is achieved by periodicaily 

loading the lines with narrow fins and pads. A smdl-signa1 modulation bandwidth of 40 

GHz for both electrode configurations was measured. The measured hdf-wave voltage, 

the voltage required to induce a A phase shift between the two arms, was over 30 V for 

polarization sensitive and poluization insensitive modulators. The above-mentioned haif- 

wave voltages are too Iarge to be effectively utilized in a practical modulator especiaI1 y 

for hi& Frequency modulation. The publication of these resuits was concurrent with the 

design of the F i t  mask and fabrication performed for this research thesis. 

The carrier concentration of the substrate is an important variable in determining 

the performance of electro-optic modulators. High carrier concentration in the substrate 

causes high microwave loss and dispersion [19]. The cornmon factor that ties together the 

demonstration of slow wave modulators in [a] and [53] and previous work referred tu 

therein, is the fact that semiconductmg heterostructures definulg the opticai waveguide 

were rmintentionally doped It is widely understood that unintentionai doping cm mean a 

broad range of residud carrier concentrations between 1x10'~ aï3 and 5x10'~ mi3, 

depending upon the epitaxid materid and p w t h  technique used As wilI be expIained in 

the next chapter, Linear electro-optic moddators are stnctiy electnc field devices. The 



interaction between the appiied electric field and the crystallognphic structure creates a 

tinear change in the rehctive index of the materiai (Pockels effect). Free carrier transport 

does not play any role in the operation of these devices. other than increasing the 

microwave loss and dispersion in traveting wave modulators. To the best of this author's 

knowledge, no study has been performed to establish a relation between the subsnate 

carrier concentration and rnicrowave elechwle loss for electm-optic modulation 

applications. It was therefore necessary to investigate the threshold in carrier 

concentration of the substrate and the epitaxially grown Iayers which permit an 

acceptabIe level of mimwave insertion ioss while not imposing stringent practical 

Iimitations on growth techniques and cost. 

In order to improve the performance of electro-optic modulators, it is necessary 

that the overIap factor between the microwave signai and optical signal be maximized. 

Some researchen have investigated the effects of interdectrode gap geometry, optical 

mode size and position, and overlap factor on the optical signal phase retardation [33], 

[Sq-[56]. These studies were done only using uniform coplanar strips or coplanar 

waveguides, where the eIectnc field in the propagation direction is considered constant. 

In periodicdly loaded coplanar slow wave structures, however, the elecuic feId is not 

uniform in any direction, including the propagation direction. The microwave electrodes 

and opticai waveguide structure and their relative position have to be designed in a way 

to maximize the transversal and longitudinal overlap factor between the opticd and 

electricai signais. 

The mnin goal of this research program is the design, deveIopment, 

characterization, and optimization of III-V traveling wave electro-optic modulators. The 

work is rnainly experùnentd, but there is some modeüng and simuIation throughout the 

wotk. Some noveI slow wave electrodes are pmposed and demonstrated which enhance 

the overall performance of the eIectro-optic modnlator- These slow wave electmdes are 



fabricated on semi-insuiating gallium arsenide (SI-GaAs) and semi-insulating indium 

phosphide (SEW). Microwave performances of the slow wave electrodes were 

investigated and the results were used for the design of new stnictures. The slow wave 

eiectrodes are integmted with different opticai structures such as MZ interferometers or 

straight waveguides to reaiize different types of modulators. Electro-optic modulators are 

in the forrns of mode converters and Mach-Zehnder intensity modulators. These 

modulators were fabricated on GaAs and InP based matenals. The study on the 

performance of electro-optic modulators on InP materials is important when used for 

integration of the modulator with the laser. Modulators were characterized by measuring 

their characteri stic transfer function, hd f-wave voltage, small-signal moddation 

bmdwidth, and large-signai modulation. As for material characterizaiion, a study was 

peerformed on the relation between subshate carrier concentration and microwave loss of 

slow wave electrodes. The results helped us to determine an upper iimit on the substrate 

doping level suitable for electro-optic modulation applications. 

The performance of slow wave electro-optic modulaton depends upon severd 

parrimeters such as interelectrode gap, device Iength, and the overhp between the opticaI 

and electrical fields. The relationship between these parameters was investigated using 

simulation of modulators with different electrode geomehies and optical waveguide 

structures. The goal here is to establish some engineering design rules and to optimize 

design and performance panmeters. 

Chapter 2 Theory of EIectro-Optic Moduiation 
In the first part of this chapter, the basic theory of linear electro-optic modulation 

(Pockels effect) in III-V semiconductor materiais is presented. This is fobwed by the 

analysis of different types of moduIation including phase moddation and mode 

conversion. Mach-Zehnder interferometers (PrlZZ) are utilized to exploit these 

modulations for intensity modulation appücations. SimuIation resuits are obtained for 

Mach-Zehnder moduIators under different bias configurations. A brief aaaiysis of 

Frequency chUp inhereat to Mach-Zehnder moduIators is presented 



Chapter 3 Design of Traveling Wave Electro-Optic Modulators 

Design considerations and critena for the deveIopment of semiconductor traveling 

wave electro-optic moduiators are discussed in this chapter. Different heterostnicture 

epitaxial layers used in the fabrication of  modulators are presented A novel technique is 

proposed which reduces the thickness of the cladding layer by inserting a thin layer of 

hi& refnctive index AlAs in the cIadding layer. The design of traveling wave electrodes 

to be integrated with optical structures such as the MZI is given. Geometricai dimensions 

and layout of the electrodes and opticai structures are presented in Appendix 1 and II. 

Chapter 4 Characterization, Fabrication and Measurement Techniques 

The processing and fabrication aspects of traveling wave electro-optic modulators 

including the chancterization and processing of AlGaAs wafers are given. Measurement 

techniques for opticai illosses through the semiconductor ridge waveguides using Fabry- 

Perot and cutback techniques are presented. Finaily, the measurement techniques for 1ow 

frequency transfer functions and high frequency responses are described. 

Chapter 5 Measurement Results 

This chapter presents the optical, electncai and electro-optical measurement 

resuIts for different electro-opticd modulators. It inchdes the characterization resdts of 

semi-insulating GaAs and epit;ixidIy grown AIGaAs wafers. This chapter dso contains 

the detailed study of the effect of substrate free carriers on the microwave insertion loss. 

The performances of polarization sensitive and insensitive MZ modulators as weU as 

pohrization converters are presented Aiso included are vaiues for haIf-wave voltage, on- 

off extinction ratio, and modtrlation bandwidth. 

Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusion 

In this finaf chapter. the measurement resuits and the performance of the travehg 

wave electro-optic modulators on GaAs w d m  are reviewed and research topics 

promiking M e r  improvements are proposedi Fmaiiy. some conclusions are drawn h m  



the work including the proposal of novel high-speed traveling-wave switches and 

deteetors. 



CHAPTER 2 

Theory of Electro-Optic Modulation 

In this chapter a nurnber of topics fundanentai to elecmi-optic modulation theory are 

discussed. Of particular interest are those issues which are related to the tnveling wave 

modulator design on semiconductor materiais upon which this thesis rests. Where 

appropriate, only brief summ~es of materid are provided in order to avoid Iengthy 

expositions of previously published material. Ample references are provided to the 

textbooks, research journds, and conference proceedings, which comprise the basis for 

this chapter. 

2.1 Electro-Optic Effect 

The Iinear eIectro-optic effect (Pockels' effect) is utilized in Large bandwidth 

electro-optic modulators. This effect conasts of a iinear change in rehctive index of the 

crystai by applying an electnc field The birefnngence of crystd is expressed in t e m  of 

its index ellipsoid as [24]: 



where the nr, nt, and n~ are the three pnncipai refractive indices with the crystallographic 

axes as the optical axes, xi, xz, and a. In the presence of an electric field, the index 

ellipsoid is defomed as: 

i j k  

where i, j, and k Vary €rom I to 3, Ek is the applied eleciric fieid component, r,p is the 
7 

electro-optic coefficient of the crystai, and njî2 = = n;. 

GaAs and InP and their temary and quatemary dloys are optically isotropic and 

belong to the 43m zincblende crystd symmetry grotrp [571-[58]. In this class of crystals, 

Equation (2.1) is reduced to 

where nr = n? = n~ = no. The only nontrivial electro-optic coefficients are the r ~ i  

elements. The electro-optic tensor is expressed as: 

ni = 1 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~  mN in GaAs and InP. If an arbitmy eIectric field is applied to the crystd, 

the index ellipsoid of Equation (2.2) becomes [Sn: 

where x = q, y = ~ 2 .  and z = XI. GaAs and InP substrates are normdLy grown in the [100] 

crystd pIane. For this type of crystd. two orientations are considered, a) the appiied 

eIectnc field, is appiied dong the [IOO] direction and 6) the appIied eIectnc field, & 

is dong [OI 11. Ln both cases the Light propagates m the [o ï l  1. The two orientations are 

show in Figure 2.1 and Figrne 2.2, respectively. These are convenient orientations since 
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Figure 2.L Index eiIipsoid and polarization transformation in a McbIende crystal family 
for the electnc field, E6 in the [IW] direction and Iightwave propagating in the 1071 1 
direction. (a) transversal view of the index elüpsoid deformation. (b) mdex eiIÏpsoid 
deformation h m  w a k  top view. (c) polarkation modulation. 
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Figure 2.2 Index ellipsoid and polarization transformation in a zincblende crystai famiIy 
for the eIectric fieId, E~ , in the [OI I] direction and Lightwave propagating in the [oT 1 1 
direction. (a) transversai view of the index ekpsoid defomation. (6) index ellipsoid 
defomation from wafer top view. (cj poIarization moduiation. 



the epitaxiai Iayers are grown on the CI001 plane of the GaAs surface for most elecuonic 

and photonic devices. 

As s h o w  in Figure 2.1, an appIied electnc field in the [100] direction perturbs the 

index ellipsoid through the linear ekctro-optic effect that results in ;in index eIIipsoid 

with principal axes dong the TE and TM polarization directions. This resdts in a feId 

induced refractive index change in the 101 11 direction (TE mode). The other axis of the 

index ellipsoid in the [IO01 direction mode) is unaffected by the presence of the 

applied electric field. The indices of refraction dong [O111 and [IO01 directions are 

no + nir,, E~ 1 2 and no. The input polarization of the tight propagating in the [ 07 1 1 

direction will have no phase retardation for polarization dong [100], a phase modulation 

for polarization dong [O1 11, and a polan*zation modulation for polarization at 45' to the 

[O1 11 direction. Therefore, devices that arr oniy based on the Iïnear electro-optic effect 

and exploit the applied efectric field in the [IO01 direction on [IO01 ffat substrates, are 

polarization sensitive. These devices only moddate the TE component of the input 

optical signd. The optical agnd phase retardation, Arp, is expressed as [33],[57]: 

where h is the opticai signai wavelength, V is the applied voltage, L is the interaction 

Iength between the optical and electrical signal (electrode length), G is the space charge 

width or the electrode gap, and The T, is the transversd overlap factor, between the 

opticai and the microwave signais which is defmed as [331: 

where Ew is the normaIued opticai electric field and the integration is over the cross 

section area of the opticai mode, A. 

The modulation voltage required to achieve n phase shift is cded the h&wave 

voltage, V, The haIf wave voItage Iength product is thus: 



Figure 2.3 Cross section of a p-i-n waveguide microsûip configuration moduiator on a n+ 
[100] flat Ga& substrate with a double heterosenicture cladding Iayer. 

For EM dong the [100] direction, two electrode configurations are possible, one is the 

microstrip configuration using a p-i-n structure as shown in Figure 2.3. and the other is a 

planar stnp electrode configuration as shown in Figure 2.4(a). In the former, the metal 

electmdes are in contact with p-layer and the back of the substrate providing the electric 

fieId in the [IO01 direction across the p-i-n and Schottky junctions. In the p-i-n 

modulators hbricated on an nf substrate, the transmission üne is dispenive and 

microwave loss is high due to interaction between the microwave signai and substrate 

fiee carriers. These disadvantages severely Iimit the application of this structure in the 

traveling wave electro-optic moduIator which is the main purpose of this research thesis. 

This configuration may be used in Iumped eIectrode optical modulators or switches in 

which the electrode Iength is much smdier thûn the microwave wavelength at the 

maximum frequency of operation. In such cases the microwave loss and dispersion are 

not issues. 

In the coplanar strip configuration of Figure 2.4(a), the opticai guide is a double 

heterostnicttm dielectricaiiy Ioaded structure and the metd electrode crosses over the 

optical guide. When a voItage is appiied between signal and ground electrode a 

predominantly vertical electric field is mated dong [IO01 direction under the inner edge 

OF the signal and electrodes in the ridge optical wavegoide region. 

However, an appüed electnc fieid, E6 dong [Of 11 direction on a [IO01 flat substrate, 

mates an index eIIipsoid with pnncipai axes aIong [Ill] and ri111 directions, see 

Figure 2.2. The mdex eiJÎpsoid is rotated by 45' with respect to the TE and TM States of 



Figure 2.4 Cross section of a double heterostructure waveguide moduiator fabbncated on a 
[IO01 flat SI-GaAs with pianas strip electrodes showing the dominant electnc field 
component in the ridge waveguide region. (a) The metd electrode over the ndge 
waveguide provides the elecuic field in the [IO01 direction. (b) The electrodes on either 
side of the opticd waveguide provide the elechic field in the 10 L 11 direction. 

polarïzation. The rehctive indices aiong [ I l l ]  and [ï l l] are no rt n,'r& / 2 and 

?z,, F &,E, 1 2, respectively. As Iight propagates parallel to [oT L ] with either TE or TM 

poluization, it will project on both the fast and slow axes of the new index eilipsoid; thus 

giving a push-puII mode of operation that rotates the poldzation state of the input opticd 

signai. The input polarkation state is rotated by 90° at the haif-wave voltage. In other 

words, an input TE (TM) mode is converted to output TM (TE) mode at the haif-wave 

voltage. 

The phase retardation for light propagating dong the [ OT I ] and E@dong [O1 11 is 

with the definition of the terms given above. The phase retardation for this orientation is a 

factor of two greater than for the former case with E6 [ [ [Of l]. This is the optimum 

orientation for maximum phase retardation per volt. 

For E# aiong the [O111 direction, a coplauar stnp electrode configuration cm be 

used with a ridge heterostructure! opticai waveguide- EIectrode are on either si& of the 

opticd guide as shown in Figure 2A(b). This provides a predomaaatly horizontal eiectnc 

EeId in the [OlI] dÏrection in the rÏdge wavegmde area 



2.2 Intensity Modulation 

As discussed eariier, the linear electro-optic effect cm be exploited to modulate 

the phase or the polarization of the input optical signal. Intensity rnodulatioddirect 

detection is the most attractive modulatioddetection scheme in today's opticd 

communication systems. This is due to low cost and simple transmitter and receiver 

components and circuitry. Therefore, any phase or poolarization modulation has to be 

converted to intensity modulation. In the following, we briefly discuss how to convert 

them to intensity modulation. 

2.2.1 Polarization Conversion 

The structure shown in Figure 2.5 schematicdly illustrates a device that electro- 

optically converts TE to TM polarization. The cross section view of the device in the 

opticd waveguide region is similar to Figure 2.4(b). 

The device uses the only off-diagonal elernent, rqr, of the GaAs or InP electro-optic 

tensor to convert TE (TM) to TM (TE) polarized light. As explained earlier, the device 

exploits the predorninantly horizontal eIectric field dong the [O1 L] direction in the ndge 

waveguide region. This poIarization or mode conversion c m  be regarded as coupled 

wave interaction and coupied mode theory c m  be used to describe this situation. The 

Jones matrix of this device can be expressed as [59]-[60]: 

Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of a poiatizatiodmode converter. The dotted area is the 
opticai waveguide. 



where 

23 
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Am Am are TE and TM components of the opticai feId at distance z, A& and A& are 

the input TE and TM components. These equations are used to calcuiate the transfer 

function of the device under diffennt conditions. Aithough the device operates as a 

p~l~zationlmode converter. it c m  be used as an intensity moddator. An anaiyzer has to 

be used at the output to transform the mode conversion into intensity modulation. For the 

sake of discussion. let's suppose that the analyzer at the output of the device is set to pass 

the TM poIarization state. Figure 2.6 shows a typicai transfer function of the device in the 

ideai case of zero modd birefnngence optical waveguide, AB = O. As shown in this 

figure, the device compîetely transfers the power between the two modes even at Iow bias 

voltage. As one wouid expect, the operation of this device as an mtensity moddator is 

highiy polarkation sensitive. In fact, the transfer functions wïth TE and TM input 

polarizations are complementary. The polarkation problern can be solved by severai 

rnethods. The easiest approach is to pIace a polarizer between the input fÏber and the 

device to eIiminate one of the poIarization States. As the polaûzatiou state of the output 
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Figure 2.6 A typicai transfer function of a mode converter with zero birefiingence opticd 
waveguide for input TE (solid) and TM (dashed) polarized signal. Output analyzer is 
paralle1 to TM polarization state. 

Iight of the fiber varies with time in a random process, this Ieads to an opticd Ioss of 

about 3 dB. A polatization controIIer may aIso be pIaced in Front of the device. Both 

techniques resuIt in higher optical Ioss, higher cost, and complexity in the integration 

with a laser source. 

The performance of this device is strongiy dependent upon the modai 

birefnngence of the optical waveguide, Ag = or dn = n m n m  A srnail increase 

in the modal birefnngence of the optical waveguide significantiy degrades the 

performance of a mode converter. The transfer functions of a mode converter with non- 

zero modai birefingence opticai wavegoides are given in Figure 2.7. Ail parameters 

except An are the same as the device whose transfer function is shown in Figure 2.6. 

It is clear that even a smdl modaI birefiingence of as Iow as 1x10~ 1) reduces the power 

conversion between the TE and TM modes, 2) mmases the haIf wave voltage of the 

device particaiarly at low bias vdtage, and 3) SignBcantIy Ïncreases the bias voltage to 

obtain high modulation efficÏency. For exampIe, to achieve a modulation efficiency over 

8046, the mode converter with An= 1x10~ has to be biased over 30 V. 
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Figure 2.7 The transfer function of a mode converter with non-zero birefingence optical 
waveguide for input TE (solid) and TM (dashed) polarized opticai signais and for 
An = 1x10~ and An = 3 x 1 0 ~  (circled). Output analyzer is pardlel to TM polarization 
state. 

The two polarized modes of the optical waveguides in a waveguide device in 

generai have different propagation constants and may aiso suffer from different Iosses. 

Polarization dependence opticai waveguide is a particuIarly senous problem in devices 

such as phasars whose operation relies on some fom of phase matching as phase 

matching c m  not be easily satisfied sirnultaneously for two modes with different 

propagation constants. h a zero modal birefringence opticai waveguide, the propagation 

constants of TE and TM modes are the same, In a poIarization independent opticai 

wavegui&, the TE and TM modes see the same refractive index discontinuity a m s s  the 

structure. The birefnngence in an optical waveguide can be eIiminated by controhg the 

aspect ratio of the COR of the waveguide. The idea hns k e n  appIied in different types of 

opticai waveguide such as buried wavegui-des, stnp and rib waveguides. 

2.23 Mach-Zehnder Infensity Moduiafors 

In this section, different ways tu accompiïsh mtensity moduiation are discussed It 

îs weII known that a Mach-Zehnder optical mterfemmeter 0 integrated with phase 



Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram of a MZ modulator with phase modulation on each arm of 
the interferorneter. 

modulation on each arm wiI1 function as an intensity moddator. We wi11 dso show that a 

MZI can be employed to transfonn polarizatiodmode conversion to intensity modulation. 

Figure 2.8 shows a MZI integnted with a simple coplanar waveguide (CPW). A simple 

coplanar strip cm aiso be used as the RF electmde. Each arm of the MZI is a phase 

modulator. We will use PM-MZI intensity modulator to refer to this type of device in the 

rest of this thesis. In this case, the two anns of MZI are placed under the inner edge of 

signai and ground electrodes. The cross section of the device in the opticai waveguide 

am,  relative position of the RF electrode to optical waveguide, and the induced eIectric 

field are ihstrated in Figure 2.4(a). The phase modulation in each arm of this device is 

governed by the Equation 2.6. An input optical signal is equai1y divided at the Y-junction 

into two arms of W. In the absence of an applied voltage. the opticai path Iength of the 

two arms of MZI remains the same and the two signds are then constructiveIy added at 

the output Y junction. However, when the haif wave voltage is apptied to the center 

elecmide, the optical path Iength difference between the two m s  of MZI mates n phase 

shift between the two signals. This in fact excites the second-order mode at the output Y- 

junction and the signal is radiated into the substrate. This F i p  also shows that the 

device operates in a push-pull fashion and iherefore reduces the half-wave voItage by a 

factor of two. The characteristic function of such an intensity moddator cm be expressed 

as: 



Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of a MZ modulator with mode conversion on each a m  of 
the interferorneter. 

where C and Ih are the output and input Iight intensity, respectively, p a  is the electric 

field induced phaseîhange on each arm of the MZI, and A ~ I ~ ~ ,  is the optical phase 

difference between the two arrns. This device cm be operated at zero bias voltage by 

intentionalIy creating a 45' opticd phase difference between the two arms of W. As 

discussed earlier, this device modulates ody the phase of TE component of the input 

opticai signai and the TM component wilI not be affected by the eIectric fieId. This 

resuIts in a polarization sensitive modulator. 

Figure 2.9 illustrates a schematic diagnm of a polarization independent modulator. 

The cross section of the device in the opticai waveguide ma, relative position of the W 

eIectrode to opticai waveguide, and the induced electric field are illustrated in Figure 

2.4(b). It consists of a MZI integrated with a CPW. Each a m  of the device operates as a 

polarizatiodmode converter. This type of device wiIl be referred to as MC-MZI intensity 

modulator. Equations given in the Iast section can be used to accurateIy andyze the 

device. However, a simple explanation for the operation of this device is as follows: an 

input opticd signal with an arbitrary polarization state is divided at the input Y junction. 

B y applying the RF signal to the centre efectrode a p h - p d i  eIectric field is created in 

the opticai waveguide region. This rotates the polarizatiou of the opticai signal in each 

arm in opposite direction by 90°. At the output Y-junction the two àgnais are combined 

and they cancel each other. This polarkation insensitive electrooptic modulator can be 

operated in the foUowing biasing configurations: 
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Figure 2.10 Transfer fimion of a polarization independent MC-MZI intensity rnoddator 
for input TE and TM polarized signals with optical waveguide modal birefnngence of An 
= O (solid) and An = 2 x 1 0 ~  (dashed). The DC and RF signals are applied to the centre 
eIec trode. 

1. The RF and bias signafs are applied to the centre eIectrode and the two side eIectrodes 

are grounded. ui this case the DC and RF electric fields are both in the same direction 

in the optical waveguide regions in each waveguide. Figure 2.10 gives a typicd 

tnnsfer function of an MC-MZI intensity modulator under this biasing configuration 

for both T E  and TM input polarizations with opticai waveguide modal birefnngence, 

An, as parameter. This p p h  again emphasizes the importance of zero birefringence 

opticai waveguides to be used in the poIarizationlmode converter on which this 

device is based. A smdI increase in AB sipnificantiy reduces the on-off extinction 

ratio at Iow bias voltage. This configuration provides a poIarization insensitive 

modulation with relatively hi& on-off extinction ratio at high bias voltage. Opticai 

path Iength ciifference between the two arms of a MZI is due to any asymrnetry in the 

long structure that is very dificuit to control. For example an optical path phase 

merence, AqComt, of 9O0 at the wavelength of 155 pm on a GaAdAiGaAs opticai 

structure is equai to 0.47 p in opticd path Iength merence. Since these devices are 

relatively Iong ,21 cm, this c m  happen due to nonmiiformity k the opticd structure 

across the wafer, nonuMiforru e t c m  dong the dedevice, errors durhg mask 
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Figure 2.1 1 Transfer function of a polarization independent MC-MZI intensity modulator 
for input TE and TM polarized signais with opticai waveguide modal birefnngence of An 
= O (soiid) and An = 2x10~ (dashed) and for opticd phase difference of ApCOILIt = O (non- 
marked) and A~EDRSt = 90" (circled). The DC and RF signais are appiied to the centre 
electrode. 

fabrications, and so on. Therelore the effect of such asymrnetry in the MZI has to be 

considered Figure 2.1 1 shows the transfer function of an MC-MZI intensity 

modulator for different opticai path phase differences and different m o u  

birefnngence values in opticd waveguide for both States of polarization, TE and TM 

modes. Although any optical path Iength difference between the two arms of the MZI 

causes a decrease in the on-off extinction ratio, the device stiII maintains its 

polarization independence. For AcpcOILTt = 90°. the extinction ratio reduces to O dB; in 

other words, there is no moduiûtion. The probIem is Iess severe if the ndge optical 

wavepuide is designed to be poIarization msensitive. 

2. In the second biasing configuration, the RF and DC bias sÏgnaIs are applied to the 

centre electrode and one of the side eIectrodes is aIso biased above ground. The other 

side electrode is grounded. The maximum bias point of the si& electrode is iixnited 

by the electrk field breakdm of the substrate. The transfer fmction of a device 

under thÏs biasing configuration is given in Figure 2.12. h this caIcuIations. it was 

assumed that AtpCOItSC = O and An = 2x10~. As seen the on-off extinction ratio and half- 
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Figure 2.12 Transfer function of a polarïzation independent MC-MZI intensity modulator 
for input TE and TM polarized signais with opticd waveguide modal birefringence of An 
= 2x IO-' and optical phase difference of Aqcomr = O for different side electrode b i s  
voltage, O V(solid), 10 V(dashed-dotted), 20 V(dashed), 30 V(dotted), and 40 V(soiid- 
circled). The RF signal is applied to the center electrode. 

wave voltage, V,, depends upon the bias point of the side electrode. The modulator 

openting point can be chosen on either side of the peak transfer function to generate 

an in-phase or out-ocphase opticai output signal with regard to the applied R F  signd. 

This configuration provides a higher extinction ratio and a lower V, a Iower bias 

voltage of the center electrode compared to the 1st  b i s  configuration. Figure 2.13 

iIIustrates effects of opticd phase difference between the two nmis of MZT, A ( P ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  on 

the transfer functïon of the modulator with An # O. The txansfer function is cdculated 

for the MC-MZI intensity modulator with optical waveguide biretingence of 

dn = 2x10~ and opticd phase difference, Atpcom =W. 

When An # O, both on-off extinction ratio and the poIarÏzation insensitivity of the 

device deteriorates with an increase in the optical path Iength difference between the 

two a m  of the MZZ, 

When An = 0, the transfer function is exactIy the same as the Iast case except it 

has been shifted to the right or Ieft In other words, a zero birefigence wavepuide 

M C - W  intensity moduiator maintain its polarization msensitivity with an opticai 



Figure 2.13 Transfer fiction of a MC-MZI intensity moduiator for input TE (solid) and 
TM (dashed) poIarized opticai signds with opticai waveguide modal birefringence of AK 
= 2x10~ and optical phase difference of A ~ J ~ , , ~ , =  4S0. The side electrode is biased at 40 V 
and the RF signd is applied to the center eIectrode. 

phase difference but loses its high on-off extinction ratio. This particularly enabIes 

the designer to design the rnodulator to operate at zero bias voltage for the center 

electrode. This cm be achieved by chmging the bias point of the side electrode. Other 

than that there is no advantages for this configuration over the 1st case. 

3. In the third configuration, the signal is appüed to one of the side eIectrodes and the 

two other electrodes are grounded. In fact, the moddation is performed only on one 

arm of the MZI and the optical signal in the other arm is unaffected by the appIied 

electric field. The transfer ftmction of the device is given in Figure 2.14. As expected, 

since the device is not operated in the push-pull fashion, this configuration does not 

offer an effective scheme for modulation. In fact, the half-wave voltage of the device 

under this biasing configuration is airnost twice as the Iast cases. Despite doubling the 

half wave voltage over the Iast two cases, this configuration offers Iarge on-off 

extinction ratio at reIativeIy Iow bias voItage. Smce this case is not of practicai 

importance, we do not discuss the effect of asymmetry in the MZI, but briefly it is 

very simiIar to the second biasing configuration. An MC-= intensity moddator 

with zero büefkingence optical wavepides maintains its polarkation insensitivity 
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Figure 2.14 Transfer function of a MC-MZI intensity rnodulator for input TE and TM 
polarized signals with optical waveguide modal birefingence of An = O (solid) and An = 
2x10~ (dashed). The RF signai is applied to one of the side electrodes. The other two 
electrodes are grounded. 

with any opticai phase difference in MZI, but Iooses its large on-off extinction ratio. 

if the device employs birefnngent opticd waveguides and has an asymmetric MZI, 

both polarkation independence and high on-off extinction ratio degrades. 

In conclusion, the second biasing configuration offers the designer the maximum degree 

of kedom to optimize the bias point, on-off extinction ratio, haif wave voltage. This 

case offers the possibiiity of achieving an efficient modulator without requiring zero 

birefringence opticai waveguides. 

2.3 Microwave Structure 

The potentiai modulation bandwidth of waveguide modulators depends upon the 

electrode type and geometry and upon the substrate dielectnc constant. There are two 

electrode configurations, lumped and travebng-wave electmdes, which c m  be used in 

electro-optic waveguide modulators. The modulation bandwidth for Iumped electrode 

modulators (whose eIectmde Iength is srnaII compared tu the RF wavelength) is the 



smailer of the inverse of the opticai or eleceical transmit times and the tîme constant of 

the lumped circuit parameter. The latter is usuaIiy the more restrictive. Although the 

eiectrode cm be made srnaii to increase the bandwidth, it will aIso inmase the half wave 

voltage. 

The goal of the traveling wave elechwle is to make the electrode appear as an extension 

of the driving transmission line. As such, it shodd have the same characteristic 

irnpedance as the source and the cable. In this case, the moduIator bandwidth is limited 

by the velocity mismatch between the optical signal propagating in the opticai waveguide 

and the RF modulating signal moving dom the electmdes. To examine the bandwidth 

limitation of traveting wave modulaton, we assume the electrode irnpedance to be 

matched to the co~ect ing cable and source. The microwave drive signai is: 

V(z. t )  = Voe-"& sin (2.1 8) 

where N, = 6, & and f are the mimwave refnctive index, free space wavelength, 

and frequency, respectively. a, is the microwave Ioss coefficient in Np/unit length, Vo is 

the input rnicrowave voltage, and t is the position dong the electrode. The voltage seen at 

any point dong the electrode by a photon that enters the optical waveguide at any time to 

c m  then be written as: 

V(z,t,) =V,eQGsin?3g (y - Z-t  ] (2.19) 

where 6 = 1- N, I N, is a mensure of veiocity mismatch beween the opticai and 

rnicrowave signais, N, is the effective refractive index of the opticai waveguide. Since the 

electro-opticaiiy induced phase shift per unit Iength, AD, is proportional to V, the 

integrated phase sh i f t  over the electrode Iength, 1, is: 



where A 4  = -rniG,~F',l / AG. T, is the transversal overlap integrai (factor) between the 

applied eIectric field and the optical mode, G is the interelectmde gap, 6 = #' / f, , 

f' =c/(2Nm16), and 

exp(- a,,, 1) sin û 
y= tan-' 

1 - exp(- CXJ) cos û 

if the characteristic impedance of the traveüng wave electrode is not matched to those of 

the load and input transmission lines, the principals of the anaiysis remain the same. but 

both forward and refiected waves have to be considered in the andysis. Therefore, if the 

electrodes ;ire lossless, a;, = 0, and if No = N,, the optical wave travels down the 

waveguide at the sme speed as the microwave signal moves dong the electrode and sees 

the same voltage over the entire electrode Iength. Therefore, as Equation 2.20 shows, 

A(pito) is proportionai to Vol and arbitlary long electrodes can be used to reduce the 

required drive voltage with no frequency Iimitation. However, for No # N, and a, = 0, 

there is a wdk-off between the optical wave and microwave signai which results in a 

reduction of Arp. This results in a sin(x)/x functional frequency response. Some 

researchers have defined the modulator 3 dB bandwidth as the frequency for which the 

integrated phase change is reduced by 50 percent relative to its Iow frequency value and 

is expressed as: 

The dominant bandwidth limitation of triivehg wave electro-optic modulators is 

the veIocity mismatch between the opticai signai and RF moduiating signal in the 

interaction region. The vdue for NJ for GaAs is almost 0.75 that resuIts in a 21.7 

GHz.cm bandwidth electrode length product for a IossIess eIectrode. If the eIectrodes are 

Iossy, t 0, and veIocity match condition is achieved, No = N ,  Equation 2.20 reduces 

to : 



For a given electrode dimension, the hi& frequency microwave loss is determined by the 

skin effect and one expects a Ioss in dB/cm proportional to fi [61]. From Equation 

224, it can be shown that in the velocity match condition the hquency at which the total 

electrode Ioss reaches 6.34 dB determines the 3 dB bandwidth of the modulator. So if the 

velocities of optical and microwave signais are matched, the modulator bandwidth is 

maidy Iimited by the unavoidable frequency dependent rnicrowave losses of electrodes 

and the modulator bandwidth extends well into the millimeter Frequency range. 

Therefore, in addition to phase velocity rnatching, microwave losses should be 

rninimized. It should be clear by now that both the haIf-wave voltage of the modulator 

and the 3-dB modulation bandwidth are inversely proportional to the electrode length. 

Therefore, aithough an increase in the eIecwde length will reduce the haif wave voltage, 

it wiI1 also reduce the modulation bandwidth. 

In the following, the effect of different parameters of a traveling wave modulator 

on the modulation bandwidth will be discussed Since the prime goal of this thesis is the 

design and fabrication of traveling wave intensity moduiators, h m  now on. the 3-dB 

modulation bandwidth is defined as the frequency at which the output modulated optical 

power is reduced by 3 dB. Figure 2.15 shows the variation of a traveling wave modulator 

bandwidth as a function of microwave loss with velocity mismatch as panmeter. The 

characteristic impedmce of the line is 50 51 and electrode length is considered to be L m. 

The modulation bandwidth of a traveIing wave electro-optic modulator demonstrates 

iarge sensitivity tu microwave Ioss for srnail velocity mismatch. As the veIocity 

mismatch increases over IO%, the modulation bandwidth remains aimost constant with 

an increase in microwave Ioss. A Iarge bmdwidth, > 40 GHz, cm be achieved with a 

velocity mismatch less then 5 percent and mimwave loss Iess than 2.25 

dB/cm.sqrt(GHz) depending upon the velocity mismatch. As a nile of thumb, a high 

speed traveling wave moduiator has to demonstrate microwave Ioss of Iess than I 

dBlcm.sqrt(GEIk) and veIocity mismatch [ess then 5%. Therefore, eIectrode microwave 
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Figure 2.15 Modulation bandwidth of a traveling wave electro-optic modulator as a 
function of electrode microwave loss for different velocity mismatches of zero (solid), 
5% (dashed-dotted), 10% (dashed), and 30% (dotted). 

Ioss is a very criticai parameter in the design of kgh-speed traveling-wave modulators 

with small velonty mis match^ 

In addition to the phase velocity mismatch, characteristic impedance of the 

traveling wave electrode shouid dso be matched to that of input transmission line and 

output load, 50 Q. Figure 2.16 shows the nonnalized modulation spectrum as a Function 

of frequency with characteristic impedance of the electrode as parameter. It is assumed 

that the electrode Ioss is I dB/crn.sqrt(GHz) and velocity mismatch is 5%. As expected, 

any impedance rnismatch resuits in some ripple in the Frequency response. A demase in 

the characteristic impedance of the üne margindiy inmases the modulation bandwidth. 

For example, reducîng the characteristic impedance of the electrode from 50 Q to 40 S2 

increases the bandwidth fiom 465 GHZ to 485 GHz, and intmduces a maximum of 0.6 

dl3 rippIe at Iow frequencies. The rÏpple amplitude reduces for higher frequencies. 

Therefore, dependhg upon the toIetabIe amount of ripple in the fhquency respoose, the 

traveling wave eIectrode cm be designed with Iower characteristic impedance. The 

obvious setback of ùùs technique is the reduction in the amount of the transmitted power 

to the electrode, hence, higher haIf-wave vokage. 
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Figure 2.16 ModuIation spectnim of a traveling wave modulator as a function of 
frequency for different electrode charateristic impedances of 40 Q (dashed-dotted), 50 Q 
(solid), and 60 S2 (dashed). 

Both coplanar ship (CPS) and coplanar waveguide (CPW) configurations cm be 

used in the design of tnveling wave electro-optic modulators. The advantage of coplanar 

transmission Liaes over microstrip lines is the presence of the ground plane at the surface 

of the substrate that facilitates the fabrication of active and passive microwave elements. 

Coplanar transmission Lines dso support quasi-TEM mode propagation and therefore the 

microwave dispersion is practicaIly negiigibla In the future chapters some experhental 

results wi11 be given that support the statement. ui a planar transmission tine such as 

CPW and CPS, the phase and group veiocities of the microwave signal are pncticdiy the 

sarne. On the other han& due to hybnd mode propagation, microstrip Lines are highly 

dispersive [19]. This in tum lunits the moduiation bandwidt6 in a travehg wave 

modulator. In the cop1ana.r strip and coplanar waveguide structures, the eIectnc fiefd 

propagates aimost equally in the substrate and in the air. The microwave effective index 

is given approximately by [6 Il: 



where E~ is the dielectric constant of the substmte (GaAs: E, = 13.1). In the III-V 

compound semiconductors such as GaAs, InP and their temary and quatemary 

compounds, the microwave refractive index of a copIana-r structure is less than the optical 

refractive index. For example for GaAs N, = 2.655 and N,(h=1.55 p) = 3-35. 

Therefore, the modulating microwave signai travels &ter than the optical signal. In order 

to achieve velocity match condition, the microwave signd velocity has to be reduced to 

match that of optical signai. In this case, these electrodes are cdled slow wave electrodes. 

In the lithium niobate and glass substrates. the effective refractive index of the optical 

waveguide is Iess than the microwave reftactive index of the coplanar structure. So, the 

velocity match is obtained by nducing the capacitance andor inductance per unit Iength 

of the Line and therefore, increasing the velocity of microwave signal. These electrodes 

are called fast wave electrodes. Since the p q o s e  of this thesis is to develop large 

bandwidth modulators on semiconductor materials, we only focus on the design of slow 

wave electrodes. 

Assuming a quasi-TEM mode propagation for a 1ossIess coplanar structure, the 

characteristic impedmce and the phase velocity of the Line can be given by: 

where L and C are inductance and capacitance per 

(2.27) 

unit Iength of the line, respectively. 

The phase velocity of the transmission h e  can be reduced by increasing L or C or both. 

Changing the dimension of the unifonn transmission line wiU change the capacitance and 

inductance of the Iine, but the LC product and thedore phase velocity will remain ahost  

constant. This objective cm be achieved by using nonunSom transmission lines. 

Capacitive or inductive elements can be added perÏodicafiy to the rmiform transmission 

h e  to increase the totd capacitance or inductance of the line, If the penoditity of the 

Ioading elements is smaIî compared to the microwave waveIength at the fkquency of 

operation. the Ioaded Iine wilI appear electecdy smooth. 



Figure 2.17 Schematic diagram of a coplanar waveguide periodically loaded with nmow 
fins to increase the capacitance per unit Iength of the Line and therefore to reduce the 
phase veIocity of the microwave signal. 

For example, Figrrre 2.17 shows a unifom cop1ana.r waveguide Ioaded with 

nmow fins as capacitive elements. The fnnging electnc field in the vicinity of the fins 

increases the local stored elecnic energy. This wil1 translate to an increase in the shunt 

capacitance of the loaded coplanar waveguide. The presence of these fins will aiso 

change the characteristic irnpedance of the line. It is possible to change the geometry of 

the fins andlor the tmiform transmission Iine to match the phase velocity of microwave 

signal to that of the opticai signai and the chmctenstic impedance to 50 R or the desired 

vdue. 

The frequency characteristic of a capacitively Ioaded transmission line is given as 

[62]: 

where a is the phase constant of the Ioaded transmission line, and ad are the phase 

constant and characteristic impedance of the uniforni (unIoaded) transmission Iine, T, is 

the periodicity of interval, C is the shmt Ioad capacitance. This fimction shows passband 

and stopband intervais in the fiequency response of the Ioaded transmission Iine. The hst 

passband of thÎs curve for a copIanar periodic structure on GaAs substrate with ZUJ = 

66.5 SL, G = 10.22 22, and T, =100 p is shown in Figure 218. These vaiues provide a 

tmveling wave eIechode with characteristic impedance of 50 P and veIocity match 



Figure 2.18 Frequency variation of the first passband of the penodicdly loaded coplanar 
structure on GaAs as a function of flr.T,. 

condition with an opticd mode in a GaASIAiGaAs opticd structure. For a given 

structure, the Frequency of operation has to stay weil away From the cut-off frequency to 

m*nimize the line dispersion. This curve shows that the dispersion in the rnicrowave 

signal caused by this structure is negIigibIe up to fkequencies weiI above 100 GHz, the 

operational bandwidth of these devices. The cutoff fiequency of a periodicaily Ioaded 

transmission Iine is approximateIy 

For T, = 1 0  pn and VPItfSW, = 8.5 cmhsec (for GaAdAIGaAs opticai structure at 1.55 pm 

wavelength), the cutoff frequency is almost 425 GHz. This indicates that for fiequencies 

below 200 GHz dispersion due to the periodicity of the structure is negiigibIe. 

2.4 Modulation Chirp 

Chirp is a criticd eIement m a weiI-designed hi&-speed long distance 

mdtigigabit system because it can ultimately Limit the transmission span. Chirp tends to 

cause the guided modes to spread out and create intederence. Most optical fiber 



transmission systems today, whether they transmit digital or analog data, reIy on direct 

modulation of a laser to generate the time varying signals. This method works for Iow 

speed systems. For hi&-speed systerns, narrow linewidths are required in the optical 

source to keep dispersion to a minimum. However, the direct moduIation of a laser cavity 

forces the width to widea. The variations in the carrier density, produced by changes in 

the injected modulation current, affect the index of refraction in the Iaser cavity. This 

causes the wavelength to Vary and the result is a broadened linewidth. This phenornenon 

is refemd to as Iaser chup whkh is given in terms of (MWmA). 

Extemal modulators offer a way to reduce or eliminate chirp because the laser 

source is held in the namw linewidth, steady-sate CW mode. Openting the laser in the 

CW state dso reduces the laser driving circuiq and therefore tempenture stability 

problems. This continuous bearn is then acted upon by an externd form of modulation to 

generate useful information. The externai moduiator is typicaily either an electrosptic 

modulator or an eIectro-absorptive modulator. 

EIectro-absorptive modulators are opernting near the band gap wavelength of the 

opticai materid. Because of Kramers-kmnig relations, which relate the reaI and 

irnaginary parts of the index of refraction, we know that any change in the haginary part 

must lead to a change in the real part. Thus the electro-absorption effect observed in 

MQW's m u t  be accompanied by an electro-optic effect. Since the operationai 

wavelength of the electro-absorptive devices are close to the excitonic wavelength of the 

MQWs, any change in guided mode intensity is accompanied by relativeiy large change 

in the phase of the optical signal. This is one of the major disadvantages of electro- 

absorptive moduIators. 

In the foIIowing, the chirp characteristics of an electro-optic MZ intensity 

moduiator are discussed. The incoming optical fieId undergoes a phase change in each 

arm of the MZ modulator. The respective phase change is due to the applied voltage 

acting on that arm. The resuIting exit field h m  the moddator is thus: 



where Eo is the input opticai field, (pl and qir are the phase change in two amis of MZI. 

By definition, the chirp a of a rnodulator is the ratio of the phase modulation to the 

amplitude modulation as [63]: 

(39 

lzl 
where (p is the average phase change in each arm, and the intensity, S, is the square of the 

field The phase change in each arm is related to the length of that arm and the index of 

refraction. The change in the refractive index in each arrn is proportionid to the applied 

voltage to that arm of the MZI, dni(t)=qiK{t). I f  it is assurned that the arms of the device 

are dnven with VI(tJ=VIsin(ut) and V2(t)=V~n(wt)+Vb, Vb is the bias voltage, the 

modulator ch@ factor cab be obtained as: 

where 1 is the arm length of the MZI. In a push-puiI operation of the MZ modtùator such 

as devices considered in this research, the voltage applied to the amis of the MZI are of 

opposite polarity and equd amplitude, VI = -V'. This acichieves a zero chirp modulation. 

This, in fact, is the most attractive featlnc of the electro-optic moduIators compared to 

electro-absorptive modulators for Iong haui opticai transmission systems. Of course, 

other dnving schemes cm ais0 be appiied to achieve even a negative chirp factor. 

The voltage applied to the moduIator cm control the chirp and thereby helps to maximize 

the o v e d  system Iength. 

2.5 Discussion 

This chapter has served as a theoreticai introduction to electro-optic moduIation 

and the associated subjects related to the travehng-wave moduiators. The chapter began 

by outlining some basic modulation principIes and then proceeded to distmguish different 



modulation techniques. The requirements for large bandwidth modulation, polarization 

sensitive and polarization insensitive modulation were discussed with particuiar attention 

to semiconductor materiais as substrates. 

The next chapter will discuss the design aspects of heterostnicture epitaxial layers 

for optical waveguides, and travehg wave electrodes. It will begin with the design of 

heterosmcture opticai layers with attention to electro-optic modulation. Then the 

discussion moves to the design of slow-wave electrodes. 



CHAPTER 3 

Design of Traveling Wave Electro-Optic 

Modulators 

In this chapter we will discuss the issues in the design of traveling wave electro-optic 

modulators. This includes the design of hetemstructtm opticai layen, travehg wave 

electrodes and different conf~gurations. Some of these issues are the optical and eIectncai 

overlap integrai, singie mode opticai fiber to waveguide coupling, optical and microwave 

losses and their effects on the overaii performance of the moduiator. 

3.1 Optical Structures 

3.1.1 Design of Heterostmcture Epitaxial Layers 

There are a few considerations that have to be made in the design of 

hetemstnrcture epitaxid Iayer for optical applications. One of the major issues here is the 



opticai insertion loss. The insertion loss is comprised of coupüng loss, Fresnel reflection 

loss, propagation Ioss due to scattering to air and substrate, fiee carrier absorption, and 

electrode proximity [Ml. To reduce the coupling loss, it is necessary to design the opticai 

guide to couple efficiently to a singie mode fiber with a 9 pn core diameter. When the 

two modes are exactly the same, the coupling efficiency is maximized So, the optical 

guide mode should be symmetricd in the verrical and lateral direction and close to a 

àrcular mode. This leads us to a very large optical mode size with airnost 9 pm vemcd 

and lateral width. On the other hand, the other requirements lead us to the design of 

smaller optical modes ruid therefore smder ndge optical waveguides. The main purpose 

of designing mveling wave electro-optic modulators on serniconductor matenais is its 

potentid for integration with lasers and other opticaI and optoeIectronic components on 

the same wafer. Therefore, the opticd mode size in these modulators can be as small as in 

laser sources to reduce the coupling losses. 

Besides, an efficient moduiator design requires a large overlap factor between the 

opticai and electricai signals. Researchers have shown that the interelectrode gap has to 

be between 0.5 to 1 times the optical mode laterd width in an efficient electro-optic 

modulator [5q7[65]. Therefore a Iarge opticai mode size translates to an almost large gap. 

On the other side, the intereIectrode gap has to be maII to establish a Iarge electnc field 

in the opticd waveguide. Optimization of the electrwptic induced index change thus 

requires both minimizing the opticd waveguide mode size and interdectrode gap. 

In addition to the facts stated above, the single mode propagation of optical signai 

with Iarge waveguide dunensions requires a very s m d  difference in the rebctive indices 

between the core and the clad region. In the I a t d  direction that means a very shaIIow 

etching and therefore a very loosely confined opticai mode. This resuits in higher opticai 

Iosses piuticularly at waveguidc bends. The refiactive index difference in the vertical 

direction is provided by changing the matend composition in the clad and core Iayers. 

There are practicai Iunitations in the accuracy of the rayer compositions. For example, ail 

manufiichrrers of the epitaxiai Iayers have difncuities growing AiGaAs Iayer with 

aluminum concentration of Iess than 7%. 



A highly confined optical mode in a smaü waveguide increases the coupling Ioss 

to a singie mode optical fiber. There are different techniques to increase the coupling 

efficiency. The use of Iensed opticd fiber or micro-lense can match the mode size of a 

single mode fiber to that of a semiconductor waveguide and thereby greatiy increase the 

coupling efficiency. Optical mode spot size transformation techniques can also be used to 

increase the opticd waveguide mode spot size and match that to the opticai fiber 1661. k 

can be achieved by employing vertical couplen using polymer waveguides. Due to the 

close proximity of the refractive index of the poIymer waveguides to that of optical fiber, 

optical mode size of as large as opticai fiber mode size can be obtained. 

The optical mode has to be as close as possible to the surface of the wafer where 

the applied electric field ha its maximum values. One way to achieve this is to remove 

the top cladding layer that wili result in an undesirable asymrnetnc opticd mode in the 

vertical direction. The presence of top cladding layer attenuates the optical mode in the 

verticai direction so that the opticd loss due to electrode proximity and defects on the 

surface of the substrate is aiso minimized Thedore, a top cladding layer is considered 

for the opticai structure. The bottom-cladding Iayer has to be chosen to minimize the 

Ieakage loss of the optical mode to the substrate. This is usually done by choosing n thick 

bottom-cladding layer (nomally 2 4 p). 

The effective index method and beam propagation rnethod @PM) were used in 

the design of the heterostrucnire epitaxiai layers [6Q-[68]. Figure 3.1 illustrates different 

Iayers of the designed ridge opticai waveguides. The two structures are two generations 

of the opticai structms designed for this research. The optical waveguides on wafer #I 

opticai structure have ridge width, W, of 3,4, and 5 prî and on wafer #2 have width of 2 

and 2.5 p- The maximum ridge width is chosen to generate a single mode propagation 

for both States of polarization and TM polarization) and for the given ridge height. In 

the second opticai structure, wafer #2, a thui Iayer of GaAs of 2 5  nm was inserted in 

every 200 nm of AI,Gat,As to smooth the surface during growth. The top ihin Iayer of 

GaAs is supposed to prevent the #üGaAs Iayer h m  oxidization. A Si& Iayer of 0.2 pm 

is aIso deposited to both stnrctores d e r  etching to reduce the optical Ioss due to the 



Layer thickness (put) and 
AI concentration 

Figure 3.1 Cross section of the ndge opticd waveguide. The two columns for the 
thickness and Al concentration are given for the two generations of opticd structures 
designed for traveting wave electro-optic modulators. 

proximity of the opticd mode and metallic electrode. Although the presence of this 

dielectnc Iayer significantiy reduces the applied electric field in the opticai waveguide 

region [69]. it dso attenuates the tail of the opticai mode in the vicinity of the metai 

electrode and therefore reduces the optical Ioss. The ided material for such dielecaic 

Iayer wouId have a rehctive index of one at opticai hequencies and dielectric constant 

equd to that of the substnte at mimowave fiequencies. h this case, while the microwave 

signal wiii not be affected by the presence of such dielectric layers, the optical mode tail 

would be attenuated by the maximum refractive index difference and therefore the optical 

loss wili be minimized. Table 3.1 gives the designed parameters of the opticd 

waveguides on wafer #1 and wafer #2 opticai structure for the maximum rîdge width of 5 

p n  and 2.5 pn at the wavelength of 1.55 p . respectiveiy. These parameters consist of 

effective index, phase veiocity. group index, group velocity, and coupling Ioss to a single 

mode fiber for both States of polarkation. In these caiculations, the effect of the thin Iayer 

of Si02 was dso considered. The effective indexes of optical modes in waveguides are 

caicuiated using effective index method and finite dlfference method AIthough the latter 

is more accurate, both techniques pmvide enough accuracy to be used for velocity- 



Table 3.1 Parameters of the optical mode fabricated on wafers #1 and #2. 

In the fust design, the duminum concentration in the cIadding layer is 13% and in 

Wafer 

L 

2 

the guiding layer is 8%. Theoreticdy, h o s t  the same characteristics and mode profde 

can be obtained if the aiuminum concentration in the cladding Iayer is 5% and the 

guiding layer is pure GaAs. The latter design dso has lower carrier concentration to 

minimize the free carrier absorption. The only problem with this design is that no 

cornmerciai manufacturer cm guarantee the duminum concentntion below 7-8 percent. 

.- - 

r 

In the second design, the aiuminum concentration between the core and clad was 

increased to 30% to reduce the mode size in both Iateral and verrical directions. Due to 

Couphg IQSS 

(a) 
3 

6 3  

V, ( dasec : )  

N o * T M m  

3.32321 

3.3 1334 

larger rehctive index difference in this design, the ridge height is also smailer and 

thenfore the opticai mode is aiso closer to the surface. 

8.60565 

8.48 126 

3.323 

3.30916 

- 

&h ( c ~ ~ ~ s Q c )  

As opposed to traveiing wave planar eelctrodes that are practicaiIy nondispersive, 

% 

8.605 

8.47216 

9.02741 

9.0543 1 

optical waveguides are dispersive. The dispersion is due to material and modal 

dispersion. Therefore there is some difference between the phase and group velocity of 

3,48608 9.028 

9.06574 

optical signai propagating in a ndge opticai waveguide. The group index of an optical 

T M ' L ' E T M T E T M  

3.48635 

waveguide is given as: 

3.53721[3.5454101 

where n is the effective rehctive index of the opticai waveguide for TE or TM 

polarization. The opticai signai group velocity is the velocity at which the optical 

infoimation is traveIing in the opticai waveguide. The group velocity of opticai signal is 

less than the its phase velocity. Therefom, the phase velocity of microwave signai has ta 

be matched to the group velocity of opticaI signd to achieve maximum avaiIabIe 

bandwidth for a given eIectrode Ioss. 



Figure 3.2 Mode profile of a 5 pm wide waveguide on the wafer#l opticd structure. 

Theoretically, optical waveguides with different widths demonstnte different 

effective indices for different States of polarization that have to be match by the traveling 

wave electrodes. Within the single mode propagation consnaints, the effect of ridge 

width and height change on the effective index of optical waveguides does not exceed 

2%. This error is within the error in the electrode design and device fabrication process. 

Since the dge  height remains the same for dl opticai waveguides on a mask. the 

confinement factor for the fundamenid mode of the opticai waveguide with smaller 

width will be smaiIer. The opticd mode profile of the first opticd structure with 5 pm 

width is given in Figure 3.2. 

Microwave insertion Ioss is rnainiy due to eIectrode metaliization and substrate 

free carier absorption. The former can be minimized by the optimal design of the 

electrodes. The carrier concentration in opticai epitaxid Iayers and substrate has to be 

minimized to reduce free carrier absorption by the optical signal as weI1 as by microwave 

signal. Eree carrier absorption by the opticd signa1 is given by the following empincd 

expression 1701: 

a. (cm") = I 3 x 10-" ~ ( m - ~ )  (37) 

where N is free carrier density. As Equation 3.2 shows, a c e e r  concentration of 

1 .8~10 '~ cm-3 causes a negIigibIe opticd absorption Ioss of0.1 dBfcm. On the other hanci, 

this amount of carrier concentration in the subshate c m  cause huge microwave Iosess. 



This was observed during the micmwave s-parameter measurernents of the traveiing 

wave electmdes on such substrates. In Fact, microwave loss imposes much more strict 

limitation on the substmte carrier concentration than optical 10s.  Researchers have 

reported the operation of traveling wave electrooptic modulators on unintentionaiiy 

doped GaAs substrates. There has not been a critical study on this subject to describe 

more accurately the actual doping density of the substrate. An experimental study was 

performed to determine the maximum carrier concentration in the heterosmicture 

epitaxial layers before creating an unacceptable Ievel of microwave loss. This issue wi11 

be discussed in more detail Iater in another chapter. The results of the study suggest that 

semiconducting materiais used for fabrication of traveling wave electro-optic modulators 

must not exceed carrier doping level of 5x10'~ cm'3. Therefore, in the optical structures 

presented here, the substrates are semi-insulating (SI) (doping density of 108 cm-'. as 

given by the manufacturer) and the carrier concentration of ail epitaxial Iayers are less 

than 5x10'~ c d 3 .  

3.1.2 Leakage Loss and Mode Taii Engineering 

Semiconductor opticai waveguides are basic building blocks for passive and 

active optical circuits and optoeIectronic devices. The GaAs/AIyGat,As is an important 

opticai waveguide materiai system used for these applications. One of the Ioss 

mechanisms in GaAsfAiyGai,As opticai waveguides is the leakage Ioss, caused by 

guided optical modes king coupled into non-guided radiation modes through the bottom 

cladding into the GaAS substrate. To reduce this leakage loss, a thick AI,Gai,As bottom- 

cladding Iayer is usudIy required. For exampIe. to achieve a Ioss beIow 0.1 dBfcm, 4 p u  

thick AivGat,As bottom cladding Iayer is needed for an AI mole fraction yc10%- 

A novel approach has been taken to shape the taiI of the opticai mode and 

therefore, reduce the leakage into the substrate. In this technique, thin Iayers AI,Gai,As, 

y-< I, are mserted in the bottom cIaddmg layer. The presence of these thln Iayers of 

Iower index matenai suppmsses the taiI of the fitmdamental mode and thereby redaces the 



leakage into the substrate. This in turn permits to drasticalIy reduce the thickness of the 

bottom-cladding layer, while maintaining the integrity of the waveguide. The 

composition, thickness, and the position of the inserted thin AIsGal,As layers are 

optimized in a such a way ihat the original waveguide parameters (effective index, optical 

confinement, ...) are approximatel y maintained. Nearl y 50% reduction of the total 

cfadding thichess cm be achieved when compared with conventional cladding layer 

thickness, 

The insertion condition of the thin Iayers of AI,Gai,As in the cladding is not 

restricted to the bottom cladding layer and y 6 1  condition. For example, in the case of 

tnveiing wave electro-optic laser modulators, it is important to maximize the overlap 

integral between the rnodulating electric field signal and the optical mode. One can 

achieve this by forcing the opticd mode toward the surface of the device, where the 

electric fieId is the strongest. This may be accomplish by inserting thin Iayers of 

Ai,Gai.,As, (01 x q ) ,  into the top cladding of the ridge waveguide. 

In order to demonstrate the advantages of the inserthg thin AI,Gai.,As layen into 

the bottom cladding of G~AS~A.I,G~~,AS waveguides, t h e  different layer stnichires 

were designed The fint consist of a control sample, (wafer #3), which represents a 

typical waveguide design for travehng wave electro-optic modulators, without the thin 

AI,GIiI.xA~, (TaMe 32)  

In the second design, (wafer #4), the top cladding and guiding Iayer remains the 

same as for wafer #3, but a thin AIAs layer is inserted in the bottom cladding layer. The 

layer structure is given in Table 33. 

The botîom cladding Iater thickness and the position of the insert layers were 

optimized until sirnuIation indicates waveguide properties dose to that of wafer #3. With 

this stnicaire the total thickness of the bottom cladding was reduced by 36.546. 

In our third design, an AI,Gal,As (xa.25) and an AlAs Iayers are inserted into 

the bottom cfadding Iayer. Again, in order tu yield die same waveguide properties as that 

of the control sampIe, wder #3, the dative position of the uiserts and the thicbess of 

the bottom claddmg were optmiized using our simdator. The bottom claddmg thickness 

is reduced b y 46.6%. TabIe 3.4 contains the layer structure for the wafer #5. 



Table 3.2 Heterostmcture epitaxid layers of a typical pIanar waveguide (wafer #3), no 
thin Iayer of A.I,Gal,As is inserted* 

h y e r  # 

Table 3.3 Heterostnicture epitaxiai layers of a pIanar waveguide with one thin layer of 
Ai,Gal-,As inserted in the bottom clad (wafer M). 

1 GUIS 1 O 1 0-1 Cap Iayer 
Mateciai [AL Coirontratioa 96 1 Thidmess (jm) 

2 1 AIvGar.,As 

Table 3.4 Heterostructure epitaxid layers of a planar waveguide with two thin layers of 
&Gal-,As inserted in the bottom clad (wafer #5). 

Function 
1 

7 
O 3 

4 
5 

Layer # 
L 

L 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

1 Layer #l Materiai 1 AI Concentration % 1 Thidmess (CM) 1 Function 1 

GaAs 
AI,Ga~,,As 

GaAs 

1 
1.75 

Materiai 
GaAs 

AIvG;iI.,As 
GriAs 

AIv&t.vA~ 
AI,Ga&s 
AI,Gat.vAs 

GaAs 

Top clad 
Waveguide core 

7 1 4 
O 500 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Bottom clad 
SI-subsmte 

AI Concentration % 
O 
7 
O 
7 

100 
7 
O 

5 1 AI,G~K.,AS 
6 1 A.i,Gat-,As 

The optical propeaies, such as effective indices, mode profile, Ieakage loss and 

confinement factors for the different modes supported in the sIab waveguides m the three 

sampIes were cdctdated for both TE and TM poIanZation. The calcrrlations give similar 

resdts except for the effective indices, which indicates smaE poiarization dependence. 

The resuits are given in Table 3 S. 

7 1 A.I,GaI.& 

Thickness (m) 
0, f 
1 

Cap Iayer 
Top ciad 

Waveguide core 
Bottom clad 

G d s  1 0 1 0, i 

25 
7 

Fundion 
Cap layer 
Top clad 

; S i -  O 500 SI-substrate 
L O O  

I 
i -75 
0.65 

AIvGai& 1 7 

0.06 
1.35 

1.75 
2 

G a A -  
AI,Gal,,As 

insert Iayer 
Bottom clad 

0.075 

Waveguide core 
Bottom clad 

O 
7 

h r t  layer 

0.04 [ insert hyer 
0.5 1 Bottomclad 
500 1 SI-substrate 



Table 3.5 Simulated parameters of the optical guided mode on 
heterostructure optical layers. 

I three different 

Here Ne; (TE) is the effective index for the TE guided modes (ma, 1 J,...), Lm is 

the Ieakage Ioss for each mode, and fo is the confinement factor for the fundamental 

mode. Results show that the waveguide properties for the Fundamental mode, narnely the 

effective index, Ieiikage Ioss, and confinement factor do not change significantly as the 

thin AI,Gal,As layers are inserted in the bonom cladding layer. The position, 

composition, and duckness of the thin insertion layer can be optimized for a given device 

design to yieId the required effective index, the acceptable Ieakage loss, and the required 

mode confinement. 

We are dso proposing that the insertion of thin AIxGai,As layers, (&<y), in the 

top cladding Iayer can be used to rnodib the guided mode profile for speafic applications 

such as traveling wave electro-optic modulators. It c m  reduce the thickness of the top 

cladding Iayer and modi@ the mode profile in such a way that whiIe the overlap factor 

between the opticai and eIecÛica1 fields inmases, optical Ioss due to proximity of optical 

mode to rnetailic electrode remains the same. 

In other appkations, where one needs to reduce the coupling Iosses between a 

single mode fiber and a semiconductor waveguide, waveguides with wider ridges and a 

thicker core Iayers are designeci, whÏist stiD maintaining a singie mode operation. Wider 

ridges have the advantage of reIaxing the photolithography and pmcess requirements 

duàng component fabrication. UsuaIIy these design conditions cm be met if the index 



difference between core and cladding can be reduced The drawback for such a design is 

that the thickness of the cladding layers, in particular, the layer between the core and the 

GaAs substrate. must be significantly increased. The technique demonstrated here 

reiieves the thickness issues at the bottom-cladding Iayer. 

Thin AI,Gai.,As. (*cl), layers inserted in the bottom cladding layer has 

reduced its thickness by ahost 50%. This dso reduces the growth cost of the 

heterostmcture epitaxiai layers 

The rneasurement resdts will be presented in the next chapter where the 

rneasurement techniques are discussed. 

3.1.3 Optical Waveguide and Mach-Zehnder Interferorneter 

As discussed earlier, the electro-optic modulation consists of either phase 

modulation or mode conversion. A pure electro-optic mode converter is reaiized when a 

straight waveguide is positioned between two electrodes. In this case the electrodes are 

on either side of the straight opticd waveguide. This device will function as an intensity 

moddator if a polarizer and an analyzer are being used with this device. 

A Mach-Zehnder opticd interferorneter (MZI) is required to convert the phase 

moddation or mode conversion to amplitude (or intensity) modulation. Each 

interferorneter consists of three sections: a power divider, an active section where the 

interaction between the opticai and electncai signal takes place, a power combiner. The 

power divider and power combiner are hbricated as Y-branches. The Y-branch for the 

power divider and power combiner can dso be replaced with the-branch coupler. 

Figure 3.3 Schematic diagnm of MZls used in traveiing wave eIectrwptic modulators. 
a) Y-branch b) fbranch coupIer. 



Figure 3.3 shows the two different MZ inteIferometers that have been used in the design 

of electro-optic modulators. The tilted waveguides in the Y-branch or coupler c m  be 

designed with s-bend waveguides that smooth the transition from one waveguide to 

ano ther. 

It is well known that the optical couplers are very sensitive to the design 

parameters. Some design parameters are hard to target in the fabrication process. These 

parameters ;ire the ridge width, the ndge height, the spacing between two optical 

waveguides. Any change in these parameters wiIl paaicularly effect the phase and 

splitting ratio at the junction and the device on-off extinction ratio. Therefore, only a few 

opticai couplers were employed in the design of MZI. The principle of operation of a MZ 

interferorneter is as follows. When there is no appüed electric field, the input optical 

power is equally divided into two arms and then at the combiner, the two signals add in 

phase and constitute the original input signal. So the output optical power is equd to the 

input optical power. Now, if an applied electric field creates a phase deIay of 180° in one 

arm of the active region, the asyrnmetnc higher order mode wiII be excited at the output 

combiner. Since the output waveguide is designed to be single mode, the asymrneuic 

mode will be attenuated rapidly and no opticd power is detected at the output. The 

vokage that creates a phase delay of 180' is caIIed haif-wave voltage, V, The Y-branch 

hm to be designed to minimize the opticd loss at the junctions and reduce the ovedl 

device length. A Iarge bending radius results in smailer opticd Ioss and longer device 

Iength. The minimum bending radius for a given optical Ioss depends on the effective 

index of the optical waveguide. The more confned the optical mode is in the opticai 

waveguide. the smder  the bending radius is. This bending radius is an important issue in 

devices whose Iength is maII andlor the opticai propagation Ioss per unit Iength is Iarge. 

An example for such devices is the MQW electro-&active intentity modulator 

opemting near the bandgap wavelength 1711-1721. This device is very short due to a large 

eIectm-optic coefncient and hi& opticai propagation loss. Therefore, it makes sense to 

optimize the bending radius for such devices to reduce the Y-jtmction Iength as much as 

possible, In the traveüng wave eIectro-optic modulators, since the eIectro-optic 

coefficient is very s m d  (r41=~.45x10-'2 mN) [731 and the decnode works as a 



transmission line, the device is long (2 1 cm). Therefore, the Y-junction length is a smaiI 

section of total device Iength that does not impose strict design critenon. The bending 

radius, which dso depends on the a m  separation. is directly related to the dimension and 

type of the slow wave electrodes, The bending radiuses were chosen to achieve optical 

loss of Iess than 0.1 dB per bend for the given slow wave eIectrode, opticai structure, 

ridge width, and ridge height. A BPM-CAD simulator was used for the design and 

simulation of different opticai elements such as Y-branch cornbiners and dividers, 

couplers, waveguides. etc [74]. 

3.2 Slow Wave Electrode Structures 

As mentioned eartier, in III-V semiconductor materials, the microwave signai on 

coplanar electrodes tnivels fnster than the optical signal propagating in the optical 

waveguide. Therefore, the phase velocity of minowave signal has to be reduced to match 

that of the opticai signai to achieve maximum bandwidth wailabie to the modulator, 

hence, slow wave eiectrodes. Capacitive and inductive eiements can be periodicaiIy 

Ioaded to the uniform transmission Iine to reduce the phase velocity of the microwave 

signd. Capacitive elements in different combinations of narrow fins and pads (see Figure 

2.17) can be added to the uuniorm transmission iine, The design goais consist of a 

characteristic impedance of 50 R, phase velocity equai to that of the group velocity of the 

opticai signai, approximately 8.5 cdnsec depending on the epitaxial opticai structure. 

and a Iow microwave Ioss, Iess than 1 dB/cmJ= . 
In the sIow wave structures (see Frgure 2-17), due to the presence of fins and 

pads, not oniy is the electric fieId not unifonn in any transversal plane, it is dso a 

Function of distance in the direction of propagation. Therefore, the expressions for the 

optical signai phase retardation, and the overiap faaot between the opticai and efectricai 

signais have to be changed to accommodate the periodicity in the direction of 

propagation. For exampIe, Equation 2.6 is changed as given below: 
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where Nc is the number of ceiIs dong the slow wave electrode, Ts is the periodicity of 

Ioading fins and pads, and I', is the volume overlap factor (integral) defined as: 

where the intepration is over the cross section area of the opticai mode and dong one 

period of loaduig fins and pack. For simplicity, we assume that the electric field 

distribution in the substrate is constant where there is a pad and nui1 in the area between 

the adjacent finslpads. In 

The longitudinal overlap 

used as a figure of ment 

this case, the volume overlap factor sirnplifres to: 

factor (dso cailed duty cycle) is defined as Tl = WdT,. It c m  be 

for the slow wave electrodes and is a mesure of the area dong 

the electrodes, where the interaction between the optical signal and the eleccric field is 

maximal. Consequently, the electrode Iength has to be multiptied by the longitudinal 

overlap factor to obtain the effective interaction Iength of the slow wave structure. 

Therefore, an efficient travefing wave electro-optic moduiator employs a slow wave 

electrode with IongitudinaI overlap factor dose to one. 

In the foltowing, some of the benefits of using slow wave electrodes for hi&- 

speed electro-optic moduIations are presented. As discussed earlier, the microwave Ioss is 

a ümiting factor for the bandwidth of a traveting wave moduiator. The microwave loss 

depends upon some parameters such as electrode conductivity and geometry, substrate 

dielectnc constant and carrier concentration, M i m w a v e  Ioss due to substrate carrier 

concentration wi1l be discussed in the next chapter. The metaüic microwave Ioss is 

mostiy determined by the proximity of the axial currents in the signai and ground 

electrodes. If the plana. dow wave structure such as the one shown in Figure 2.17 is 

designed so that the axial transmission h e  c m n t s  c m o t  flow dong loaâing fins and 

pads, and onIy displacement currents are flown m the srnaII capacitive eIements, cunent 

crowding and the microwave IOSS ~ L Z  determined by the distance between the signal 



Figure 3.4 Current 
shown by red color. 

distriiutioa dong a slow wave eIectrode. High current density is 

Figure 3.5 Charge distrr'bution aiong a sIow wave eIectrode. Hi& charge density is 
shown by red color. 

electrode and ground eIectrode of the doaded hmsmhion he, G. So, whiIe the RF 

eIectrk field intensity is determined by the gap between the pads, S, shown m Figure 

2-17, the rnicrowave Ioss are detemhed by the distance between the centre eiectrode and 

groinad electrode of the unioaded transmission üne, G. Figure 3.4 ülusmes the current 

distrrion aiong the sIow wave ekctrode ushg &met EM sirnuiatm [7q. The main 

current is ffowing dong the imer bdge of the insm signai and grotmd eiectrodes SmalI 

width of fh and pack causes the current flow Qùto the Ioadmg capacitive elements to be 

minimal 



This Iarge distance between the main currents significantly reduces the 

microwave loss of the electrode tbat in turns increases the bandwidth of the moddator. 

Periodically loading uniform planar electrodes with capacitive elernents such as fins and 

pads enables designer to simultaneously reduce S, and increase G. Moreover, the srnail 

gap. S, increases the electnc field in the opticd waveguide region. Figure 3.5 shows 

charge distribution on a typicd slow wave electrode. This clearly illustrates the charge 

density variation on one period of a slow wave electrode. The maximum charge density 

occurs in the gap area where the distance between the signal and ground electrode is 

minimum. Therefore, it is expected that the horizontal and vertical components of electric 

field reach their maximum in the inte~lectrode gap and under the pad regions, 

respectively. Figure 3.6 and 3.7 show the quasi-static electric field components paralle1 

and nomid to the surface of the substrate, respectively. The results were obtained by 

quasi-static finite difference program developed in our lab. Therefore, the opticd 

waveguide is positioned under the pack to exploit the vertical cornponent of the electric 

field and between the pads to exploit the horizontd electnc field component. Some 

experimental results will be presented on this subject. 

This type of the structure enables us to design electrodes with srnail S and large G 

Figure 3.6 EIectrÏc fieId distribution of the component paralfeI to the substrate surface. 
The field is caicuiated at 0.5 pm beIow the substrate sudace. 



Figure 3.7 Electric field distribution of the component normal to the substrate surface. 
The field is cdculated at 0.5 p beIow the substrate surface. 

to reduce the microwave loss and increase the electric field intensity in the area between 

and under the pads. Therefore, employing slow wave electrodes in hi&-speed electro- 

optic modulation serves the following purposes. a) velocity match, b) increasing electric 

field amplitude in the optical waveguide region, and c) reducing the microwave Ioss of 

the electrode. 

According to the quasi-static approximation, the phase veIocity of a microwave 

signal propagating dong thin conventional copIanar waveguide electrodes over a semi- 

infinite substnte is constant, regadess of the waveguide dimensions. In this case, the 

effective dielectric constant is: 

where E~ is the dielectric constant of the substrate, SI-GaAs or SI-InP, (E, = 13.1 for 

GaAs). So, as mentioned eariier, the mimwave phase veiocity propagating dong a 

unifonn copIanar waveguide is V,,,, = c l  &= 113 cmlnsec. The capcitance and 

inductance of the slow wave structures can be caicdated using the foIIowing standard 



where Z& is the characteristic impedance of the slow wave structure, 50 a, and VpMm) is 

the phase velocity of the slow wave structure, 8.5 d n s e c .  

The following procedure was used to estimate the initiai values for the 

characteristic impedance of the uniform coplanar waveguide (before adding load fins and 

pads) and the load capacitance per unit length produced by the fins and pads for the fiat 

optical waveguide structure on Ga&. From Equations 3.7 and 3.8, C, is 0.2353 F/pn 

and L is 0.5882 p W p .  Since introducing narrow fins and pads to the conventional 

coplanar waveguides does not change the inductance per unit length of the line 

significantiy, it c m  be assumed to be constant. The capacitance per unit length of the 

corresponding uniform coplanar waveguide is found to be CnL = 0.133 1 F/p, caiculated 

fiom Vph,,, = CI & = I I ,/K. where Vphfnl) is the microwave phase velocity 

propagating dong the uniform coplanar waveguide, 11.3 d n s e c .  Therefon, the 

characteristic impedance of the uniform coplanar waveguide (before fins and pads are 

added) c m  be cdculated as &, = ,/- which gives Z& o 66.5 a. 
In order to design the sIow wave structure with the above parameters, one has to 

periodicdiy load a uniform transmission line with characteristic Împedance of 66.5 Q 

with fins and pads of capacitance Cr. At frequencies of interest, where the pexiodicity, Ts, 

of the Ioad capacitance, Cr, is much Iess than the electricai waveIength, i.e. T, « A, the 

loaded line behaves as an eIectncaiIy smooth transmission Line with a capacitance of Cm 

= C t Cr f Ts . For C = 0.1331 Ffp, the ratio G I Ts is caicuIated to be 0.1022 E/p. 

Then, for example for T, equai 100 p. Cr = 10.22 W. The signai electrode width and the 

gap between the signai and grotmd electrodes of the d o m  transmission Iine cm be 

adjusted to the desired vaIues whiïe the characteristic impedance is kept constant at about 

66 &2, 



The slow wave electrodes have been modeled and designed using a multilayered 

EM simuiator for planar circuits [75]. This sirndator does not ailow the effects of opticai 

ndge waveguides to be taken into account in the design model. The f h t  generation of 

mask was initially used to estimate the effect of the presence of ridge waveguide under 

and between electrodes. Slow-wave electrodes were fabricated on SI-GaAs with and 

without ridges. The resuits were used to calculate the effect of ridges on the electrode 

responses. Therefore the subsequent masks were biased in the electrode design to 

accommodate for the ridge waveguides. The resdts wiU be presented in Chapter 5. Since 

Sonnet software considers metd electrode with zero thickness, the same procedtire was 

aiso used to take into account the effect of nonzero thick metal electrodes. In the model, 

we have considered a 0.2 pm Sioz Iayer between the electrodes and Guis substrate. The 

design goals were to achieve a phase velocity equd to that of optical signal, and 

charactenstic impedance of 50 $2 for d l  the slow wave electrodes. The effects of the 

optical ridge waveguide and the 0.2 pi SiOz Iayer on the microwave performance of the 

slow wave structures are experimentdly investigated The results are presented in the 

next chapter. This simulator provides the S-parameters at a specific frequency for a given 

structure. It aiso provides the Iumped circuit spice mode1 for the structure under study. 

Transmission Iine parameters such as characteristic impedance, phase veIocity, and 

microwave loss can be obtained from Sparameters as discussed below. 

The ABCD rnatrix of the entire transmission line is expressed as a function of fhe 

s-parameters as follows [76] (see dso appendix V): 

where & is the reference characteristic mipedance of the measurîng system, 50 Q. The 

characteristic impedance, a, the propagation constant, y, and the phase veIocity. Vpb of 

the CPW cm thus be fond using the foUowing expressions: 



where I is the Iength of the transmission Iine, cg, is the attenuation constant (Nphnit 

Iength), and a, is the phase constant (radlunit Iength) of the transmission Iine. Equations 

3-10 and 3.1 1 field two solutions for both and y. The physicaily meaningful value of 

& has a positive m l  part and the physicaiiy meaningful vaiue of y has a positive a. The 

positive value for a ~ .  translates into a =al loss in the transmission line. 

3.3 Slow Wave Electro-Optic Moduiator Design 

Three sets of masks, i,ïï-1, W-2, and Lïï-3, with different possible 

configurations of slow wave electrodes and opticai structures suitable for electro-optic 

moduiators were designed and fabricated. The Iayouts of the coplanar wiiveguides (CPW) 

and coplanar strîps (CPS) and opticai structure under study are given in Appendix 1. 

In L,IT-1, five different kînds of coplanar waveguide structures, CPW, CPWA, 

CPWB, CPWC, and CPWD, with various design variations provide a totai of 30 distinct 

copIanar waveguide structures. The design goal for LIT4 consists of a characteristic 

irnpedance of 50 and a phase vetocity of 89 cmlnsec or effective index of 3.37 which 

was the effective index of an in-stock wafet. Due to the poor quality of the wafer for 

which the masks had been designed for, including highly carbon contamination in aii 

epitaxial, no guided opticaf sÎgnaI codd be observed This set of mask consists of four 



layers, including first level of meta1 m), air-bridge via, air-bridge metd, and 

waveguide, The last layer contains different optical structure. The first three layers are 

used to pattern the slow wave electrodes. The purpose of using &-bridge via and air- 

bridge metd layers was to increase the thickness of the signal and ground electrodes and 

therefore to reduce the rnicrowave Ioss due to metalIization. This mask was rnainly used 

to evaluate the microwave performance of the different slow wave electrodes. The 

measurernent results using this mask were used in the design of second set of rnasks. 

The second set of mask, LIT-2, consists of two different copIanar strips, CPSD, 

and CPSD-id, and three different coplanar waveguides, CPW. CPWD, CPWPas for a 

total of 74 electrodes. The electrodes on L1T-2 mask sets were designed to have a 

characteristic impedance of 50 SL and a phase velocity of 8.606 d n s e c ,  which is the 

group velocity of the optical signal in the opticai structure show in F i p  3.1. Al1 the 

slow wave electrodes on this mask were loaded using T-rail capacitive elements which 

enables the designer to achieve higher longitudinal overlap factor with smdler 

interelectrode gap. Interelectrode g q s  are 3,4,5 pm and longitudinal overlap factor, fi, 

as high as 80% was obtained CopIanar strip electrodes offer higher f i  for the same Ioad 

capacitance over coplanar waveguide eIectrodes due to the introduction of srnaller 

amount of capatitance per unit length. This can be compensated partiaily by making an 

asymmetric version of coplmar waveguide, CPWD. In an asyrnrnetric CopIanar 

waveguide. CPWD-as, the Iength of the fins and pads extending h m  the signal 

electrodes is shorter than the Iength of the fins and pack extending from the ground 

electrodes, L<Lg- The asymmetnc capacitive eIements offer smder capacitance than 

the symmetric element with the same gap, S. LIT-2 consists of two Iayers of ma& first 

IeveI of metai and waveguide. 

The design tendency in the three sets of masks was to reduce the interelecuode 

gap, S, reduce the opticd mode size, increase the overlap factor between the opticd and 

m-mwave signais and increase the Iongitudinai ovedap factor, fi, that resuit in Iower 

modulation voltage- These issues were accommodated in the thûd design by M e r  

reducùig the width of the fins and pads, W, and 1 ,  and aIso increasing the perÏodicity, Ts. 



Figure 3.8 Layout of electro-optic modulators, slow wave electrodes integrated wi th 
opticai saicnirrs. (a) optical waveguides placed between the pads of CPW slow wave 
electrodes. (b) opticd waveguides placed under the pads of the signai and ground 
electrodes of CPW slow wave structm. (c) optical waveguides are under the inner edge 
of the signai and ground electrodes of an interdigitated CPS slow wave structure. (d) 
electrodes of a slow wave CPS are on either side of an straight opticai waveguide. 

Ws and Is are as srnail as 2 pn and the periodicity is 100 p. This enabled us to design 
, 

slow wave electrodes with gap, S, of 2.5 pm and f i  of as high as 96% without 

overslowing the microwave signai. The width of the opticai ridge waveguide is 2 and 2.5 

p. In this design, ai1 copIanar waveguides are of CPWD-as type. Fabrication process in 

the Microelectronic facility at Communications nsearch centre (CRC) requires minimum 

electrode width and gap of 2 p. Fabrication of slow wave electrodes with extreme large 

and srnaII dimensions on the same mask poses the problem of over or under developing 

some parts of the mask. NormaLIy the fins and pads width, Ws and &, are over-developed 

and therefore the resdtant gap, S. is smder than the designed vaiue. This resuIts in 

higher Ioad capacitance and overdowing the microwave signai. LJT-3 has been designed 

to compensate this problem. This mask has aiso two Iayers. 

AU masks fabncated using E-Beam fabrication process with 0.1 pm writing 

address and 0 5  pn M e c t  inspection. The physicd dimensions of the designed electrodes 

and opticaf structures are given m Appendix II. Figure 3.8 aîI electrooptic moduIator 



configurations studied on the three sets of mask when a slow wave eiectmde is integrated 

with an opticai structure. CPWD in Figure 3.8(a) and (b) can be replaced with aJ.I other 

CPWs to genente ai1 configurations. 

Interdigitated electrodes have already been used extensively in other applications 

[77]. Here? a slight modification to the conventionai interdigitated electrodes is proposed. 

This design will enhance the performance of the electro-optic modulators that normally 

require long effective interaction Iength and s m d  gap to reduce the modulation voltage. 

Besides, this is the only configuration that a coplanar stnp (CPS) electrode ioaded with 

T-railed capacitive elements can be integrated with MZI. 

3.4 Discussion 

In this section, we have discussed the design issues of heterostructure epitaxid 

Iayers, ridge optical waveguide, and coplanar slow wave electrodes. 

Two opticai structures were deàgned for to be empIoyed in two generations of 

rnveling wnve electro-optic modulatorî. We aiso presented new techniques in the design 

of heterosnicture epitaxid Iayen to rnodify the optical mode tail, reduce the thickness of 

top and bottom ciadding Iayers suitable for traveling wave electrosptic modulations and 

also other applications that require mode tail engineering. DifTerent slow wave electrode 

configwations were presented to be integrated with opticd stnrctures. Three sets of 

rnasks have been designed that consists different combinations of slow wave electrodes 

with opticd structures. 

In the next chapter, we wiU discuss the characterization techniques that have been 

applied for the fabrications of slow wave electrooptic moduiators. We wiiI aiso present 

the fabrication process and measurement techniques that were used in this work. 



CHAPTER 4 

Characterization, Fabrication, and 

Measurement Techniques 

The qudity of a product in generai and of an integrated electro-opticai device in 

partkular depends on the qudity of the materiais and fabrication process used This 

chapter describes the techniques that were used to characterize the epitaxÏal optical 

structures to be used in the fabrication of the traveling wave electro-optic moduiators. 

Then it proceeds with the fabrication process of these devices. 

EindIy, we wiii present the measurement techniques to evaIuate the performance 

of the traveiing eIectro-optic moduiators. It incIudes the techniques to measure the optical 

waveguide ioss, to evaiuate poIarization sensitive and msensitive Mach-Zehnder 

modulator and poIarizationlmode converter. 



The improvement of growth techniques for semiconductor structures, such as 

liquid phase epitaxy (rsE), molecuiar beam epitaxy (MBE), and metai-organic chernicd 

vapor deposition (MOCVD), have been of crucial importance for the improvement of III- 

V semiconductor technology. Especidly for optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEIC), 

where both the electric and opticd properties have to be optimized, high qudity material 

is a prerequisite for hi& quality components. Specid characterization techniques have 

therefore been used to determine the materiai properties of the heterostmcture epitaxial 

optical Iayers. From ai1 the existing III-V semiconductor characterization techniques, we 

only describe the ones that were used to chmcterize the wafer on which the modulators 

were fabricated. 

4.1.1 Photoluminescence Technique 

PhotoIuminescence is a very powerful technique to characterize the qudity of the 

semiconductor materiais such as GaAsIAIGaAs epitaxiai Iayen. Photoluminescence (PL) 

is the opticd radiation emitted by a physicd system resulting fmm excitation to a 

nonequilibrium state. The radiative transition onginates on some excited electronic state, 

and after the emission of a photon (radiative recombination), a Iower electronic Ievel is 

occupied. The photon wavelength is h ( p )  = hcfdE = 1 .X / AE where AE is the transition 

energy of the excited atom to a Iower energy Ievel in eV. n i e  spectral distribution of 

these emitted photons shows a peak around the fundamental bandgap energy. Figure 4.1 

shows the schernatic diagram of the systern that was used. 

The pump Iight is a He-Ne Iaser source at a power Ievel of about 50-100 mW. 

Then the iight filtered by a bandpass Hter and then divided by a spiitter. Part of the üght 

is passed through a chopper at 400 osed for Iock-in detection of the Iwninescence 

signal. The Iight is then focnsed on the sampb to be auaiyzed. The sample is kept at LOO 

K to reduce the strong background noise and therefore mcrease the signal to noise ratio. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic dia- of a photoluminescence measurement setup. 

There is a grating in the monochromator whose angle is controlled by the cornputer. The 

output of the monochromator is then the iight at different waveiengths that is arnpiified 

by a photomultiplier tube ( P m .  The signal to noise is generally very Iow, and thetefore 

the chopped pump and the lock-in technique are used to extract the very weak signd 

from the strong noise. Figure 4.2 shows the measured photoIuminescence spectrum of an 

in-stock GaAsMGaAs sample for which the LJT-l set of rnasks was designed. 

The position of the maximum corresponds to the hmdamentd bandgap energy 

and the MI width at haif maximum gives an indication of the qudity of the materid. PL 

measurements carried out over the whoie wafer surface are used to determine the 

uniformity of the epitaxid Iayen. in the measurement shown here, the peak at 830 nrn 

corresponds to GaAs and the peak at 817 nm does correspond to carbon, It ciearly shows 

that the sample was heaviIy contaminated by carbon most probably during the Iayer 

growth. This high IeveI of carbon contamination changes the crystd properties and 

rehctive index of the materiai. The sampIe was tested for optical guiding and no opticai 

waveguide couid be estabüshed using this substrate. Therefore, this sample couid not be 

used for any electro-optical measurements or even &pie optical Ioss measurement. 
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Figure 4.2 Photoluminescence spectnun of an in stock GaAslAiGaAs substrate. 

4.1.2 Capadtance-Voltage Technique 

The capacitance-voltage or (CV) technique is used to determine the carrier 

concentration depth profiles in semiconductor materials with a rneasurement range of 

approximateIy 10'~-10'~ cm-'. The profile can, in principal, be measured to uniirnited 

depth by using etch steps in between the measurements. figure 4.3 shows a schematic 

diagram of the core of the CV-profiler used to study the doping profile of semiconductor 

materials in this research. 

This tefion ceH is fiIIed with an electrolyte containing positive and negative ions. 

The test sampte is brought in contact with the electrolyte. This electrolyte-semkonductor 

interface can be described in a similar way as the pn-junction. Rovided that the 

electrotyte is fairly concentrateci, the depletion of the eIectroIyte is negiigible and the 

depth xd of the depleted semiconductor layers cm be expressed as: 
t 

where the Vo is the bullt-in poteutid between the eiectrdyte-semiconductor mterface, V 

is the apptied voltage, N and E, are the carrier concentration and dielechic constant of the 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the electrochemicai (teflon) ce11 of a CV-profiIer. 

semiconductor sample, respectively. Typicai values of the depletion depth xd at reverse 

biûs of I V are about 1,O. 1, and 0.0 I p for carrier concentration of 10", 10". 1019 cmJ. 

respectively. The depletion depth c m  dso be given as: 

where A is the contact area between the semiconductor and electrolyte, and C is the smdl 

signai capacitance OF the depIeted layer. From this equation, it follows that the average 

carrier concentration within a depletion Iayer c m  be determined via a simpIe capacitance 

measurement. In fact this is what the CV-profiler does. The CV-profiIer modulates the 

reverse bias voltage by an AC signd, normdy 0.14 Vp, at 40 Hz- to measure the smalI 

signal capacitance of the depleted region. The carrier concentration in the depleted Iayers 

can be obtained fkom the above equations as given by: 

where x, is the etch depth, e is the eiementary charge, and ACfAV is the differentiai 

capacitance measnred at a given frequency and modulating signal. Ln between the cher 

concentration measrrrements, a thin layer of semiconductor is etched away. The etch 



Figure 4.4 Carrier concentration profile of a GaAs substrate implanted with SiB. 

depth is calculated via Faradayrs law of electroIysis for the total charge transfer by 

integrating the etch current I,. 

Figure 4A shows an example of the carrier density profile of an ion implanted 

semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The substrate is implanted with SiD at 120 KeV with a 

dosage of 2 . 3 3 ~ 1 0 ' ~  mf2. 

4.2 Fabrication Process 

In addition to the design, the performance of a tnveIing wave electro-optic 

moduIator strongly depends on the fabrication process. The performance of these devices 

vary as a function of ridge height and width, intereiectrode gap, relative position of the 

eiectrode and ridge including a dative angIe between the optical waveguide and the 

electrode. Some of the problems that may occur during fabrication are iuustrated in 

Figure 4.5. Variation in the ridge width and height affects the singIe mode propagation as 

weII as the optical mode size and the moddation voltage. SpeciaI attention must be paid 

dMng fabrication to maintain aII  device parameters the same over its tong tength (2 I 

cm) and to mmimize any degradation from the design values. 



Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram of ndge waveguide and electrode in different situations. 
(a) and (b) show the ideai cases and (c) and (d) are the corresponding potential problems. 
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Figure 4.6 (a) Relative size and position of the mask and 3" wafer. @) cross section of the 
wafer during standard lithography. 

The modulators were fabricated on quarters of 3" wafers using standard 

tithography. The wafers are [IO01 Hat substrates. The electrodes and optical waveguides 

(direction of propagation) are perpendicdar to the primary Bat, [oTI] direction. The 
digitized area of the mask is aimost 25x25 mm2. The relative mask sîze and its position 

on a quarter of a 3" wafer is given in Figure 4-6 (a). Due to the photoresist built-up on the 

wafer edges, a margin of Ieast 2 mm on aü sides of the wafer was left. Therefore the 

devices are fabncated in the centre of the w a k  where the photoresist is tutiform. The 



other problem that may arise from nonuniforrn photoresist on the wafer is iI1ustrated in 

Figure 4.6 (b). The quality of the edges of the ridge optical waveguide is rnainly 

determined by the airgap betweea the rnask and photoresist. This aÏrgap causes the 

diffraction of the W light, which reduces the sharpness of the ridge optical waveguides. 

To define the mask pattern, a layer of photoresist is spin coated on the sample. The 

thickness cm be chosen by controliing the rotation speed of the rotating plate. The resist 

is developed by bringing the chrome side of the mask in close contact with the sample 

and ilIuminating it by ultraviolet tight for 10 Seconds. Then depending upon positive or 

negaîive photoresist, the exposed or masked areas will be solved in the solvent, 

respec tivel y. 

The following is a bnef description of the fabrication process perfonned at the 

Microelectronic facility of Communications Research Centre (CRC). First, the sarnple is 

standard cleaned. Then the sample is coated with a thin layer of positive photoresist, 2 

p. Next, Iithography of the resist is carried out using the waveguide (WAGD) mask. 

Then, ndge opticai waveguides are defined by reactive ion etching (RIE) of the wafer for 

a specific depth, 0.9 p n  for LK-l and 025 pn for LJT-2 mask set. The sampIe is then 

coated with a SiOz layer of 0.2 pn using pIasma deposition. This layer is intended to 

reduce the optical Ioss due to proximity to electrode metaihzation. The sample is again 

spin coated with the positive photoresist and the same procedure is perfonned to define 

electrode mask pattern into the resist. Titanium (Ti), PIatinum (Pt) and gold (Au) 

are evaporated on the sample and then a standard Mt-off technique is used remove the 

photoresist and the metd. Ti is king  used for adhesion to the semiconductor substrate. 

Due to large Bdge height in IST-1 design, 0 9  pm, the metd electrode has to be thick 

enough to keep the electmde continuity on the ridge. This forced us to choose metal 

thickness of 1.5 pm that consist of 02 pm of Ti, 0.3 p of Pt and 1 jm of Au. In LIT'-2 

design, the ridge height is 0.25 pm and therefore the metai eIectrode codd be thinner. 

The metai in this design consists of 0.1 p of Ti and 09 pn of AU. The basic bdding 

bIocks of the fabrication process of the traveling wave rnodulator is iIIustrated in Figure 

4.7. 
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Figure 4.7 Cross section of 

1 
Standard Wt-off 

a mode converter and a phase modulator during the 
fabrication process steps. Dark area is SiO?, dark gray is metal, and Iight gray is 
ph0 toresist. 

Figure 4.8 SEM photograph of the cross section of a ridge opticai waveguide. 

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 are the SEM photograph of the cross section of a ridge opticd 

waveguide and an its position in an ùiterdigitated coplauar strip MZ moduiator. The 

roughness on the sidewaiIs of the ridge optical ~aveguide~ caused by RIE, is visible in 

the former. This causes an increase in the opticd Ioss due ta scattering. In the Iater, the 

need to have a reIativeIy thick metai electrode to maintain the eIectrode contintiity for 



Figure 4.9 SEM photograph of the cross section of an interdigitated MZ modulator 
showing opticai waveguides under the inner edge of the main signal and ground 
eIec trodes, 

Figure 4.10 Photograph of the GWAiGaAs chip fabricated ushg L ï ï 4  rnask set. 

devices in which the ndge opticai waveguide is positioned under the electrode is evident- 

The electrode has to be thicker than the ridge height to satisfy that requkment E"uidiy, a 

fabricated GaAs substrate chip using LJT-2 set of rnasks is given in Figure 4.10. 



43.1 SeIf-AIip Technique 

This technique was developed to enhance the performance of the 

polarizatiodmode converters and poIarization insensitive MZ modulators which exploit 

the electric field component p W e l  to the surface of the [100] ffat substrate. In these 

devices the optical waveguide is positioned between the electrodes. The ided case is to 

have the electrode right to the si&-wdls of the ridge optical waveguide as iliustrated in 

Figure 4.5(a). Electric field intensity in the substrate, Es, and ridge, Er, regions is much 

higher than the electric fieId in the air, E,, due to the higher dielectric constant of the 

substrate. Since a major part of the optical mode tail still exist in the ndge region, the 

electric field in that a m ,  E,, has a significant effect on the half wave voltage of the 

modulator. If there is an air gap between the electrode and the ndge side wails, the 

electric field intensity significantly drops in the ridge region, see Figure 4.1 1(a). This, in 

tum, reduces the half wave voltage of the rnodulator. Figure 4.1 1(b) shows an equivalent 

circuit for the ndge opticai waveguide with the electrodes on either sides. Cs and Ca 

represent the capacitance in the substrate and air, nspectiveIy. The capacitance due to Er 

is represented by a senes of three capacitors. C, for air gap and Cr for ridge region. If V 

is the applied voltage a m s s  the electrodes, the voltage drop across the ridge optical 

waveguide. V ,  is given as: 

Figure 4.11 (a) SimphfÏed dechic field distribution in a ndge waveguide with an airgap 
between the electrude and the ridge. (b) the simple equivdent ~ircttit modeI. 
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Figure 4.12 Cross-section of a mode converter during the steps of self-align fabrication 
process. Dark m a  is Sioz, dark gray is metal, and light gray is photoresist. 

where E~ is the substrate dielechic constant (13.1 for GaAs), a is the air gap, d is the ridge 

width. This equation shows how fast the eIectnc fieId in the ndge region cirops as the air 

gap increases. The electric field is ais0 a strong function of the dielecbic constant of the 

substrate. For example, for orr(a/d) of 1, VdV is equd to 0.33. Therefore, 66% of the 

available electric fieId is dropped across the air gap that does not have any contribution to 

modulation. This translates to an air gap to ridge width ratio of about 7.6%. Maintainhg 

the ratio of d d  to 0.076, the voItage drop across airgaps is only IO% of the apptied 

voltage for giass substrate (E, = 1.5). Therefore, traveling wave moduIaton on substrate 

with high dielectric constant have to be designed with no or minimum possible air gap 

between the side eIectrodes and the ridge optical waveginde. 

A seIf-align technique was developed to fabricate the mode converter and 

polarkation independent MZ modulators with no air gap. Figure 4.12 illustrates the most 

important steps in the fabrication process. The only modincation to be made to the FLME 

mask is that the interdectrode gap is part of the digitized data. This process is very 

simiIar to the fabrication process desrnid earüer in this section with the exception that 

there is a dielectrk assisted üft-Offff The GaAs sample is deposited with a Iayer of SiOs 



using plasma deposition. Then it is spin coated with a 2 pm thick positive photoresist 

layer. The opticd waveguides are defined using standard Lithography technique that is 

foilowed by a RIE of dielectric and GaAs matends to the specific depth. Next the 

residual photoresist is removed and then again covered by another Iayer of photoresist 

Lithography of the electrode is followed by metd evaporation of 1 pm thickness. ZTsing a 

standard üft-off technique the metd electrode is defined on the GaAs substrate with the 

ndge optical waveguide covered by metal. To open the interelectrode gap, the metai on 

top of the ridge is removed using a dielectric aided tift-off technique. This process 

assures that the metal electrodes are in close contact with the side-walls of the ndge 

waveguide and there is symmetricaily pIaced on either side of the ridge. 

Figure 4.13 and 4.14 iIiustmte the SEM photographs of the cross section of the 

opticd waveguide before and afier the find step of dielectnc assisted Iift-off. As seen in 

these Figures, the electrodes are in a very contact with the side-wdls of the opticd 

waveguide. This method practically eliminates the probIem of anguIar misaliginment as 

show- in Figure 45(d). 

F Ï p  4.13 SEM photograph of the cross section of an opticai wavegmde of a MO& 
converter usÏng seff-aügn fabrication p e s s  before dieIectrÏc assisted Iift-off. 



Figure 4.14 SEM photograph of the cross section of an opticai waveguide of a mode 
converter using seIf-aügn fabrication process after dieIectnc assisted Iift-off step. 

4.3 Measurement Techniques 

In this section, the techniques and setups that were used to measure the 

microwave, optic and electro-optic performance of the traveling wave electro-optic 

modulators are described. These devices have to be characterized fiom ahost DC to very 

high fkequency. Low frequency measurement consists of Iow fiequency transfer function 

of the device. High fkequency measurements are used to obtain the modulation spectrum 

of the modulator and possibly the 3- dB mu-off in the modulation response. Opticd Ioss 

per unit Iength is aiso required to evaiuate the on-chip Ioss. The other parameter of 

interest is the coupling Ioss between the singk mode opticat fiber and the serniconductor 

opticai waveguide. 

43.1 Opticai Measurement 

OpticaI Ioss measurement is a very deiicate and time-consuming experiment 

especiaiIy for Iow loss optical wavepui&* The most important source of emr in this 



experiment is the coupling in and out of the fiber. There are mainly two techniques to 

measure the optical Ioss of the semiconduc tor waveguides. 

The first technique is cdled cut-back technique which is a destructive method In 

this method, the opticaI waveguÏde is cut into pieces with different Iength. For a aven 

and constant optical source, the opticai signai power is measured ri the output of each 

waveguide. The optical output power is a Linear function of the waveguide length 

provided that the input and output couphg are maintained the same for alI pieces. This 

assumption introduces some error into the caicdations. To minimize this error, the goal 

has to be to maximize the output opticai power by fine tuning the fiber position relative to 

the waveguide. This technique can aiso provide the coupling loss between the fiber and 

optical waveguide. nie dope of the measured data with respect to the waveguide iength 

provides the loss per unit length of the waveguide. 

Fabry-Perot cavity method is a nondestructive technique that calculates the opticd 

Ioss of the waveguide using the characteristic of the cavity created with the optical 

waveguide and its end-facets [78]-[79]. Figure 4.15 shows the building bIocks of the 

measurement 

output power 

and collected 

the cavity, an 

minimum of 

setup. A tunable laser is used ta sweep the optical wavelength and the 

is measured as a hnction of waveIength. The opticd signai is Iaunched to 

From the waveguide using tapered fiber. Due to the internai reflection, in 

interference pattern is created at the waveguide output. The maximum and 

ihis interference pattern is utilized to cdculate the opticd Ioss of the 

V U  1 
" Opticai 

DFB laser detector , 
--t I 

Figure 4.15 Schematic diagram of the optical loss measurement &g Fabry-Perot 
technique. 



waveguide. In rhis experiment, it is assumed that the end-facets of the waveguides are 

perfectly Bat. The samples have to be thuuied dom to about Iess than 150 pn to achieve 

a cavity with practically Rat end-facets. Any degradation from this assumption introduces 

additional enor to the Ioss measurements. The other source of error is the cavity 

interference in the air cavity between the fiber and the waveguide. Using tapered fiber 

reduces this e m r  to some extent. Under a perfect cavity assumption, the loss per unit 

Iength of a waveguide is cdcuiated from: 

where 1 is the length of the opticai waveguide, R is the reflectivity of the cavity fucets, 

1' = 1, l IL, and IL and IL are the maximal and minimal of the interference 

pattern a the waveguide output, respectively. In addition to the sources of emr 

mentioned eadier, this measurement technique is sensitive to the length of the sarnple. 

Theoreticaily, the measurement is less sensitive for longer samples. On the other side, the 

interference pattern is denser for long saaiples which causes practicaI limitations in ternis 

of wavelength accuracy. For short samples, some opticd power might be derected 

directiy through air. We selected opticai waveguide length between 2 and 10 mm. The 

error in our measurement was estimated to be H l 3  dB. 

43.2 High Frequency Measmement 

The first step in the characterization of the traveling wave electro-optic 

modulators is the s-parameter rneasurement of the electrodes. S-parameters can be used 

to extract the phase velocity of mimwave signai, mimwave insertion Ioss, and 

characteristic impedance of the slow wave electrode. This rneasurement was penormed 

using an HP8510C network anaiyzer and a Cascade Probe station. 

The schematic Iayout of the measurement settip is depicted in Figure 4.16. This 

setup was used to measure the modulation spectnrm of the travehg wave electro-optic 

modulators. A DFB laser at 1553 nm wavelength with Iinewidth of Iess than 0.08 nm is 
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Figure 4.16 BIock diagram of the system used in the high-speed moduiation 
measuremen t . 
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used as the laser source. The laser output power is about 7.5 dB, The opticai signal is 

but-coupled into the input optical waveguide with a poIarization maintaining PM) singe 

mode fiber whose slow and fast axis are paralle1 and normal to the substnte flat, 

respectively. The polarkation extinction ratio at the output of the beam splitter is over 18 

dB. This enables us to evaiuate the performance of the device under test @UT) for both 

States of polarization and characterize its polarization insensitivity, The output optical 

signd is collected with another PM fiber with its axis aiong paralIe1 to the axis of the 

input PM fiber. The polarization beam splitter is used in combination with mode 

converter to transform the mode conversion into intensity modulation. This device is not 

needed for the measurement of MZ intensity modulators and is removed In this case, the 

output PM fiber cari aiso be replaced with a standard single mode fiber. 

An HP7095LB opticai spectrum anaiyzer aiong an HWO8 10B Iightwave section is 

used as the opticd detector. The HW0951B opticai spectrum analyzer has a range of 

600-1700 nm with 0.08 nm resolution. The HP708IOB iightwave section, an ampüfied 

optical detector, has the abiiity to detect both DC optical signal and moduiated signal 

From 100 KHz to 22 GEIz. The fiequency response after 20 GHz is questionable. The 

kquency response is not caübrated and has to be comcted by a correction factor. The 

maximum frequency of operation for this s e t q  is Iimited by the bandwidth of opticaI 

detector. The RF sweep generator conskits of HPS3SOA sweep oscillator with EP83594A 

RF pIug-in that provide a frequency range of 2-26-5 GE- As shown in Figrne 4-16. the 

output of the opticd detector is given to a spectrum andyzer to display the modulation 



spectnim as a function of fiequency. An HP8565E spectrum analyzer with fkquency 

range of 30 fi to 50 GHz was used for this purpose. 

Two picoprobes, by GGB Industries Inc., were used to apply the RF signal to the 

moduiators under test. The probes demonstrate a maximum insertion Ioss of Iess than 1 

dB at 40 GHz and r e m  loss in excess of 20 dB d l  over f~quency range. This correction 

factor has dso to be considered in the caiibntion of the modulation spectrum. Another 

correction factor that has to be taken into account is the ftequency response of the bias tee 

and the cables. 

The transfer functions of the modulators were measured by applying a 5-50 KEiz 

ramp signai. An arnpIified photodetector, AD-300/DC-FC, with a frequency range of DC- 

2.5 GHZ and conversion gain of over 200 V/W was used to measure the Iow frequency 

modulation. An os~lIos~ope displayed the transfer function of the modulator. 

43.3 Heterodyne Measmement Technique 

As mentioned in the Iast subsection, the conventional method of measuring 

modulation spectrum of the modulator is Limited by the photodetector bandwidth. This 

bandwidth was 20 GE. Heterodyne method is an appropriate way to enhance the 

bandwidth of the measurement setup [go]. A block dia- for this technique is given in 

Figure 4.17. A ttmable Iaser is used to down-convert the modulation frequency so that it 

fdls into the photodetector bandwidth. The moddated optical signd (Ei) is combined 

with the signai of a tunable laser (Ez) with süghtly different wavelength. These signals 

are detected by a photodetector (nodinear device) to generate different harmonies. The 

detector output is then amplified and passed to the spectrum andyzer. Signais at the input 

of the combiner in Figure 4.17 are represented as: 

E, = 4,cos(rp, (0 )Cos(W (4-6) 

Ez = E&Cos(w2t + A+) (4-3 
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Figure 4.17 BIock diagram for heterodyne measmement technique. 

w h e ~  o, (= c a l )  and (= c&) are the frequency of DFB Iaser and tunable Iaser, 

respectively, A@ is the phase ciifference, and q,,,(t) is the modulating signai, biased on the 

linear part of the transfer function, represented as: 

Wm is the modulation frequency, and K is the modulation index. The power of the 

modulated optical signal is: 

where Pol is the CW power of DFB Iaser at the output of the modulator. The totai power 

at the input of the opticai detector depends upon the angle between the poIarkation States 

of two incoming signais (#J and is given by: 

P,(t) = 40) te + ~ q ( t ) ~ ~ o s ( ~ w + ~ @ ) C o s ( # , )  (4.10) 

where P2 is the CW power of tunabIe Iaser source, and Aa, is the beat frequency between 

the two Iaser source. &, was adjusted using polarkation rotator to maximue totai optic& 

power. The following assumptions w m  made to simpîiQ the output cpneot of the 

photodetector 



which means that the modulation index was very small. 

photodetector is then given as: 

The total and RF current of 

The Rf current includes four frequency components: % Au,  Au+% and Am-y,  As 

mentioned earlier, this method is used for fiequemies exceeding the bandwidth of our 

photodetector. Therefore, the first three components are nomially outside the 

photodetector bandwidth. The wavelength of the tunabIe laser c m  be adjusted so that the 

fouah component, Am-% cm be detected by the photodetector. For example, for Ao-  

q, = 18.5 GHz and modulation frequency of 19 GETZ, the beat frequency (Am) is adjusted 

to 48.5 GHz. This corresponds to a wavelength difference of ahost 0.388 nm. Figure 

4.18 shows the results of a measurement. The moduIating signai at 19.5 GHz look Iike a 

sharp delta function while the converted signal is broadened due to b t e d  Linewidth and 

phase noise of laser sources. 

The conventionai method for spectrum measurement was used for fiequencÎes up 

to 20 GHk while heterodyne technique was used for fiequencies between 20 to 40 GHz. 

In this case the bandwidth measurement is Iimited by the bandwidth of cables, probes, 

and signal genentoa. The bandwidths of a0 these components were k t e d  to 40 GHz. 
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Figure 4.18 Measured liequency response of a moduIated opticai signai at 19.5 GHz 
using heterodyne technique. 

4.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, we describeci different techniques that were used to characterize 

semiconductor traveting electro-optic modulaton. This inchdes photoluminescence and 

CV-measurement techniques to characterize the semiconductor materids. These enable 

the designer to verify the materiai composition, substrate uniformity, and the carrier 

concentration of the substrate. We a i s 0  discussed the fabrkation process incIuding a seff- 

align technique that enhances the performance of these modulators. FïnaiIy, meamment 

setups were presented that were used to characterize the opticai waveguide properties, 

Iow frequency transfer function, and hÎgh muency modulation. 

The next chapter contains measurement resuits for different devices. First, the 

opticai and microwave measurement redts wül be presented The resuits of our 

investigation on microwave performance of eIectrodes as a function of substrate doping 

density are &en next The device performances, Înclading modulation kquency, haIf- 

wave voItage. extinction ratio. are given for different mmodnIators at the end, 



CHAPTER 5 

Measurement Results 

This chapter describes the optical, electrical ruid electro-optical measurement results on 

different traveling wave electro-optic modulators. The measurements are performed on 

polmization sensitive and insensitive MZ modulators with slow wave CPW electrodes, 

polarkation sensitive modulator with slow-wave interdigitated CPS electrodes, and slow 

wave CPS modelpo1arization converters. We wiIl aiso present the materid 

characterization results on ion imphted and doped epitaxidy grown materïals. 

5.1 Optical Properties 

First we present the measurement resdts on wafer #3, #4 and #S. As described 

earlier, these opticai structures were designed and fabrkated to evaluate the effect of the 

insertion of the thin Iayers of AlAs or AiGaAs with hÏgh aluminurn concentration or a 

combination of them. Three different wafm correspouding to dit three layer structures 

were grown by conventionaI Organo-Metac Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE). The 

epitaciaI Iayers were unktentionally dope& Optical waveguides of 3.4 and 5 p ridge 



Table 5.1 Measured opticd loss for three opticai saictures wafer #3, #4, and #5, inserted 
with thin layers of AIAs. Losses are in dBlcm. 

width with about 1 pm etch depth were defined by standard optical Lithography and 

Reactive Ion Etching 0 process. The waveguides were single mode in ai1 cases. The 

waveguides were cleaved and single mode fibers were used to couple the Iight from a 

1.55 pm wavelength tunable laser into and out of the samples to measure the propagation 

loss of the waveguides. In each case both the non-destructive Fabry-Perot waveguide 

resonant cavity method and cutback method is used. Both measurement techniques 

yielded consistent results, as given in TabIe 5.1. These opticai waveguides did not 

demonstrate significant polarization dependent Ioss (PDL). These resuits indicates that, 

within the experimentd error M.3 dB/cm, the two samples with thin AlxG~i.xA~ inserts, 

wafer #4 and #5, do not show additionai Iosses compared to the control sample, wafer B. 

The deviation in Ioss of the fundamentai mode between the control and the test samples 

in Table 5.1 is quaIitativeIy consistent with the differences found in during modeling of 

the waveguides. Waveguide Iosses are rnainIy due to the ridge roughness caused by RIE 

etching, absorption introduced by residud carrier concentration, and materid non- 

uni fonnity. 

The Ioss measurement resuits canied out on the optical waveguides fabricated on 

wafer #l and #2 are given in Table 5.2. The couphg loss was estimated nom the actual 

input and output measured opticd power, taking into account the opticd Ioss of the 

waveguide. The waveguides on wafer #2 demonstrated large PDL. Measured PDL was 

ranging between 7 dBlcm to LO dBlcm. High propagation Ioss for TM poIarÏzation 

severery degrades the performance of poImization converters and polarization insensitive 

modulators. As mentioned in chapter 2, these &vices are operation based on couphg 

berneen the two polarization States. In this specinc case, the power in the TM 

polarization is strongiy attenuaîed so that there is no couphg from TM to TE mode. In 

Ridge width (jm) 

3 
Wder #3 

1.3 
Wafer #4 

1.5 
W a k  #S 

1.6 



Table 5.2 Typicd propagation and coupling Ioss values for the opticd structures wafer 
#1, and #2, used in the fabrication of traveiing wave moduiators. 

I Wafer No. Propagation Ioss (dBicm) 
TE 1 TM 

other words, there is a distributed analyzer built into the waveguide. The device under 

this condition is not properly functioning. A discussion on the m s f e r  function of mode 

converters will dso corne to the same conclusion. 

One source of PDL could be scattering Ioss due to the roughness on the wdls and 

surface of ridge waveguide. An i n h d  camera was mounted on top of the sample to 

capture the scattered lights from these waveguides. The scattered light for both 

polarization states and the difference between the two cases were negligible. To examine 

the mode profiles, infrared camera was placed in front of the waveguide to collect the 

Iight through an objective. Mode profiles for TE and TM states of polarization in on 

waveguide on wafer #2 are given in Figure 5.l(a) and 5.l(b). AIthough numencal results 

suggest that TM mode is more confined than TE mode, Figure 5.1 shows that TM mode 

profile is weaker, less confined and there is some sIab guiding. The slab guiding is not 

seen in TE mode. Numericd simulation was perfonned with the actual physicd 

dimension of the waveguide and no slab guiding was obsemed for either polarization 

state. To cornpan, the mode profiles for the two polarization states in a waveguide 

fabricated on wafer #I are given in Figure 5.1 (c) and S.l(d). The two modes are simiIar 

and there is no slab guiding in either case. This type of propagation pattern (mode profile) 

causes the hi& propagation loss for TM mode. It is beIieved that this is mainIy due to 

impurities in the dielecuic layer (2000 A of Si03 deposited after RIE. Some evidence of 

this impwity will be presented in the future. 

The relatively high couphg loss compared to the devices fabricated on LiNbq is 

due to the maII optical mode size. A smaU optical waveguide is reqoired to enable the 

designer to simuItaneousIy reduce the interelectrode gap for hi@ electnc field and to 

increase the overlap factor between the opticai and e1ectnca.I fieId. The coupling Ioss has 



Figure 5.1 Mode profiles t&en by an infrared canera at the output of a 2 5  pn wide 
waveguide on wafer #2 for a) TE poIarization, b) TM polarization, and at the output of a 
3 pn wide waveguide on wafer #I for c) TE poIarization. ci) TM polarization. 

to be lowered by different techniques such as spot size transformation if this device is to 

be used as a discrete element in an opticai communication system. 

The s-parameters of the electrodes were measured h m  45 h4Eh to 40 Cil& using 

a Cascade Probe Station and a HP8510 network andyzer. The measured s-parameters 

were then used to obtain the ABCD matrix of the copIanar sIow wave structures. The line 



parameters such as phase velocity, characteristic impedance, and microwave Ioss can 

then be calcuiated h m  this matrix. 

5.2.1 Slow Wave Structures on SI-GaAs Substrate 

In this section, we wiIi  present a comparative study on the microwave 

performance of different planar electrodes on LJT-1, LJT-2 and LJT-3 mask sets. UT-l 

consists of 30 different sIow wave CPW electrodes. Different slow wave structures such 

as CFW, CPWA, C P W ,  CPWC, CPWD were included on this set of rnasks to establish 

design rules and to evaiuate the performance of different structures (see Appendix I). The 

design goals for aI1 the structures are to achieve charactenstic impedance of 50 &2. phase 

velocity equd to that of opticd waveguide, and low micrownve insertion Ioss. The slow 

wave structures designed on L.ïï-l have the interelectrode gap, S, of 5-10 pm and 

longitudinal overlap factor, G, of 0254.75. An efficient electro-optic modulator will 

employ an electrode with a smail S and large fi. In fact, (T, &)/S has to be maxirnized in 

ai1 electro-optic modulators. The other important parameter in this comparative study is 

the microwave insertion Ioss. AU the structures designed on LIT4 have achieved the 

required slowing of the microwave signai. Appendix TV contains the measund data for 

slow wave efectrodes on LIT4 mask set as weII as on L,IT-2 and LIT-3 mask sets. The 

characteristic impedance and phase veIocity are aimost Bat over the entire kquency 

range and therefore the average value is given for each structure. The microwave Ioss is 

given at the maximum vaIue over the fiequency range. Some physicai dimensions of the 

electrodes are aiso given that are believed to affect the microwave Ioss and moduIator 

performance. 

Slow wave electrodes on LIT4 mask demonstrate an average phase velocity, 

Vghmg. of 8 to 9 cdnsec, average charactenstic impedance, Lg, of 40 to 50 S2. and 

microwave insertion loss, cl;,, of 4 to 6.5 dBfm meâsured at 35 GEL Here, we present 

the measured resuIts for CPWB 13 and CPWD18 sIow wave structures on LIT4 ma& 

The other structures on this mask are sIowIy diffierent h m  these two. The major 
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Figure 5.2 Characteristic impedance of CPWB13 (dashed) and CPWD18 (soiid) 
electrodes on IJT-L mask set fabn'cated on SI-GaAs substrate. 

difference between CPWB13 and CPWDI8 structures is that the capacitive elements in 

the former are fins extending h m  signai and ground electrodes to the interdechode 

region while the latter empIoys T-raiIed capacitive elements. The characteristic 

impedances of the electrodes are given in Figure 5.2. The average & is 45 S2 and 49 R 

for CPWDl8 and CPWB 13, respectively. This Figure also ilIustrates a periodic ripple in 

the characteristic impedance of the electrodes. The periodicity is related to the electrode 

length. This phenornenon was observed in the measund data for ail  electrodes. The large 

ripple in characteristic impedance is at frequencies where the and a are very smdI. In 

such a case, the accurate rneasurernent of these parameters is not possible. If the device 

under study is considered as a symmetric and reQprocal system, Equation 3.10 is 

simpüfied to Z, = J B  I C. Fmm Equation 39, it is seen that in a low Ioss transmission 

Line, the numerators of both parameters, B and C, consist of a subtraction of two very 

close values. So, any mal1 inaccuracy in sr1 and measmement wiU resuIt in a 

reiativeIy Iarge error in the caiculation of Zo, The emrs in and Q can be caused by 

any smaii impedance mismatch Iunited by the meastuement accntacy. Since ody A and 

D parameters are used in the caIcuMon of miczowave Ioss. cq, and phase velocity, bh, 



Figure 5.3 Characteristic impedance of CPWD 18 (soiid) and normalized impedance error 
(dashed). An error of 0.1% was considered in the measurement of s-parameter phase and 
magnitude. 

the above discussion shows clearly the reason these ripples are observed only in a. The 

sensitivity of characteristic impedance, A&, as function of error in the s-parameters are 

andyzed. The results are given in Appendix V. Figure 5.3 gives the characteristic 

impedance for CPWB13 as weU as its calculated normalized error when a 0.1% error 

was assumed in the measurement of both magnitude and phase of the s-parameten. A 

srnail measurement error in the magnitude and phase of the s-parameten, 0.146, translate 

to a much larger error, as high as 16% at 35 GHi in the caicdation of characteristic 

impedance. The error curve aisa shows a periodic ripple whose magnitude increases with 

kquency. The error rippIes, impedance nppIes, and the and SE minimums are aU 

occurring at the same frequencies. This is in good agreement with the ripples observed on 

the characterÎstic impedance. Therefore, one cm discard the data where the sir and sn are 

very srnaii and their accurate measurement is difficuit and use some poIynomÎai curve 

fitting or data averaging to get the actual characteristic impedance of the slow wave 

s m c m .  

The micruwave phase velmities and insertion Iosses of these two electrodes are 

aIso given in Figure 5.4. The phase veIocity of the microwave signai on both eiectrodes 



figure 5.4 Measured phase velocity and microwave loss for CPWD 18 and CPWB 13. 

looks aimost fiat over the entire frequency range. This means that there is practically no 

rnicrowave dispersion on these Iines. Therefore, the phase and group veIocities of 

rnicrowave signal are the same. This velocity h a  to be matched to the group velocity of 

opticai signai propagating dong the optical waveguide. A more c a n N  observation 

reveals that CPWDI 8 reaches its saturation speed at aimost 3 GHz while CPWB 13 does 

that at about 7 GHz, Microwave losses of 3.5 dBkm and 4 5  dB/m are measured for 

CPWD18 and CPWDI3, respectively. Microwave losses are proportionai to for 

al1 electrodes. Although both electrodes c m  achieve velocity match to the opticai signai, 

CPWDll eIectrode in particdar, and d l  CPWD in generai, demonstrate lower 

microwave loss, smailer interelectrode gap, S, and higher longitudinal overIap factor, Ti. 

For exampie, f i  is equai to 0.5 and 0.75 for CPWBI3 and CPWLB, respectively. In 

concIusion, CPWD eIectrode structure outperforms other planar structures designed on 

LIT4 mask set for traveling wave electro-aptic modrilation applications. 

In the fouowing, the electrode structures on ID''-3 mask set are anaiyzed CPWD 

electrode structure was chosen as the base eiectrode and some modified versions were 

added This incIudes T-raiIed coplanar strip (CPSD), interdigitated T-rded coplanar strip 

(CPSD-id), and asymmetnc T-railed coplanar waveguide (CPWD-as), see Appendix 1. 



Figure 5.5 Microwave insertion Ioss as a function of 4 with S as parameter for CPWD 
electrodes (see Appendix I). 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the results for CPWD insertion Ioss as a function of L, with S as 

parameter. As L, increases fmm 2 to 6 pm with S = 4 p. the microwave Ioss increases 

by oniy 0.21 ds/cm. T, was aiso changed from 44 to 55 pm to meet the design phase 

velocity and characteristic impedance. These results show that changes in the L, and S 

parameten in the above mentioned range do not significantiy a e c t  the microwave loss 

of the slow wave structures. It is worth mmtioning that for ai1 the structured anaiyzed in 

Figure 5.5 the distance between centre electrode and ground eIectrode of the unloaded 

transmission line. G, is kept constant at 34 p. IfG increases, W has to increûse to meet 

the design phase velocity and characteristic impedance. We have increased G from 34 

pm to 48 pm, and therefore W has increased from 20 pn to 30 p. The mimwave Ioss 

variations as a Cunction of G are shown in Figure 5.6. The micruwave Ioss for a uniform 

coplamr waveguide with the 10 pm centre electrode width and 6 pm gap is dso mcIuded 

in this figure. As the gap between the centre eIectrode and ground eIectrode, G, inmases 

the microwave Ioss decreases significantly. The width of fins and pack, are small enough 

to to prevent the current nom ffowing into these capacitive eiements and therefore keep 

most of the ciment fiowing dong the edges of the main ground and signai eIectrodes. The 



Figure 5.6 Microwave insertion loss as a function of distance between the main signai 
and ground elecrrodes, G, (see Appendix 1). 

microwave insertion loss is smngly dependent upon the s e p d o n  between these 

currents and therefore the gap between the centre electrode and ground electrode of the 

unloaded transmission üne, G. The microwave Ioss is reduced for aimost 1. I d B f m  when 

G is increased fiom 34 pm to 48 p. Allow*ng the current to flow into fins and pads wiI1 

increase the effective length of the device and therefore inmase the electrode resistance. 

It also reduces the effective gap between the currents flowing dong the signal and ground 

electrodes, G e .  which wiII increase the insertion Ioss. FinaiIy, currents fiowing dong fins 

and pack wiI1 encounter higher resistance due to smaiier width compare to the width of 

main signal and p u n d  electrodes. These facts become more clear by examinhg the 

measured resdts on LIT4 given in Appendix N. For example, CPWA6 and CPWA14 

both have W = 50 pm and G = 65 p, but the fin width of the former is haif of that of the 

latter. The microwave inseru'orr losses for CPWA6 and CPWA14 are 3.8 dBfcrn and 4.7 

dBfcm, respectively. Needess to Say that the other main parameter that affects the 

insertion Ioss is the width of the main signa1 eIectrode, W- Since this eIectrode c e s  the 

highest current density. an increase in W wiI[ reduce the insertion Ioss as seen by 

CPWD 18 and CPWD30 on LIT4 mask set, 



The effect of Ws variations was also studied W, was changed nom 2 pm to 4 pm 

and the microwave Ioss was reduced by Iess than 0.1 dB/cm. This again suggests the 

importance of G parameter in the design of low Ioss planar slow wave structures. 

The asymmehic CPWD slow structures were dso experimentaily investigated In 

these structures the Iength of the fins extending fiom the centre electrode, &, is smaller 

than the length of the fins extending from the ground electrodes, Lg. The asymmehic 

structure has some advantages over the symmetric structure. These include: 1) a smaller 

arm separation of the opticai MZ interferometer and therefore an overall shorter device; 

2) a higher longitudinal overlap factor and therefor Longer effective interaction Iength. 

The physicd dimensions of one of the symmetnc device. CPWDIZ, under study are: W, 

=4,L,=L,=14 ,  Wp=30,Lp=2. W=ZO,S=6, L=300,G=34,andTs=39,aIl 

dimensions in W. The comsponding asymmetric device, CPWD-as22, has the following 

dimensions different from the above: L, = 7, hg = 21, and TI = 32, d l  dimensions in p. 

The am separation of the MZ optical interferometer for the asymmetric structure can be 

as Iow as 40 pn whiIe this vaiue for the symmetric structure is 54 p. The Iongitudind 

overlap factor is 0.94 and 0.77 for the asymmenic and symmetric structure, respectively. 

This cornparison shows that the asymmetric structure outperforms the symrnetrîc 

structure, but the microwave Ioss has inmased by about 0.25 dB/cm. The characteristic 

Unpedance, phase velocity. and rnicrowave Ioss for these two structures are shown in 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8. 

Slow wave electrodes on LIT-3 mask are stight modification of electrodes on the 

previous mask. The Iength of electmdes vary h m  2 cm to 2.3 cm. Longitudinal overlap 

factor, fi, ranges from 0.75 to 0.95. Interelectrode gap, S, has been reduced to as maII as 

2 p. The width of the main section of CPSD-id electrodes have been increased to 

reduce the microwave insertion Ioss. It is noteworthy to mention that the metaIIization 

thickness on LiK-3 eIectrodes has been 0.85 pm compare to 1.5 p metalIization 

thickness on U-l and LJT-2 masks. Physical eIectrode dimensions such as Ws, &, and S 

are as smaü 2 p. To maintain the Lithography resolution to such malI vaiues. the 

thickness of photoresist had to be reduceé The reduction in photoreskt thichess msulted 
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Frgure 5.7 Characteristic impedance of symrnetric (CPWD) and asymmetric (CPWD-as) 
coplanar waveguide on SI-GaAs substrate. 

Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 5.8 Phase veIocity and mimwave insertion loss of symrnetric (CPWD) and 
asymmetnc (CPWD-as) coplanar waveguide on SI-GaAs substrate. 

in reduction in metaIIization thichess, This cerrauily caused an increase in mtmwave 

insertion Ioss. This fact can be seen by comparing the insertion Ioss of CPWD and 

eIectmdes on UT-3 and UT-2 mask sets. CPWD erectrodes on these two rnasks have 



similar W and G and aiI have very narrow fins and pads. CPSD electrodes demonstrated 

simiIar microwave insertion Ioss as CPSD electrodes on LIT-2 mask and achieved 

velocity and impedance match condition. The width of the main signd and ground 

electrodes on CPSD-id structures compare to those on LJT-2 have been increased to 

reduce the microwave insertion loss. The insertion Iou on this type of electrode has ken  

reduced fiom 7.5 &/cm to 5 5  dBfcm, 

The effects of the opticai ridge waveguide and dieleceric Iayer between the metal 

electrode and substrate are experirnentally investigated To simulate the opticai ndge 

waveguide on GaAsIAiGaAs heterostructure optical Iayea, see Figure 3.l(a). LiT-2 

mask set was used to develop ridge waveguide of 0.9 deep on SI-GaAs w&m. Although 

the devices are fabricated on SEGaAs, we aIso study the effect of a thin layer of SiO2 

(O2 pm) between the metai electrodes and substrate on the sIow wave electrode 

performance. These structures will eventuaiiy be integrated with the opticd ridge 

waveguides in a heterostnicture GaAsIAiGaAs substrate. 

The slow wave structures have been modeled and designed using a mdtilayend 

EM simdator for planar circuits. This shulator does not aiiow the effects of optical 

ridge waveguides to be taken into account in the design model. In the mode!, we have 

considered a 0.2 pm Si02 Iayer between the eIectrodes and GaAs substrate. The design 

goal was to realize a pIanar structure on GaAs with characteristic impedance of 50 S2 and 

phase veIocity of 8.5 cm/nsec that is about the grotp vdocity of opticai signal in 

GaAs/AIGaAs opticai structure wafer #2 with a Free space waveimgth of 155 55- The 

foIIowing are the different conditions under analysis: slow wave structures on SI-GaAs a) 

without ridge and without Si02 Iayer; 6) without ridge and with Si02 Iayer, c) with ndge 

and without Si02 Iayer; and d) with ridge and with Si02 Iayer. For the cases where 

ritiges ;ire in between the electrode pads, the rÏdge is fÏlIing the whde gap Ieaving no air 

space. The physicai dimensions of the sIow wave structures on LIT-2 mask set are given 

in Appendix II. 



5.2.1.1 Ridge under the pads of slow wave structures 

This situation is employed where the nomai component of the electnc field is to 

be exploited for phase modulation. The ridge optical waveguides are placed under the 

pads of the capacitive elements. The presence of the Si02 Iayer reduces the effective 

dielectnc constant of the substrate and therefore reduces the capacitance per unit Iength 

of the Line. Since both phase velocity and charactenstic impedance are function of 

1 / f i ,  C is the capacitance per unit Iength of the iine, it is expected thnt phase velocity 

and charactenstic impedance of the Line increase. The presence of 0 2  pm Si02 layer, 

cases (b) and (d), has increased the phase velocity and characteristic impedance of the 

Iine by 0.35-0.5 d n s e c  and 2-3 $2, respectively. The addition of the ndges under the 

pads of the slow wave structures for case (d) causes an increase in the phase velocity by 

less than 0.1 cU3fcm and the increase in characteristic impedance is negligible. For case 

(c), the presence of the ndges under the pads demases the phase velocity by less than 0.1 

cdnsec and reduces the characteristic impedance by less thon I a. Therefore, the effect 

of the presence of ridges under the pads is negligible and beIow the precision accounted 

for during design modeling and fabrication. The presence of the dielectnc Iayer and ndge 

opticai waveguide did not contribute to a significant change in the microwave loss, 

5.2.13 Ridge between the pads of slow wave stmctures 

Figure 3.6 depicts the relative magnitude of the elechic fieid components paraIleI 

to the surface of the substrate at 0.5 p.m beneath the substrate interface. The electnc fieId 

in the area between the pads of the slow wave structure reaches its maximum magnitude. 

The insertion of a ridge between the pads of the sIow wave structure wiiI resuit in 

confining more electnc fieId tines through a medium with higher dieIecuic constant, 

substrate dielectric constant, rather than air. This increases the üne capacitance and 

therefore wilI  reduce the phase veIocity and characteristic impedance of the Lue. 



It is expected that the presence of the ridge between the pads have significant 

effect on Line parameters. The resuits show that for cases (c) and (d), the insertion of 

ridges between the pads reduces the phase velocity and the characteristic impedance by 

0.44.5 cdnsec and 2-3 5 8, respective1 y. The reduction in characteristic impedance for 

case (d) is less than case (c). The microwave losses cm be estimated as [8 11: 

where R is the total resistance and is the characteristic impedance of the transmission 

line. So, when the presence of the Si02 Layer increases the characteristic impedance of the 

iine, the microwave insertion loss reduces and where the insertion of opticai ndges 

reduces the characteristic irnpedance, the insertion loss increases. The microwave losses 

inneûsed by 0.3-0.4 dB/m when the ridges are inserted between the pads. As these 

results show the effects of ndges between the pads are more significant than the ndges 

under the pads. 

5.2.2 Slow wave structure on SI-InP substrate 

AIthough significant research has aiready been carried out for the characterization 

of slow wave structures on GaAs substrates, the performance of slow wave structures on 

hl? is dso of great interest because of the advantages offmd by intepting extemal 

modulators with WhGaAsP lasers operating at 1.55 p. Here, the performance of 

coplanar slow wave structtrres fabricated on semi-insulating InP is presented. These 

structures are the slow wave electrodes on LJT-I mask set which were initiaiIy designed 

for operation on SI-GaAs substrates. Since the dielectric constant of SI-GaAs and SI-InP 

are approximately the same, these structures were then fabricated on both SI-GaAs and 

S I M .  The design parameters used for the sIow wave electrodes were characteristic 

împedance, Zo, of 50 R and vel&ty match of the opticai signai, 

S-parameter measurernents were perfonned on a[I slow wave structures. AIthough 

alI the slow wave structures demonstrated the slowing of the microwave signd and 



Figure 5.9 Measured characteristic impediuice (soüd), phase velocity (dashed). and 
Microwave Ioss (dotted) as a hinction of Frequenc y for CPWD L 8 on SI-InP. 

matching to 50 Q characteristic impedance, the CPWD structures showed the Iowest Ioss 

measured for ai1 the structures fabricated on both GaAs and InP. The calcdated 

chanctenstic impedance, phase veIocity and microwwe loss for the CPWDlB (one of 

CPWD structures) slow wave structure fabricated on SI-InP are shown in Figures 59. 

These parameters for CPWDll structure on SI-GaAs are depicted in Figures 5.2 and 5.4. 

The insertion losses measured on the IiiP substrate are L to 1.5 dB Iower than on the 

GaAs substrate at the high Frequency end This ciifference is also observed for the other 

structures, dthough they do not exhibit the Iowest overait insertion toss. The measured 

phase vetocity and characteristic impdance on InP are aIso in dose agreement with the 

original design parameters for GaAs. This is due to the srnait difference between the hP 

and GaAs dielectric constants, 

These results indicate that InP is a good candidate for electro-optic modulation 

application at 1.55 p. 



5.3 Material characterization 

The bulk of the research investigating the design and the performance of traveling 

wave electro-optic modulators is carried out on semiconductor materiai such as GaAs and 

W. The bandwidths of these modulators are strongly dependent upon the microwave 

loss of the electrodes in a velocity match condition. The integration of these designs with 

ridge opticai waveguide heterostmctms was successfully carried out on so called 

unintentionaily doped substrates and srnail-signal modulation demonstrated by a smdl 

number of mearchers [82]-[841. As mentioned earlier, unintentional doping cm mean a 

residud carrier concentration, n, between 1x10'~ cnf3 and 5x10'~ depending on the 

epitaxid material and growth technique used. The main purpose of this section is to 

examine the behaviour of slow wave electrodes fabricated on doped substrates to 

determine an upper Iimit to the substrate carrier density suitable for traveling wave 

electro-optic modulation applications. 

We present the microwave Ioss measurements of a variety of planar electrodes, 

Le. CPWs and CPSs, defined on epitaxid and ion implanted GaAs as a function of 

substrate canier density. The doping range under study is between lxlOg cmb3 (suggested 

by the manufacturer) and 2x10" cm-3. The Ioss measurements can be modeled using the 

effect of the Free carrier interaction with the RF electric field present in the 

semiconductor materiai at the interelectrode gap. The measurements were carried out as a 

function of frequency h m  45 MHz to 40 GH2, This dependence of the RF Ioss on the 

c;ur*ers is aiso a function of frequency. The resdts are consistent with the rnodel. In 

addition, the Ioss measurements obtained are independent of the nature of the substrate 

material, whether epitaxiai or ion implanted SI-GaAs and the electrode geometry used 

A number of coplanar waveguides designed on IST-L mask set were osed to 

investigate the performance of travelng wave structures on a aumber of epitaxid 

substrates (see Table 5.3). The materiai used was either p w n  by Iiquid phase epitaxy 

&FE) or by metal-organic chernicd vapor deposition (&lOCVD). One substrate consisted 

of a (Ga,M)As baseci, rmintentiondy dope& opticd waveguide heterostmcture grown by 



Table 5 3  Doped Iayer specifications for samples used for the RF Ioss measurements on 
epitaxial and single crystd substrates. 

~ater id  1 Growth Type Dopant n (cm") 1 ~ o ~ e d  Iayer thickness(pm; I I  I 
GaAs 

GaAs 
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GaAs 

GaAs 

Carrier concentration (4 

MOCVD 
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Figure 5.10 Measured microwave Ioss for two copIanar waveguides (a uniform and a 
loaded CPW) on epitaxiaiIy grown structures as a fmction of active Iayer doping at 
different fiequencies. 
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MOCVD at the Communications Research Center (CRC). The epitaxiai tayer thichess 

varied fiom sampIe to sampIe. As a k t  approximation, it was assumed that the 

microwave toss wodd be a weak fnnction of tiie active layer thickness. The loss was 

obtained h m  s-parameter &ta as a functlon of frequency up to 40 GE- F Ï p  5.10 
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function of active Iayer carrier density. The results show are for two different structures. 

CPWD and CPW. CPWD consists of a periodicaüy Ioaded traveling wave structure that 

was designed to minimue RF losses due to sheet resistance of the electrode metaiIization 

(see Appendut I). CPW is a plain copIanar waveguide without fins or pads. The 60-70 

dBlm microwave Ioss sahxation is the Limitation imposed by the measurement system. 

For substrates with carrier density below 5x10'~ cm-3, the low rnicrowave l o s  is mainIy 

due to electrode metallization. Substnite free carrÏer absorption is beIieved to be the 

major contributor to microwave Ioss for substrate carrier density above 5x10'~ cm-3. The 

rneasured losses for the samples with n higher than 1x10" cm-3 are ai1 around 60 dBlcm. 

Substrates with doping density between 5x10'~ mi3 and 1x10'~ cm" were not avaiIabIe. 

Therefore the straight line in that region of Figure 5.10 is a linear interpolation. The 

microwave loss for the two different structures, CPW and CPWD, at different frequencies 

are aiso very sirnilar, which indicates that the microwave losses due to excess carriers are 

independent of the electrode geometry. This Figure ais0 shows that the RF Ioss at hi& 

frequency inmases rapidly for carrier density in excess of 5x10'~ cm-3. This result 

suggests that semiconducting materiaï used for the fabrication of traveling wave electm- 

optic modulators must not exceed canier density levels of approximatefy 5x10'~ cm-3. 

Fmm loss measurernents at different frequencies, it is observed that the rate of inmase in 

microwave Ioss is frcquency dependent. The onset of RF loss is found to be independent 

of frequency. 

This relationship was verified more systematicaily by fabricating the CPWs on 

[IO01 fl at ion-implanted SI-GaAs substrates. The wafers were implanted with Sisp using a 

GA-3204 Ion Implanter, at 90 KeV at a IO0 tiIt to minimize channeling effects. The 

substrates were coated with 300 A of Sifi4 prior to implantation. Appmximately 87% 

activation was achieved with an anneai at 960 O C  for 6 seconds resuiting in an active 

Iayer thickness of about 0.2 p. The implant doses were chosen by using the software 

PROFILE which rnodels the c& density as a function of &ph. Egme 5.1 1 compares 

the carrier density profile as a hct ion of @th as determined by CV-technique and as 

modded using PROFILE at a dose of 233x10'~ c m - ' ~ t  dosages below 1.4~10'~ /cm2, 



Egun 5.11 Measured (circles) and simdated 87% activated (soüd) carrier density 
profiles, as a function of depth of an implanted sampIe with SiO= at a dosage of 
2 . 3 3 ~ 1 0 ' ~  cnf2 as obtained from C-V measurements. 

which corresponds to n - 7.21~10'~ /cm3. the C-V technique fails to accurately determine 

the carrier density. n in ion implanted substrates corresponds to the peak of the carrier 

density profile. 

Having determined the precision of the implant mode1 fiom Figure 5.11, 

PROETLE was used to predict the values of n at Iower implant doses. As it will be seen 

beIow, the theoreticai mode1 requïres n as an expiicit input parameter. For this reason it is 

important to date the values of the ion implant dose, DE, to ri. In this work, it had to be 

assumed that the activation is independent of dose. Although this is oniy an assumption, 

no previous reference was found in the open iiterature invaiidating this approximation at 

these Iow doping IeveIs. The doping of the samples with Dii over 1 .8~10 '~  cms2 were 

accurately measured and were used to extrapolate the doping of the substrates wiih lower 

IeveI of dosage. The relationship between the implant dose Dii and the vaIues of n as 

obtained nom C-V measurements (MI circles), and those extrapolateci h m  implant dose 

values assuming an activation independent of dose (open circles) is iIlustrated in Figure 

5.12. The equation fitted to the data in the Figure 5.12 is used to obtain the thickness of a 

unifonn active layer with doping densi-ty equd to the peak of the conesponding profile. 



hpiant dosage (cm-') 

Figure 5.12 Relationship between substrate carrier density, n, and implant dosage, Dii. 
CIosed circle data are obtained from C-V measurements; open circles are extrapolated 
assuming a Iinear relationship between the log of dosage and the log of carrier density. 

This method results in 0.17 p thick uniform doped layer that is in good agreement with 

the data in Figure 5.1 1. 

Eigure 5-13 depicts the measured m*crowave Ioss variation with substrate doping 

as a function of frequency for the CPWDI8 slow wave electrode fabricated on ion 

implanted substrates. The onset density for this graph is 7x10'~ cmS. This loss 

dependence on doping is observed for a11 the other slow wave s~uchircs studied. The 

results in Figure 5.13 confitmi the general findings obtained in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.10 

and 5.13 clearly show that the Ioss rate as a function of doping varies with frequency. The 

slope of thÏs Ioss rate is dependent upon the frequency of operation. As Figure 5.13 

shows, the onset density of the Ioss curve is independent of frequency, as it was the case 

for epitaxiaf materials. 

Eigine 5.14 shows the evoIution of the microwave Ioss as a Function of fiequency 

at a fked doping levef for the CPWDII structure fabricated on ion impIanted substrates. 

The Ioss in dBlm is a Iinear hmction of the square mot of the fkquency [83, where the 

sIope &pends upon the electmde and sabstrate conductivity and eIectrode geometry. 
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Figure 5.13 Measured microwave insertion loss for CPWD18 electrode as a hinction of 
substrate carrier concentration of ion-implanted wafers with Sir, at different frequencies. 

Figure 5.14 Measured micmwave insertion loss for CPWDll eIectrode as a function of 
square root of frequency for ion-impIanted substrates at different dosage. 

The behavior of free charge carriers under the infIuence of a periodic RF fieId can 

be described in terrns of the cornplex conductivi~ 



where c0 = nqp, and q = I l  t , where 7 is the average t h e  between electron-phonon 

collisions and o is the RF frequency. Here. the mobiiity ~r, is a function of the carrier 

concentration n. q is the electronic charge. From Equation 5.1, the reaI and the irnaginary 

parts of the conductivity are expressed as: 

when w cc m. Since CC or, the loss tangent 

approximately as: 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

of the substrate can be expressed 

The loss tangent in Equation SA was caicuIated as a hrnction of K and fiequency o. S- 

parmeters for the CPW structures under study were calculated for each loss tangent 

using the Sonnetm EM simulation software. In the model, a thermal equilibriurn 

depletion Iayer was considered below the substrate interface. The thickness of the 

depletion Iayer was cdculated from the cam*er density of the doped layer. For ion 

implanted substrates, since the doping in the active Iayer is not unifonn, as show in 

Figure 5.1 1, the doped Iayers were modeled by a step function with step as thin as 0.05 

p. The s-parameters were then used to calculate the RF loss as a hmction of frequency. 

The RF loss curve was obtained as a function of the substrate canier concentration n at 

different frequencies. The sirnuiated Ioss curves for the CPWD18 structure on ion 

implanted substrates as a function of n at various fkequencies are given in Figure 5.15. 

The experimentay measured Iosses for the ion-impIanted sarnples are aiso shown for 

cornparison. Given that the theoreticai caIcuIation is from first grinciples, and no free 

parameters were used to carry out the caicdations. the agreement with experirnental 

measurements is fotmd to be quite reasonabIe- A good agreement is obtained, considering 

the fact that the activation was assumed independent of dose and the percent activation 

may have been sIightiy overestünateb As show& Figrrre 5.15, theoreticai simulation 

fias underestimated the onsets of the Ioss curves compared to the experimentai resuIts. 
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Figure 5.15 Measured and simulated microwave Ioss variation with substrate carrier 
density at different frequencies. 

Therefore, substnte carrier concentration may be slightiy higher than what simulation 

predicts as the loss curve onset. 

It is c1ea.r by now that the integration of slow wave plana stnicnires with ndge 

opticai waveguides requires semiconductor heterostructure material with doping below a 

critical value in the vicinity of 5x10'~ cm-3. To venfy the vaiidity of the results, the 

heterostructure opticd waveguide given in wafer #I, NORTELTECH ME3E 2287. was 

designed with epitaxid layers carrier density of almost 1x10" The parameters of 

this heterostructure optical waveguide to be used for traveiing wave electro-optic 

modulators are gÏven in Figure 3.1. This resulu in 6 pm of doped Iayer under the CPW 

electrodes. The mode1 developed in this work was used to study the microwave loss 

variation with substrate doping for this kind of epitaxiai materid. For the purpose of the 

model, the doping in the active Iayer is considered to be uniform. The combination of the 

active Iayer and the depIetion Iayer was taken to be 6 p. As mentioned earlier. since the 

onset of the Ioss crwe is independent of frequency, this simdation was performed ody at 

one frequency, 40 GHz, shown in figure 5-16. The microwave Ioss measured for 

CPWDI8 on this substratte is close to 5 dBlcm, ahost 2 dBfcm higher than for SI-GaAs 



Figure 5.16 Measured and simulated results showing microwave loss variation with 
substrate carrier density at 40 GHz for 6 prn thick doped epitaxid material. 

F i p  5.17 SUnuIation resuits for the relationship between the thickness of the uniform 
doped Iayer and the onset density. 

substrates. This is in good agreement with the predictions of our model. This point is 

show in Figure 5.15 to compare with the simulation resdts. FÏgrrre 5.17 shows the 

simulation resuits for the relationship between the tbickness of a uniforni doped Iayer and 



the onset density of the loss curve. As the doped Iayer gets thinner, the onset density 

increases exponentially. 

We have investigated the theoretical and experimentai relationship between the 

microwave insertion Ioss in planar eIectrodes as function of substrate carrier 

concentration. This study was performed for both epitaxid grown materials and ion 

implaated substrates using Si2+ It was observed that there is a mitical value in the 

microwave Ioss curves as a function of substrate doping after which the microwave 

insertion loss inmases rapidIy with doping. It was dso shown that the onset is fiequency 

independent, but the rate of increase in Ioss is a function of frequency. It was found that 

the carrier concentration of the substrate used in electrosptic modulation applications 

must not exceed 5x10'~ cm". 

5.4 Electro-optical properties 

The eiectro-optical properties of moddators are presented in three subsections. 

Each subsection describing a specific type of modulator, e.g., poIarizationlmode 

converter, and polarization sensitive moduiator, contains measurement results on device 

transfer fwiction and Frequency response, 

As discussed in chapter 2, polarkation sensitive devices are only moduIating the 

TE polarized opticd signal propagating in a waveguide dong 10711 direction. The 

moduiating eiectric field is in [LOO] direction, ~ n d i c u i a .  to the substrate smface. 

Therefore, a TE polarized input opticai signai is Iaunched into the input opticai 

waveguide of the device and the output signai is dUectly detected by an opticd detector. 

In the following measurements, a TE polarized signal with poiarization extinction ratio of 

25 dB is osed as input signai. Two different types of slow wave structures, CPW, CPWD- 
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Figure 5.18 Normalized transfer function of the intensity modulator with CPWD-as21 
eIectrode structure on L,IT-2 mask fabricated on wafer #1 for TE (circle) and TM 
(diamond) input signds. 

as, and CPSD-id, designed and integrated with opticai MZ interferorneter. These two 

electrode types are discussed separately. 

5.4,l.I CPWD and CPWD-as siow wave structures 

These two electrode structures are very similar. CPWD-as is a modified version 

of CPWD to enabIe the designer to inmase the Iongitudinai overIap factor. fi, of the 

modulator. Therefore, resdts are given only for CPWD-as structures. LIT-2 mask set 

contained one CPWD-as electrode. CPWD-as21, with of 0.6 and interdectmde gap, S, 

Of 4 p. The Transfer hnctions for this device as a function of appüed voltage am given 

in Figure 5.18. The moduIator half-wave voltages, the voltage difference between on and 

off state, is about 30 V. This high switching voltage is mainIy due to three factors. Iow fi  

and r, and high S. The other rnoduIators with CPWD electrode structure demonstrated 

switchmg voltage of 32 V to 35 V. This figure dso shows the device transfer function 

when the input opticai agnd is TM polarized The output si@ is not moduiated over 

the entire voltage s c h g  range. As rnentioaed earlier, LIT-3 mask set was designed to 



improve the moddator performance by increasing (fi. T, ) / S. The transfer function of a 

moduiator with CPWD-as8 electrode structure on IST-3 is depicted in Figure 5.19. The 

haif-wave voltage is significantiy reduced by a factor of 3 5  to 8.5 V. The on-off 

extinction ratio is 13 dB. Considering the increase in the length of the device and & / S 

and improved opticai waveguide design for smaller mode size, a haif-wave voltage of 

much Iess than 8.5 V is expected for devices on LIT-3 mask set. Therefore. the 

transversal overlap factor, T,, has not changed h m  LIT-2 to L,ïï-3 design. 

There are two main factors in Limiting the on-off extinction ratio of the 

polarization sensitive modulators. First, any degradation in polarkation extinction ratio of 

the input opticai signal will reduce the totd on-off extinction ratio. There is no analyzer 

between the output waveguide and the detector, and TM polarized signal is not 

rnodulated. Residual TM polarization in the optical signal could be due to Iow 

polarization extinction ratio of the laser source, fiber connectors, and any coupling 

between the two polarkation States. The other factor that affects the on-off extinction 

ratio is the asymrnetry in the input Y-junction. If the input optical signal is not equally 

divided into two arms of the MZ interferorneter, a complete destructive recombination 

Figure 5.19 Normaiized ~ansfer  fimction of the intemity moduiator with CPWD-as8 
electrode structure on LLT-3 mask fabricated on wder #2, 



will not occur at the output Y-junction that wilI also Iimit the on-off extinction ratio. 

It is dso worth mentioning that if the MZ interferometer is completety syrnmetric, 

equal optical path length for the two arms of MZ interferometer, the transfer fünction 

maximum occurs 2t zero bias voItage due to constructive ncombination of power ar the 

output Y-junction. However if there is any opticai path length difference beiween the two 

amis, the maximum shifts to another point. Free space optical wavelength of 1.55 pn in 

equivalent to 0.47 p in GaAslAlGaAs materid. An opticd path length difference of as 

low as 0.235 pm cm instead shifi a minimum point to the zero bias voltage. This small 

difference c m  easily happen on these long devices, over 1 cm. Material and processing 

quaiity and parameters vary over the large piece of substrate. Examining Figures 5.18 and 

5.19 and other mensured transfer functions demonstrates the difficulty of achieving equd 

optical path length for the two arms of MZ interferometer. This asymmetry does not 

impose any problem on this type of modulators other than shifting the dc bias voltage for 

a given device. This, however, impose a major problem in the design of polarkation 

insensitive modulators. As rnentioned in chapter two, any phase difference between two 

arms of MZ interferometer in polarkation independent modulator severely degrades the 

polarization insensitivity of the device. As & increases, the on-off switching voltage of 

these modulators declines. For example, CPWD-ad 1 demonstrated on-off switching 

voltage of 11 V, an inmase of almost 30%. 

The moduIation kquency spectrurns of these modulators were measured using 

conventional method up to 20 GHz and heterodyne method from 20 GHz to 40 GHz. The 

modulation frequency response of CPWD-as8 on LIT-3 is depicted in Figure 5.20. As 

mentioned in the Iast chapter, the measured frequency response is the electricai spectrurn 

of an opticd signal measured using an eiectrical spectnun analyzer. Therefore, 3-dB 

opticai modulation fiequency roii-off is equivalent to 6-dB eIectrÎcal roiI-off. The 

response is quite Bat over the fnquency range and the 6-dB fkquency roll-off was not 

observed. Egure 521 shows the microwave measmement resuIts on this modulator. The 

vetocity match is better than 5% over the entire frequency range. Characteristic 

impedance of the device is about 43 and almost Bat. The Minowave insertion toss is 7 
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Figure 5.20 Normalized modulation frequency spectnun of CPWD-as8 modulator as a 
function of Frequency. 

Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 5.21 Measwd characteristic impedance (solid), phase velocîty (dashed), and 
Microwave loss (dotted) as a ftmction of frequency for CPm-as8 on LIT-3 mask 
fabricated on wder #2. 

dBkm at 40 O&, about 2 dBlcm higher than on SI-GaAS subsmte, see Appendix IV. 

As mentioned in section 5.2, metai thickness of 0.85 pm on LIT-3 d e r  than 1 3  pn on 

LIT-2 has contributed to the rather high insertion loss. 



5,4.1,2 CPSD-id slow wave structures 

The main advantiige of CPSD-id slow wave electrode over CPWD-as eIectrodes 

is the absence of a narrow signal electrode in the centre. The narrow width of signai 

electrode in CPWD-as s t m c ~  helps the designer to increase the longitudinal overlap 

factor, c, while maintaining a narrow interelectrode gap, S. The hi& current density on 

this narrow signai electrode, as shown in Figure 3.4, increases the microwave insertion 

loss and that in tums reduces the modulation bandwidth. On the other hand, signal 

electrode in a CPSD-id structure has the same width as the ground electrode. This results 

in Iowa microwave insertion loss. LIT-2 mask set contained ody two CPSD-id 

electrodes. The nomaiized tmsfer fimction for CPSD-id23 electrodes fabricated on 

wafer #L is presented in Figure 5.22. The electrode has a f i  of 0.83 and interelectrode 

gap, S. of 4 p. The measured hdf-wave voltage is 19.5 V with on-off extinction ratio of 

17 dB. The measured transfer Function dso suggests that the two arms of the MZ 

interlerometer are not symrnetric and there is an opticai path Iength ciifference between 

the two m s .  The transversd overlap factor, T,, is estimated at 0.5. LIT-3 mask set 

contained 8 CPSD-id structures with of f i  0.8 to 0.9 and interelectrode gap of 2 to 3 p. 

Figure 5-22 Normaked transfer fimction of the intensity rnoddator wÎth CPSD-id23 
eIectrode structure on UT-2 mask fabücated on wafer #l- 
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Figure 5.23 Normaiized transfer function of the intensity modulator with CPWD-id24 
electrode structure on LIT-3 mask fabricated on wafer #S. 

Figure 5.23 illustmtes the normalized transfer function of CPSD-id.4. The hdf- wave 

voltage and on-off extinction ratio of the device are 9.5 V and 15 dB, respectively. The 

other devices dernonstrated haif-wave voltage of 9.5 V to 11.5 V. The extinction ratio did 

not v u y  significantiy among different CPSD-id structures. Modulation spectnim of this 

modulator is given in Figure 5.24. The frequency response is maidy ffat and the 6-dB 

roll-off wris not observed up to 40 GHz. The theoreticai bandwidth of this device 

considering its velocity mismatch and microwave insertion loss is dose to 60 GHz. The 

contra-directionai propagation, in which optical and microwave signais are traveling in 

opposite direction, is ais0 investigated This simdates the largest possible velocity 

mismatch between two signais. This case resuits in Iowest modulation bandwidth. The 

modulation spectnim of the modulator under this situation is depicted in Figure 5.25. 

This resuits in modulation bandwidth of less than 3.5 GHz, The microwave 

measurements incIuding characteristic impedance, phase veIocity, and insertion loss of 

this eiectrode is given in F i p  5.26. The device demonstrates dose impedance match to 

50 SL, velocity mismatch of Iess than 5% over the entire frequency range, and microwave 

loss of 6 dBfcm at 40 GEh. This Ioss is about L dBfm less than CPWD-as8 gÏven in 

Figure 5.21. 
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Figure 5.24 Normalized modulation Frequency spectnim of CPSD-id24 modulator as a 
hinction of frequency. 
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Figure 5.25 ModuIation frequency spectrum of CPSD-id24 modulator for contra- 
directiond propagation. 
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Figure 5.26 Measured characteristic impedance (soüd), phase velocity (dashed), and 
Microwave loss (dotted) as a function of frequency for CPSD-id24 on LIT'-3 mask 
fabricated on wafer #2. 

5.4.2 PoIarization/mode converters 

PoIarizationlmode converters in conjunction w*th an output analyzer can be 

utiIized as intensity modulators. These devices consist of a coplanar strip integrated with 

a straight waveguide. CPSD electrode structures designed for these devices offer very 

low microwave Ioss with high longitudinal overlap factor, c, and srnail interdectrode 

gap, S. Unfortmately, the mode converters on LIT-3 mask fabricated on wafer #2 were 

not functioning pmperiy due to hi& polarization dependent Ioss observed in the 

waveguide. The foiIowing measurement was performed to reconfirm this point. A TE 

input opticd signai was Iaunched into a mode converter on wafer #2 and an e1ectrica.I 

signai was applied to the electrode. A polarkation mean splitter was used at the output to 

measure the transfer functions for TE and TM modes as a hinction of appbed voltage* 

The transfer hc t ion  for totai output power was aiso m e a m d  with polarkation beau 

splitter removed. Theoreticdy, there should be no vm*ation in total output power as a 

fimction of appIied voltage in mode converters. The power simply shouId be exchanged 



between the two modes while the total power remains constant. Output TE and TM 

modes should demonstrate compIementary tramfer hnction as discussed in Chapter 2. 

However, the TM transfer function was h o s t  flat across the scanning voltage range 

with very low power. The transfer functions for TE and total power were very similar in 

behavior and power level. It is believed that this phenornenon is due to high polarization 

dependent l o s  in waveguide that heavily attenuates one mode and passes the other mode 

unattenuated. A charge discharge affect was dso observed in particular in the 

rneasurement of polarization independent modulators. When a bias voltage was applied to 

the electrode, the change in the transfer function was instantaneous. When the bias was 

removed, the change in the cransfer function was graduai. This is believed to be due to 

impurities in the dielectric Iayer deposited between semiconductor and metailization. 

This would not have significant effect on the operation of poliuization dependent 

modulators, since they are only operating on TE mode. The other effect would be a shift 

in the transfer function of the device to the right or left. 

The responses of these modulators Vary depending upon input polarizdon and 

output andyzer. A TE opticai signai is launched into the device and the output signal is 

detected &ter passing through a TM anaiyzer. Figure 5.27 shows the normdized transfer 
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Figure 5.27 Nonnaiized transfèr function of the intensity modulator with CPSDS 
eIecûode structure on LJT-2 mask fabricated on wafer #1. 



function of CPSDS on LLT-2 fabricated on wafer #1* CPSDS slow-wave eIectrode has an 

interelectrode gap, S, of 4 p and of 0.83. A haIf-wave voltage of 9 V was achieved at 

the bias voltage of 4 5  V. A similar situation exists for negative bias point. It is 

instructive to compare these results with the one for CPSD-id23 given in Figure 5.22. 

Both structures have the same S and c. and fabricated on the same substrate. The 

waveguide width for both modulators is 3 p. However, CPSD-id23 modulator wouid 

demonstrate a half-wave voltage of 13 V if its length was equd to the length of CPSDS 

electrode. 1.5 cm. in other words, CPSD mode converters ofier lower hdf-wave voltage 

than CPSD-id modulators. This is mainiy due to the push-pull effect between the two 

polarkation states given by Equation 2.9. Provided that transversal overlap factors of two 

modulators are similar. this effect reduces the haIf-wave voltage of CPSD mode 

converters by a factor of 2 compared to CPSD-id modulaton. On the other side. there is 

oniy 80% coupling efficiency between the two poIarization states nt 65 V bias. This is 

equivdent to I dB opticai insertion loss. One of the main disadvantüges of these devices 

is very low coupling eficiency for birefringent waveguides at Iow bias voltage. 

Therefore. efficient performance of these moduIators occurs at very hÎgh b i s  voItage. 

The on-off extinction ratio is better than f 2 ciB. 

The modulation frequency spectrum of CPSDS is depicted in Figure 5.28. This 

device aiso shows a modulation bandwidth in excess of 40 GE. Characteristic 

impedance, phase veIocity, and micmwave insertion loss of this modulator up to 40 GHz 

are aven in Figure 5.29. Again, characteristic impedance and phase velocity are welI 

matched to the design values over the entire hquency mge. The microwave insertion 

iosses of CPSD electrodes at 40 GHZ are about 1 dBfcrn smailer than CPSD-id electrodes 

both hbricated on wafer #2. The difference is rnaidy due to the merence in the gap 

between the main signal and grotmd electrode, G, between the two electrode structure. 



Figure 5.28 Nonnaiized modulation kquency spectnun of CPSDS modulator on LSî-2 
mask fabricated on wafer #I. 

Figure 5.29 Measured characteristic Unpedance (solid), phase velocity (dashed), and 
Mimwave loss (dotted) as a bction of frequency for CPWD-as8 on LK-3 mask 
fabricated on wafer #2, 



5.4.3 Polarization independent modulators 

CPWD-as electrodes were used in the design of poIarization independent 

modulators. The optical ndge waveguide was placed between the signai and ground 

electrode pads to exploit the transversal electric field in the opticd waveguide region. In 

this modulator, each ami of this MZ interferorneter functions as a TE-TM mode 

converter. Polarkation independent modulators on LIT-3 mask fabricated wafer #2 were 

not operationai due to the same reasons mentioned in the Iast subsection. Therefore, the 

modulators on Lïï-2 mask fabricated on wafer #1 are reported in this section. CPWD- 

as1 3 has longitudinal overlap factor, c, of 0.83 and intedectrode gap, S, of 6 pm. 

The cdculated effective refractive indices of the opticd waveguide for TE and 

TM modes are 3.3232 and 3.3230 at L.55 p. respectively. This nsults in a modai 

birefringence of nrr - nm s 0.0002. Although the mount  of this modai birefnngence in 

our optical waveguide is very srnail, it degrades the performance of the device from the 

ideal case. 

The slow-wave CPW shows a characteristic impedance of 47 R, microwave Ioss 

of 5.6 dB/cm at 40 GHz. and a phase veIocity mismatch of less than 5% over the 

measured frequency range. 

A 1.55 pn TE or TM mode optical signal is Iaunched into the opticai waveguide 

of the device through a single mode polarhation maintainhg (PM) fiber. The output 

opticai signa1 of the moddator is then coiIected by another PM fiber and is detected by 

the opticai detector. A 5 MIz signa1 is apptied to the CPW in three different biasing 

configurations to obtain the modulator transfer fmictions. 

1. The @pal is applied tu the center eIectrode and the two side electrodes are 

grounded Figure 5.30 shows the measlned transfer frmction for TE and TM polarized 

input opticai signals. n ie  device shows half-wave voItage of 16 and 155 V, and on-off 

extinction ratio of 8.8 and 1 1 2  dB for TE and TM mput poIarÎzation m e s ,  respectiveIy. 

The extinction ratio is mainly limited by the modal birefiingence of the opticai 

waveguide. 
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Figure 5.30 Nomaiized ansfer function of CPWD-as13 modulator on LIT2 mask 
fabricated on wder #l for TE (solid) and TM (dashed) polarized input opticai signds. RF 
signai is applied to the centre electrode and tide electrodes are grounded 
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Figure 5.31 Nonnaiized transfer funetion of CPWD-as13 moduiator on LJï-2 mask 
fabricated on w a k  #I for TE (solid) and TM (dashed) poIarized input opticai signds. RF 
signai is appIied to one side efectrude and centre efectrode and the other side electrode is 
grounded. 

2. The center and one of the side electrodes are grotmded and the signal is appiied 

to the other side electrodes. The modulation is perfonned on one arm of the MZ and 



therefore V, is expected to increase by a factor of two. As show in Figure 5.3 1, this 

configuration achieves haif-wave voltage of 34 and 35 V, and on-off extinction ntio of 

13 and 14 dB for TE and TM input polarization, respectively. As expected, half-wave 

voltage in this case is h o s t  twice as much as the first case. 

3. The signai is appiied to the center electrode, one of the side electrodes is biased 

at 60 V, and the other si& electroàe is grounded The rnodulator msfer  function is 

show in Figure 5.32. The device shows ha-wave voltage of 20.5 and 21 V, and on-off 

extinction ratio of 20 and 13 dB for TE and TM polarization States, respectively. The 60 

V bias point was obtained from modeling of the device. 

The biasing configuration (1) and (3) achieve excellent polarization insensitivity 

while there is some polarization dependency in the second confi~guration. Considering the 

Iim-ted on-off extinction ratio in the first bias configuration and some polarkation 

sensitivity and high haif-wave voltage in the second configuration, the third configuration 

provides the lowest hdf-wave voltage for a given on-off extinction ratio. For example, 

for an on-off extinction ntio 10 dBT haif-wave voltage is 14 and 16 V for TE and TM 
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Figure 5.32 Nomialized transfer frmction of BWD-as13 moduIator on LIT-2 mask 
fabrÏcated on wafer #1 for TE (soIid) and TM (dashes) poIarized input opticai signais. RF 
signal is appiied to the centre electrode, one side electrode is biased at 60 V and the other 
si& eiectrode is grotmded 



poIarization States, respectively. These values are the lowest reported for a polarkation 

insensitive traveling wave electro-optic modulator. 

The large signal optical modulation frequency response of the device is shown in 

Figure 5.33. EIectro-optic moduiation was perfomed ody up to 22 and no significant 

roll-off was observed in this kquency range. 

As discussed in the second chapter, this type of polarkation independent electm- 

optic modulator is highly sensitive to the optical path length difference between two arms 

of the MZ interferometer. This results in polarization dependency for these modulators. It 

has been proved to be extremely dificuit to fabncate a symmenic MZ interferometer 

with ridge waveguide on GaAslAIGaAs material. For example, CPWD-as13 was the only 

modulator fabricated on wafer #1 that demonstrated to be polarization independent. Al1 

other modulators were polarization dependent. The problem of different optical path 

length for two arms of MZ interferometer was also explained in section 5.4.1. The other 

factor that affects the perfomance of the poIarÏzation independent modulators as well as 

polarization converters is that the conventional design of ndge waveguides resdts in 

birefiingent waveguides. Zero-birefringent waveguides would si@ ficanti y improve their 

performance, e.g. very low b i s  voltage, very high coirpling efficiency, and lower half- 

Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 5.33 Norrnaüzed moduiation frequency spectrum of CPWD-as13 modulator on 
LlCT-2 mask fabricated on wder #le 



wave voltage. Fabrication of zero-birefringent waveguides imposes very tight tolerances 

on the fabrication process such as ridge depth and width. 

5.5 Discussion 

In this chapter, opticai properties of waveguides fabricated on wafer #1 through 

wafer #5 using IST-2 and LJT-3 mask sets were presented. This included the optical 

insertion loss for TE and TM modes. Opticd waveguides on wafer #2 demonstrated high 

polarization dependent loss that affected the performance of mode converters and 

polarization independent modulators. EIectricaI measurement was pedormed on both 

semi-insulating and epitaxiaily grown materiah. The measurement results on the semi- 

insulating materials were used in the fine-tuning in the subsequent designs. Matend 

chasacterization was a major part of this chapter. An upper Limit on the carrier 

concentration of the subsate, 5x10'~ cm-3, was established to minimize its effect on the 

microwave insertion loss. Different modulators including polarization dependent and 

independent modulaton and mode converters were measured for transfer function and 

modulation specuum. Haif-wave voltage of as low as 8.5 V, on-off extinction ratio of 13 

dB, and moduhtion bandwidth of over 40 GHz were measmd. 

in the next chapter, a discussion on the results, advantages and disadvantages of 

each moduIator, and their application in a high-speed optical network wi11 be presented. 

We wi11 dso discuss the rnethods to improve the performance of these modulators. A 

discussion on the future work will be given at the end of next chapter. 



Chapter 6 

Discussion and Conclusion 

This section presents a discussion about the extent to which the modulators 

described in this thesis meet the requirements as described in chapter 2, as well as 

recommendations on how the traveling wave electro-optic modulators can be improved. 

The purpose of the research described in this thesis was the development and 

chiincterization of large bandwidth semiconductoc extemal laser modulators using slow 

wave eIectmde structures. The capacitively loaded planar eIectrode enables the designer 

to reduce the phase velotity of microwave signa1 traveling dong the electrodes and 

therefore to match that to the group veIocity of the optical signal propagating dom the 

optical wavepuide. Low microwave insertion Ioss of the eIectrode phys a criticai d e  in 

extending the moduiation bandwidth when the velocity mismatch is better than 5%- At 

largex velocity mismatch, the effect of microwave Ioss on modulation bandwidth is Iess 

severe. The use of cop1ana.r structures also minimizes the microwave signa1 dispersion. 

which extends the velocity match to mibueter ERquency range. Non-plmar electrodes 

such as microstrip Iùies are not suitable candidates for these types of applications due to 

the large d i p i o n  observed in the mimwave signai, This is maidy due to the 

propagation of hybrid modes rath-er than Quasi-TEM modes- Semiconductor materids 



such as Ga& and InP were chosen for their potentiai to be monoiithicaily integrated with 

the laser sources. 

The f h t  problern encountered with the use of semiconductor materials as the 

substrate was the high c h e r  concentration of the epitaxidly grown layen. This 

substantially increases the microwave loss of the electrode that in ~ s n  limits the 

modulation bmdwidth of the modulator. A detailed study of the subject revealed that the 

carrier density of the substrate and epitaxial layers shouid not exceed a certain value in 

order to minimize the microwave loss. This was demonstrated with both epitaxiaIIy 

grown materials and ion implanted substntes. The carrier concentration of the substrate 

has to be less than the onset value of 5 x 1 0 ~ ~  cm". Previously, researchers have used 

"unÏntentionaiIy" doped substrates for eIectro-optic modulation applications. The IeveIs 

of carrier concentration in these materiais have not been detennined which couId be in 

the ~ ~ 1 0 ' ~  to 5 x 1 0 ~ ~  cmJ range. The onset vdue is a function of the doped layer 

thickness. The onset value decreases as the thickness of the doped Iayer inmases. Ion 

irnpIanted substrates with doped Iayer thickness of about 2000 A show an onset vdue of 

about 7x10'~ mi3. Substrate carrier concentrations in excess of these values cause an 

exponentid increase in the microwave Ioss. Thedore, d l  epitaxidly grown opticd 

structures for this resemh satisfied this requirement. 

Low microwave insertion loss and velocity match are the most important 

parameters of a slow wave electrode to be considered in the design of hi@-speed 

traveling wave eIectro-optic modulators. These parameters are the main factor in the 

determination of modulation bandwidth. Different sources induding substrate carrier 

concentration and electrode metailization contribute to microwave insertion Ioss, Losses 

due to electrode metaiIization depend on the physicai geometry of the eIectmde. The 

research started with the design of different slow wave eIectmdes to evaiuate their 

performance in terms of microwave Ioss, slowing of the microwave signal, and 

trmsversaI and Iongitudinai overlap factor. The LIT4 mask set consists of five different 

slow wave eIectrode conîZgurations incioding CPW, CPWA, CPWB, CPWC, CPWD (see 

Appendix 1). It was conchded that CPWD outperforms other structures as it provides Iess 

micmwave Ioss, &. aiicrower interdectrode gap, S, Iarger 1ongitucüna.i overlap factor, E, 



without overdowing the microwave signai. We also introduced asymmetric CPWD-as, 

and CPSD-id in the second generation of mask, LIT-2, aiong with CPSD electrodes. It 

was found that 04. is a function of the gap between the main section of signal and ground 

electrodes. G, aiong which major part of current is flowing. It is also a function of signal 

electrode width. LJT-3 mask set included the optimized design for CPSD, CPWD-as, and 

CPSD-id electrode structure. CPWD-as electrodes offer higher fi for a given 

interelectrode gap than symmetnc CPWD due to lower capacitance of the asymmetric T- 

railed elements. It cm achieve f i  as high as 90-959 with S as low as 2.5 p and G as 

low as 5 dB/cm on SI-GaAs substrate. CPSD electrodes demonstrated the Ieast 

microwave insertion Ioss. They offer microwave loss of about 2 dBfcm Iess than CPWD- 

as eIectrodes with the same f i  and S. CPSD-id electrodes showed a modest microwave 

performance in tems of loss. They demonstrated microwave loss of about 1 dB/crn more 

than CPSD's. Proper design of CPSD-id electmdes would result in microwave losses as 

low as CPDS's. Al1 our slow wave electrodes achieved excellent impedance and velocity 

matching conditions. Phase velocities were matched to about 5% of the target vdue over 

the entire frequency range. Chmcteristic impedance of the elecmdes was mostly 

between 43 GI to 53 Ln. 

Optical waveguides fabncated on wafer #2 showed significant poldzation 

dependent loss (PDL) of 7 to 10 dB, PDL for opticai waveguides on wafer #I ww Iess 

than I dB. This is believed to be due to the imptuities in the dielecuic layer deposited 

between electrode and semiconductor. The presence of such high PDL prevented the 

proper operation of mode converters and poIarization independent modulators. 

Two types of eIectrode, CPWD-as and CPSD-id, were employed in the design of 

polarkation dependent modulators. A polarkation dependent moddator is obtained if the 

arms of the MZI are positioned under the electrode pads. The phase of the optical TE 

mode in each a m  of the MZI is modulated whüe TM mode is unaffected. CPSD-id 

eiectrodes achieved haif wave voItage of 9.5 V at on-off extuiction ratio of 15 dB. The 

haIf-wave voItage and on4extinction ratio for CPWD-as electrodes were measured to 

be 8.5 V and 13 dB, respectively. The half-wave voltage of these modulators increased to 



11.5 V as f i  decreased b m  0.9 to 0.75. These values are the Iowest ha-wave voltages 

ever reported for traveling wave electro-optic moddators on GaAs/AlGaAs materid. The 

bandwidths of these moduiators were measured up to 20 GHz using conventional 

methods and €rom 20 GHz to 40 GHz using heterodyne techniques. They demonstrated a 

relatively Bat fiequency response. The 6-68 bandwidth roll-off was not observed up to 

40 GHz. 

A CPSD electrode is iniegnted with a stnight optical waveguide to operate as a 

polmizatiùn/mode converter. A polarizer and an andyzer have to be integrated at the 

input and output of the device, respectively, to modulate the intensity of the incoming 

optical signal. The operation of CPSD p~la~zationlmode converter as intensity modulator 

is highly polarization dependent. This also increases optical insertion loss as well as the 

length of the device. The polarization extinction ratio of such device wouId be of some 

concern too. The normalized transfer function for TE and TM modes are complementary. 

A haif wave voltage of 9 V at bias voltage of +65 V with an on-off extinction ratio of 

about 12 dB was measured for this device. The modal birefnngence of optical 

waveguides severely deteriontes the performance of mode converters. It reduces the 

coupling efficiency between two modes and necessitates the application of a large bias 

voltage. Employing zero-birefnngence opticai waveguides in polarization/mode 

converter and MZ polirrization independent modulators significantly lowea the bias 

voltage and increases the on-off extinction ratio. The coupling efficiency between TE and 

TM modes is 8096 at 6 5  V bias point. Mode converters with larger interelectrode gap 

had higher haif-wave voItage at a higher b i s  point with Iess couphg eEciency. CPSD 

mode converters demonstrated lower haif-wave voltage than CPSD-id poIaxÎzation 

dependent moddators by almost 30% for similar eIectrode physicd dimensions. This is 

believed to be maidy due to the push-pulI effect in mode conversion. ModuIation 

bandwidth of mode converters exceeds 40 GEk, as shown in TabIe 6.1. Unfomuiately 

mode converters on LIT-3 mask could not be tested due to high poIarization dependent 

Loss in optical waveguides. 

Today's commercid lasers offer highly poIarked output signai. We have used a 

DFB Iaser with polarization extinction ratio of over 25 dB. If such a laser is to be 



Table 6.1 Specifications of some of the modulators tested for this research. 

- - 

Moduiator type ~olkization 

EIectrock Twe 
'Half-wave voltage (V) 8-5 9.5 
%off extinction ratio (dB) 13 13 
Measwed bmdwidth (GHz) > 4û > 40 
Veloci ty mismatch c 5% < 5% 
Microwave Ioss at 40 GHz 6-9 5.9 
i(dB/cm) 

" IP;uim;r 
converter inde ndent 

integnted or connected using a PM fiber with one of the polarization sensitive 

modulaton or mode converters, polarkation sensitivity is not of great concem. Therefore, 

as long as modulators are used in the close vicinity of laser source, polarization sensitive 

modulators cm perform as well as polarization insensitive modulators. However, 

applications of polarization independent devices are critical to network operation if they 

are to be used where the input polarkation is random. As mentioned in the first chapter, 

spatid opticd switches are modified version of MZ modulator. They are used as routea 

in the network and are required to be polarization independent. The techniques used in 

the development of polarkation independent modulators cm dso be beneficid in the 

design of high-speed poImization independent electro-optic switches. It was show that 

polarization insensitive modulation is only possible when a slow wave coplanar 

waveguide is integnted with a MZ optical interfemmeter with electrodes positioned on 

either side of the optical waveguide on a [IO01 fIat substrate. The electnc field 

component pardel to the substrate is exploited to modulate the polarization States in each 

ami of the MZI. It was dso shown that the opticd path Iength difference between the two 

arms of MZ interfemmeter severdy affects the polarization inseusitivity. We have 

demonstrated the operation of polarization insensitive moddators with haif wave voltage 

of 14 V and on-uff extinction ratio of more than IO dB and modulation bandwidth of over 

22 CiHi These are the best ever-reported vaiues for a polarkation independent trweiing 

wave electro-optic modutator. One si& electmde of the coplanar wavegde has to be 

biased to increase the on-off extinction ratio at Iower haif wave voltages. The challenge is 



to fabncate symmetnc MZ interferorneter over such a long device. At 1-55 p free space 

waveIength, 0.235 pm opticai path Iength is equivdent to haIf a wavelength in 

GaAslAiGaAs material. Enormous complexity on the fabrication process is required to 

achieve such an accuracy for such long devices. Therefore, considering the complexity of 

the fabrication process and Iow yield, the design and fabrication of this type of 

polarization independent modulator is not ~commended if it is to be intepted with o 

poIzized laser or to be used in its proximity 

CPSD-id polarization dependent modulators and CPSD mode converters are the 

modulators of choice for the following reasons: 1) low microwave insertion Ioss of less 

than 5 dBlm on epitaxy materiais, 2) excellent impedance and velocity matching over 

the entire frequency range, 3)very low half-wave voltage and high onsff extinction ratio. 

If optical waveguides were zero birefnngent, CPSD mode converten outperform CPSD- 

id moduIators in tems of hdf-wave voltage. CPSD mode converters suffer from high 

bias voltage and Iow couphg efficiency on birefnngent waveguide. 

6.1 Future work 

It has been shown that üaveling wave electro-optic modulators offer the large 

modulation bandwidth required for high-speed modulation applications. Future research 

work on this subject cm be categorized into three major sections. 

1) F h t  is the improvement of devices proposed in this thesis. This inctudes the 

design of new electrode and opticaI structures, the reduction of fiber to waveguide 

couphg Iosses, and the design and fabrication of zero-birefnngent optical waveguides. 

New eiectrode and optical structures are needed to reduce the ha-wave voltage and 

mirowave insertion Ioss. M e t a c  eIectrude cm consist of two Iayers. k t  layer tu 

deposit a thin layer of metai for whote electrode ama. The second layer is used to 

eIectropIate (thicken) the main section of signai and ground electrodes. This method wiII 

reduce the microwave insertion Ioss and possibly mcrease transversal overlap factor 

without compromising the process resoIution. The other issue of some concern is the 



opticai insertion loss. It consists of optical propagation loss and coupling Ioss between a 

single mode fiber and the ridge waveguide. Low Optical propagation Ioss of about 1 

dB/cm was obtained by proper design of optical waveguide and material characteristics. 

Coupting Ioss of 3-3.5 dB and 6-6.5 dB were measured for wafer #1 and wafer #2, 

respectively. This off course depends upon the opticd waveguide mode size. This results 

in total opticai insertion Ioss of almost 15 dB for devices on wder #2. The optical ndge 

waveguide is small to enable the designer to reduce the interelectrode gap and therefore 

increa the electric field in the optical waveguide region while rnaintaining the 

transversal overlap factor. Different opticd mode spot size transformation can also be 

used to reduce the coupling loss. This can include the design of weakIy guided opticd 

waveguide, coupiing from a large opticd waveguide to the small modulator waveguide. 

The problem is of Iess importance if these modulators are to be integnted with the laser 

source and other electro-optic component on the same substnte. The design of zero 

birehingence opticai waveguides has been show for different opticai waveguides 

including sûip-loaded waveguides as used in this research. This can be achieved by 

controliing the aspect ratio of the ridge waveguide, the ihiclaiess of the core and cladding 

Iayers. AIthough theoretically this seems to be an easy task, it requires a more compIex 

procesang technique and optical structure including etch stop layer. It is very sensitive to 

the waveguide parameters and physicd dimensions. 

2) The development of new devices such as high-speed spatial switches based on 

this technology. Spatial switches are requind to be polarization independent and 

therefore the development of symmetrïc MZ interferorneter and zero-birefiingent opticai 

waveguide must take place first to Iead to an efficient poIarization independent 

modulator. This type of spatial switch wodd offer switching speed in excess of 40 GHi. 

This enables the manager of a 10 Gbitls opticd network to dynamically mute the signai 

in Iess than the duration of a bit, 

3) The use of the ttaveling wave concept in conjtmction with the other physicd 

phenornena, and microwave and opticai s û m c ~ s  to reduce the half-wave voltage of the 

moduIatorlswitch to iess than 5 V. Novel mïmwave and optical structures have to be 

developed to increase the Iongituduid and transversai overlap factor between the optical 



and microwave signais close to 1. We have measured transversal overlap factor close to 

0.5. A novei structure that can address some of these problems is currently under 

investigation. The structure c d e d  planar microsaip tine (PMS) employs a heavily doped 

layer under the bottom-cladding Iayer as the ground plane. This structure results in a 

transversai overIap factor of close to 1. A slow wave mode also propagates due to the 

presence of this doped Iayer. Therefore, a velocity match condition is achieved with 

uniform coplanar waveguide electrodes. SUnuiation resuits show a modulation bandwidth 

of about 40 GHz. The half wave voltage is Iess than 4 V in the case of b u k  core layer. 

Most of the limitations imposed on the design of semiconductor traveling wave 

eiectro-optic modulators are due to the very smdi h e a r  electro-optic coefficient of GaAs 

and InP materials (r4! = 1.4x10-'~ mN). The electro-optic coefficient of LNb03 is about 

10 times larger than GaAs and id?, which makes it attractive for discrete electrosptic 

modutators. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Schematic Diagrams of the Electrodes on 

the Masks 

The layout of the electrodes designed on LJT-L, LIT-2, and LST-3 mask sets are 

presented. The LJT-L mask set contains five different types of electrodes that provides a 

total of 30 different elecmdes of various dimensions. The electrodes on LiT-I are of 

CPW, CPWA, CPWB, CPWC, and CPWD (symetnc) conf~gwations. Different 

capacitive elements are periodicaiIy added to the signai conductor, ground conductor, or 

both. Various dimensions of CPWD (symmetric), CPWD-as (asymmetnc), CPSD, and 

CPSD-id (interdigitated) electrode structwes provide 24 distinct electrodes on Llï-2 

mask set. LJT-3 provides 30 elecmdes of different configurations including CPWD-as, 

CPSD-id and CPSD A CPWD-as electrode with 90°-bend Ga-G pad is aIso added to 

the LST-3 mask set to study the effect of the 90°-bend at very high frequency. This 

enables the designer to apply the optical and electricd signai at right angles and therefore 

provides more kedorn in measurement, integration, and packaging. On LST-3 The 

physical dimensions of ail the electrodes on LJT-1, LIT-2. and LlT-3 mask sets are given 

in Appendix II. 



Figure A1.1 Schematic diagnm of a uniforni coplanar waveguide, CPW. 

Figure AL2 Schematic diagram of  a Ioaded coplanar waveguide, CPWA, with n m w  
fins on the ground electmdes. 



Figure AL3 Schematic diagnm of a Ioaded coplanar waveguide, CPWB, with narrow 
fins on the signal and ground eIectrodes. 

Figure A1.4 Schematic diagram of a Ioaded coplanar waveguide, CPWC, with n m w  
fins and pads on the ground dectrodes. 



Figure A1.5 Schemdc diagram of a Ioaded coplanar waveguide, CPWD, with narrow 
fins and pads on the signal and grotmd electrodes (CPWD-as when LSp43. 

Figure A1.6 Schematic diagram of a loaded coplanar strips, CPSD, with namw fins and 
pads on the signal and ground electrodes. 



Figure A1.7 Schematic diagram of a loaded coplanar strips, CPSD-id with interdigitated 
fins and pads on the signal and ground electrodes. 



APPENDIX II 

Design Parameters of the Modulators 

Designed on Three Mask Sets 

The design parameters of the microwave electrodes and opticai structures for ail the 

electro-optic modulatoton designed on IST-I and LJT-2 mask sets are given below. The 

electrode configurations are given in Appendix 1. Following cornments are necessary for 

the definition of symbols used in the tables. 

Waveguide types: determine the types of opticai smtcttm mtegrated with the electrode. 

MZ: Syrnrnetricai Mach-Zehnder interferometer with s-bend waveguides at the 

input and output junctions. 

MZ-as: Asymmetricd Mach-Zehnder interferometer with s-bend waveguides at 

the input anci output junctions. The optical path phase difference between the two 

arms at 1.55 p is fl. 

MZY: Symmehicai Mach-Zehnder interferometer with s d g h t  waveguides at 

the input and output junctions. 



MZ3: Symmehical Mach-Zehnder interferometer with 3-branch coupler and s- 

bend waveguides at the input and output junctions. 

Chaanel(ch): A straight waveguide. 

2-chamei(2ch): 2 straight waveguides. 

Location: determine the position of the opticd structure dative to the microwave 

elec trode. 

a: The electrodes are on either side of the ridge optical waveguides. In the case of 

CPS electrode, the waveguide is in the centre of the gap. In the case of CPW 

eiectrode, the MZ is placed symmetricaily relative to the centre (signal) electrode. 

b: The opticd waveguide is placed under the pack of signai and ground eIectrode. 

One arm of the MZ interferometer is under the pads of signal electrode and the 

other m is under the pads of the ground eIectrode of the opposite side. 

c: The optical waveguide is placed under the inner edge of the signai and ground 

eIectrodes. 

The last two columns of each tabIe aIso provide the simulation results without 

considering the effect of the ridge optical waveguide. 



TabIe A2.1 Design parameters for electrodes designed on IST-1 mask set. 
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Table A2.2 Design parameters for electrodes designed on LIT-2 mask set. 



Table A2.3 Design parameters for electrodes designed on LJT-3 mask set. 



APPENDIX III 

Fortran Code for Transmission Line 

Parameter Extraction 

This appendix gives the code, written in Fortran 77, to cdcuIate the transmission Iine 

parameters from the measured s-parameters of the h e .  It fint calculates the ABCD 

matrix and then characteristic impedance, phase velocity, and insertion Ioss. 

c This program cdcuIates the transmission line parameters. S-parameters and 
c physical dimensions of the transmission line are the inputs and the outputs 
c are the phase veIocity, effective index, characteristic impedance and 
c microwave Ioss. 

compIex sl l ,s21 ,s 12,s22,A$ ,CD,zO,gamma 
c harac t e  150 text 
characteP20 fiIein,fiIeout 
integer pos I ,POSZ 
reai IJoss,mags 1 I,magsZl,magsI 2 ~ n a g s 2 2 J i e f f J g  
red zûr,zOi 

printt,'eater the input fiIe name! ' 
read(*,5)mein 



prinPTrenter the output file name! ' 
read(*S)fileout 

5 format(A) 
open(unit=l fiIe=fiiein) 
open(unit=2,fle=fileout) 

c Impedance of the measurement system (network analyzer). 
m=50* 

print*,'Enter the length of the transmission iine' 
read*,I 
print*,'enter the number of data lines to be processed! ' 
read* ,num 

si l=cmplx(magsl1 *cos(angsl l),mags L I*sin(angsl l)) 
s21=cmpix(mags2I *cos(angs2l)~ags2I*sin(angs21)) 
s I2=cmplx(mags L2*cos(angsl2)~nags 12*sin(angs12)) 
s22=cmpIx(mags22*cos(angs22)~nags22*sin() 



c Transmission line parameters calcuIation 

posl -os2 
write(2,12O)freq,zûr,zOi,vp h,neffJoss 

120 format(f9.4,5fl5.5) 
100 continue 

stop 
end 



APPENDIX IV 

Microwave Measurement Results 

This appendix contains the results of the microwave measurement on SI-GaAs substrate 

for LJï-1, LST-2, and IJT-3 mask sets. The results are given on SI-GaAs to isolate the 

effects of materiais on the microwave performance of the eIectrodes. The results include 

average characteristic impedance (&& average phase velocity (VNmg), and mimwave 

insertion loss at the maximum measured fiequency. We have also inchded some physicd 

dimensions of the electrodes that are relevant to their performance, such as the gap 

between the main signd and ground electrodes (G), width of the signai eIectrodes 

( W-), Iongi tudinai overIap factor (fi), and interelectrode gap (5'). 



Table A4.1 Microwave characteristics and some physicai dimensions of slow-wave 
electrodes on LIT4 mask set, Loss is measured at 35 GHz. 

E k t -  # 

CPWi 
CPW2 
CPW3 

CPWA4 

CPWA5 

CPWA6 
CPWA7 
CPWA8 

1 

CPWA9 

&ntg (QI 

31.7 
44.9 

46.8 

39.2 

43.3 

46 

NA 

45.4 

45.4 

vp~tmrg (cdnsec) 
12.45 
L1.98 
1 1.74 
8-82 

CPWlO 

CPWALL 
r 

CPWB12 

CPWB13 

CPWA14 
CPWAlS 
CPWCL6 
CPWCL7 
CPWD18 

, 
CPW19 
CPW20 
CPW21 

L. 

CPW22 
CPW23 
CPW24 
CPW25 

CPW26 
L 

CPW27 
CPWAî8 

h 

CPWA29 
CPWD30 

' 45.4 

475 

43.5 

49 

45-7 
44.9 

45-7 
44.9 

44.8 

31.7 

45.4 

31.7 
45.4 

31.7 
45.4 

45.4 

45.4 
46.8 

39.2 

45.8 1 
37.3 1 

G (dB/m) 
3 -4 
2.1 

60 
70 

20 

20 

75 

75 

45 

60 

8-85 
9.12 

9.06 
9-0 1 

G ( p )  
10 
25 

5.2 

5 

5. 1 

4.7 

40 

50 
50 

60 
60 

10 
10 

60 

65 

75 

75 
75 

8.76 

8 -94 
NA 

8-85 
8-85 

K i g m d ~ l  
40 

40 

0.5 
025 

1.6 
5.7 

4.6 
3.8 

NA 

5.2 
5.2 

8 -94 

8 -93 
8.86 
8 -93 
8 -73 

12.45 

10 

5 
10 

10 
10 

IO 

10 

70 
40 

5 
5 
10 
10 

10 

40 

60 

4.7 

5 
4.1 
3.9 

3.8 

3 .4 

0.5 
0 5  

0.75 

0.75 
0.75 

1 

0.5 

65 1 50 

0.5 

0.25 

0-75 
O S  

0.5 

X p l  
10 
25 

1 

5 
10 

70 
65 
60 

50 

10 

f i  
1 
1 

40 

5 

0.5 

0.5 

40 

50 
50 
30 

40 

60 

1 

0.75 

75 

10 

8-85 
12-45 40 

5.2 
3 -4 10 

75 
IO 
75 
75 
75 
40 

60 

8.85 
12.45 
8-85 

8.85 

8.85 
1 1.74 

8.82 

60 
40 

60 

60 

60 
70 

40 

70 
120 

5-2 
3 -4 

5 2  

5.2 

53 

1.6 

5.7 
9.32 
8.29 

10 

10 

0.5 

1 

4.5 

2-4 

LO 1 0.5 

75 
50 

10 

IO 
40 

5 

0.5 
0.5 

L 
0-75 

10 [ 0.25 
10 1 0.75 



Table A4.2 Mimwave characteristics and some physicai dimensions of slow-wave 
eIectrodes on LIT-2 mask set, Loss is measured at 40 GHz. 



TabIe A4.3 Microwave characteristics and some physical dimensions of slow-wave 
electrodes on WTr-3 mask set. Loss is rneasured at 40 GHz. 

Elect, # F 
CPSD3 52,823 9.065 2.97 58 141 2 0.90 

CPSD4 53.432 9.259 1 3-95 59 L40.5 3 0.90 

CPSDS 53.085 9,159 3.86 58 141 2 0.84 



APPENDIX V 

Sensitivity Analysis of the Transmission 

Line Parameters 

The ABCD matrix of a transmission line as a function of s-parameters is as foIIow [76]: 

where Zo, is the reference characteristic impedance of the measurement system, 50 a. 
The characteristic impedance, &, of the transmission line can thus be fond using the 

foiIowing expressions: 

Equation A 5 2  yieIds two solutions for &. The physically meaningfd value of has a 

positive reaI part. The measured resuits presented in chapter 5 show a Iarge peifodic 

ripple in Zo. This phenornenon is not observed in other h e  parameters such as phase 

veIocity and mimwave loss. An anaiytical expression is extracted for the sensitivity of 



characteristic ïmpedance. A relative error in the measurement of amplitude and phase of 

the s-parameters is considered These errors are assurned to be independent of each other. 

For the sake of simpiicity of equations, the transmission Iine is considered to be 

symmetricai. This, in fact. is a good assumption for the electrodes under study. Therefore. 

SI[ = sz and = S~I. 

AA = 44, + 4 4 2  (A5.3) 

M = B&, + B , 4 ,  (A5.4) 

A q = & A B + z .  (A5.5) 

w here 

d r r r  and & are absolute erron in the complex s-parameters. The absolute emr in any s- 

parameter is defined as foiiows: 

As = ~ [ s l e *  + jsA@ (AS. 12) 

Alsj and A@ are the absohte error in the magnitude and phase of the s-parameter, 

respectiveIy. A& can dso be expressed as a function of kir and AsIz. 

4 =&hl fZ4Asi2 (As. 13) 

?3=44+%4 (AS. 14) 



W. 15) 

&& is a complex value. the r d ,  Ur, and imaginary, ai? parts are given as: 

u. = r e a l ( ~ $  ,)AI 5, Ir+@, , ~ w ( G %  ,)A', tr + ~~&L%,)AI ~ t t ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ i ~ g ( ~ ~ ~ l t ) ~ ~ t t r  

(A5 16) 

~i = i ~ g ( z + i  ,)AI 4 1 1, +q lreal(~,~r I ) A ~ I  tr + imag(z4+& ~ i z  L + ~ ~ = r e a ~ ( z ~ s i ~ ) ~ ~ , I 2 ~  

(AS. 17) 

Alsvl, and A@, are the relative error in the magnitude and phase of s~ These equations 

were used to estimate the mesurement error in characteristic Unpedance. It was found 

that the maximum error occurs when the magnitude of sll and s i 2  are srnail and therefore 

their accurate measunment is practically impossible. A small emr of 0.1% in the 

magnitude and phase of s-parameters c m  cause an error of more than L546 at high 

kquencies. 
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